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Thurlow Reed Dunning was born in Freeport, Maine on 
September 21, 1897, the second youngest of the seven ch. ! 
of Benjamin F. and Adriann (Reed) Dunning. Benjamin Fran*1::. 
Dunning, "Frank" to family and friends alike, was a mason by 
trade. He was the head mason during the construction of Ft: 
Castle. The castle burned in 1914 but is survived by the T*l< 
tower which has become an area landmark.
Thurlow spent his early years in Freeport and m.ove : 
his family to Winchester, Massachusetts when he was 10 ye t: 
old. The family was deeply rooted in Freeport and event;:../ 
he returned here as did many members of his family.
He married Gertrude Fransen who died shortly after ' - 
of their son, Robert. On September 16, 1922 he married it'- . 
Sumner Benson in Somerville, Massachusetts. They had fiv< 
children, Jesse, Mary Jane, Carol, Thurlow Jr. and Al:cc.
He served with distinction in the United States A r y  .
World War I (26th "Yankee" Division) and World War II (21 r 
F. A. Battalion) and was awarded five battle stars for h;s 
service in World War I and the Bronze Star for meritorious 
service in World War II. Between World War I and World M.: 
he served continuously with the Massachusetts National Cut: 1.
After his service in World War II he accepted er:loy*- ' 
which brought him back to Maine and made it possible for t.r 
to settle again in Freeport.
His life long interest in the history of this country, 
of communities and of people seemed to lead naturally to an a.. . 
interest in Genealogy. Upon his return to Freeport he bcuar 
gathering information on the early families of Freeport .- . ... -
that of the Dunning family. When he retired he devote : mar/ 
hours to researching the genealogies of these families.
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Susan E, - 141 
Susan J. - 14& 
Susannah - 130 
Sylvester - 13^ - 132 
Sylvester K. - 133
Thankful - 13u - 13b
wanton - 14Y5 
Capt. william - 142 
William C.- 134
STURTEVAN T
Melora- 2
SUTCnlFF
Lucy A. -2
SILVESTER
Helen M. - o 
Hinchman - ^
Hinchman 'Jr. - B Isaac or Silas - B
TAPLEr
Joel- b2
THOM '
Or in - $2-
INDEX
T^uMAS
Albertina - 9]^ 
Deborah B. - 1^ 
Ellis E. - 12 
James - 3 
Jason C. - 12 
Jesse - 3 
Paul R. - 10 - 137 
Sarah J. - 9^
TnuHPSON .
Benjamin - 23 
Emma A. - 3 
Hellissa - 92
TnURN E
Grin - 19 .
THORPE
S. - 23
THURSTuN
Katheryn E. - 139; - ^  . .*1
T00THAKER -
Charles A. - 9^ 
Charles E. - 93
TOTMAN " -
John J. - 133 
waiter S. - 17 - 137
TCWNE
Anna M. - 130
TRUE -
Cora D. - 2$ -
Elbridge * 32 
George L. - 32 
Margaret - 132 
Martha F. - 32 - 38
TRUFANT
WiHiari H. - 1G
TUCKER
Berlin - ^
TUKEY
Ebenezer - 23 
Harriet - 22 
N ancy - 22
TURNER
Benjamin - 9ii 
Harriet- 23 
Mary - 1
VARNEY
I.F.M. - 9ii 
Isaac H.. - 9ii.
VARNUM
Arthur D. - Bit 
William P. - 8I4.
VINING
Minerva E. - 130
WAKEFIELD
Anna - 6 2  
Henry S. - 62 
Horace -  62
WALKER
Julia - 7
WARD -- .
H arrie t A. - 30 
L i l l ia n  - 3*4.  ^
Maria -  9^ 
W illiam  H ..-  32
WARNER
Harrison - ^0 
Ruth - ^0 
W illiam  C. - 40
WATSON
Lester - 11-
WATERHOUSE
Ira  L. - 36
WEBB
Ethel -  131 
Franklin -  131 
Harold E. -  131
WEBBER - .
Eleanor - 130 
H oratio - 19 -  1^
INDEX
WEBSTER
Clara - 23 
Ebenezer - 23
WELCH
Hr. - 23 
Tobey - 23
WEnLS . . -
Lizzie A.. - 22
WENTWORTH
Charles r 96
WESTON
Annie - 93 
Lucy w
WHEELER
Etta - 
Ruth - 2?
WHIDEN - ,
WHITAKER
WRITE
David - 97 
Forrest E. - hi 
Frederic. W. - 91 
George - k7 
Hugh - 17 - ^7 - 97 
HHgh Jr.. -97 
Jane - 4.7-*?7 - -9-7
John - 97 ^
Kathee - 1^ 
P!artha 97 
Eary - 97 
Nancy - k1 - !p7 
Sally - ^7-
WHITEHOUSE
Eliza - 33
WHITEMORE
Mary - 90 
Thomas P, - 9o
WIGGIN
Bj^ la T. — &
WILBUR
Anzetta - 36 
Reuel ?.
Thomas A., - 3^
WILCOX
Lester -
WlnnlAMS
Elizabeth - 20 
Elizabeth H. - $2 
Lettice 0. - 2u - 
Reuel - 91.
WInSON
Actor -?
Alta M. - 34.
Clara R. - 3^ 
Doris L. - 3^ 
EdnaB. - ^0 
Ethel L. - 3^ 
Howard - 3^
James At- 3r Jennie A. - 3^ 
John J. - 9  
Capt. John - 3$ - 
Leslie C. - 3L 
Lizzette. M. - 3^ 
Mary L. - 131 
Sophia W. - ip2
WINCHELi,
WING
Mrs. Elizabeth H. 
Mrs. Rachel - 2 
William - 7
WINGATE
Francis 
JohnF. -
WINN
George W. - 7
WINSLOW
Forrest- 36
INDEX
WOODBURY
Edward - 94 
Edward L. - 94 
Elizabeth - 94 
John - 94 
Robert - 94
W00D3IDB
Catherine - 32 
Clara - 32 
Clara R. ^.Carrie/ 
45 - 136
WOODWARD
OerMr; E.
Eva (M/ -
52 44- -
Flora - 45 
George - 2u - !44 
George W. - 19 - 44 *
52
Leslie - 45 Lina P. - 8
Label A. - 46 
Mary A. - 9^
Nathaniel - 45 
Susan -(f3&) ^
WOODWORTH
Enma A. - 130 
Joseph F. - 130 
Nathan - 130
WRIGHT
Frank V. - 14 
Frank W. - 14 
John L. - 14 
Wealtkea - 2
WY ER
Alpheus D. - 4 
Clement D. - 96 
(see Dunning, 
David - 4 
Elizabeth - 4 
Florence E. - 4 
Hiram - 4 
Isaac T. - 4 
Isabella E. - 4 
James - 3 
Jane - 3 
Joseph (Wj D.
WYER (cont.;
Lizzie T. - 4 
Margaret - 3 
Nary E. - 4 
Paulina - 3 
Syrena B. - 3 - 132
WYMAN
Martha - 47
YORK
Carrie - 12
YOUNG
Henry - 96 
Leonard - 96
3 - 132
PENNELL (PINIEL) 1
Philip piniel was cf the Isle of Jersey. The family pres­
umably of Preach Huguenot stock, who had gone to Jersey as Refu­
gees. According to Rev. Charles Sinnett, Philip's first wife war 
Ann L. Mortis, who had two children, Thomas and Clement. Hia sec­
ond wife was Marie L. Hardy, who had two children, Marie linel, b. 
9/16/1705, and Rashel Pinel, b. 12/12/1712. Clement was b. 1682 
and Thomas was b. 1634 and d. in Gloucester, Mass., 3/31/1723, age 
34. According to these figures, he was either b. 1689 or he d.
39. He m. Sarah Durin of Gloucester, Mass.
More reliable, possibly, are the family records, of which, ext­
racts are as follows:
1 Philip pjniel. cf the Isle of Jersey, was of every pror.inert 
and noble family. He m. (1) Denize Le Geyt who d. 1674. He m. 
(2), 1675, Ann LeJMortais. He had sir children; Marie, Philippe, 
Rachel, John, Clement, and Thomas. Anne d. 1690. Clement an: 
Thomas came to Gloucester, Mass, on the same vessel, whar *-.'y 
bought land and settled.
2 Thomas Pennell, b. 1684, d. Gloucester, 3/31/1723. Tie d;.t.;. 
or age must be wrong. Letters which he wrote home aft.r h- 
arrived in America were in French, which shows the family 
was French as were most of the people of Jersey
He m. Sara Durin of Gloucester^ *"*-/7'/
In 1710,'Thomas Pinel had a common right derived from h r  
grandfather, XJ&E&&E Robert Elwell.
In 1713, Thomas Pinel, son of Philip and Ann Find, rd ; 
land to Charles Dupre' and John Arthur, on the Isle of Jer­
sey
3
4
5
Thomas/pennell was one of Themes Pennell's ci;.l:rer. : 
Sara Durin. B. 2/25/1720, d. about 1770, in Brunswick, 
Maine. M., in Falmouth, Maine (Portland 
b. 3/10/171%. In 17%p/ he bought Ian
hel Mirra, 
oved there.
He is said to have died in the house &f his sor. Tor.;..
John Pennell, 1736 - 1820, m. Mrs, .iiarr^ -. * 
who d. 1833
Harm ah Pennell,. 1763 - 1840, m., 1731,
- 1817, son of Dr. William 3:-.-ar 
and grandson of Robert Spear the Spear ances­
tor. He died at Lyons, N. Y. He enlisted (1) 
in the Rev. War, 1775, under Cart. James Cur*.;, 
served 2 mo. and 14 days, in Capt. Wm. L;tr.-c.'s 
Co., served 8 mo. 14 days. He also served in 
the Indian wars?
6 John Spear, died of fever in Lyons, N. Y.
6 William Spear, 1788 - 1862, some accounts
say'5.T?82, m* Mae (Mary) Turner, lived in
New Portland, Maine.
Children according to Spear: Samuel, Turner, 
William, 1805, Isaac, Jeremiah, Julia, 
Esther, and Zyphia 
Children according to Pennell:
William Spaar Jr., 1819 - I860
Julia Shear. 1823 - , m. --
ntan.
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PEliNELL 2
m. (1 ) Karx_It3&!'
6
6
8
9
8
7
7
7
7
7
7
6
m. Clarken. Mary P .  Jordan, 
m. AddigoE__JgBQOR?r, lived
u.ne
- 1627,
Reuben T. Spear, 1825 - 
m71*2l) HarthaRicker 
Jenny Snear, 1828 - 
Samuel V. Spear, 1830 - 
Esther H. Spear, 1832 -
in Madison, Maine ^Isaac Snear, 1835 (1S20 according to Spear)
ml K*ae Plummer ^Hattie* Spear, 1856 - 1934 in K^ow.r.-. ro.,
Zvlphia'SnearJ * 1843 - # ^ohn RPqrn^ "
lived Madison, Maine.
3etsey Spear. 1790 — , m. ^evi ric^ei,
lived and died in New Portland, Maine 
John Spear Ricker of Bangor 
2 children
Samuel^RlC^sr, Osage, Iowa
Hannah Spear, 1792 - 1846, m. Hugh nr ?nC3a- --C----
lived and died in Thorndike, Maine 
William McManus 
Mrs Rachel Wing Mrs Catherine ScribnerJane Spear, 1794 - 1838, m., as his first vi^e, a.... —--- lived in New Portland
spear, 1796 -  , a., a s  M s  2d wife, Slmrrn Kaipp
7a5es*"§]^'af, 1800 - 1858, m. (1) SusuD-^erriul, .. ,
dauY* of Obed Merrill; m. (2) ''trrijJ-,Susan, d. 1853. He moved to New Vmyard, Maine, .r.en to
'^^^John Pennell Spear, 1821 - 1894, at Madison, Maine, 
m., 1849, Saran J on^_Bja,ck.well, 18)1 - 1^16. dau. of 
James Blackwell and Lydia nudge
Emma Spear, 1854 - 1931, a. .'i.lli_ar C . 
1932 at Madison, Maine ^ .
Charles, ,&pe$r+ 1858 - 1926, m., j.aLi, u-- ...
Raymond Spear, 1882 - , 1)-^  - , - - *
MoodyHorace Spear, 1864 — 1936, m., 1685, - '
WellSj. 1861 - 1922 . .. ,Fayette Spear, 1828 — 1910 in Wis., m.,  ^ ...
^ut.cliffe^ d. 1899 8 childrenSusan Snear, 1830 - 1905, n., 1854, Caj^ .. - ,
1839 - 1911, of Vermont, lived in Wis. c. m  are. 
James Spear, 1832 - , a., H K I  _
He wa& in'tne 8th Battery of Wis. m  * ar
Samuel Spear, 1833 * 1864 in Kentucky, m.
7Te 'was""in"the 30th Wis. Inf. He died in t M  s^ r.'iCL. 
Marshall pelsont Spear, 1839 - , died in t^. ,-et
sburg, Fla.* m. CMve 3. J. Plokka, whose fat.-.tr C M  
from Holland. He was inTEhe .us. -n.. - -- -
William Delmont Spear, 1841 — , n. (1, . — -
rtevant, m. *F?yi^ealthea Wrignt 
"Ee'"was*in"^Iie' ' Wis. "Battery in the Civil War 
Sarah Spear. 1804 - 1849, m. Stephen Jierrpll
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PENNELL 3
5 Rachel Pennell, 1765 - 1819, m., 1785, Barton Rose, 17*2 - 
l303," buried in old Brunswick burying ground.
Mary Pennell. 1767 - 1839, m. William Mitchell, Harpswell 
Lucv Pennell. 1770 - 18CC, age*30, m. t. 1 
of Harpswell, a miserable wretch
Abiezer, 1792; John, 1795; Jesse, 1797; George; Felly; 
Mercy?
JohnPennell, 1772 - d. young
MehitablePennell, 1775 - 1849, buried in Growstovn, a.,
1796, Samuel_Rqss, 1773 - 1828, age 55 
7 children
Janet^^ennell, 1779 - 1849, age 70, m. (1) John Burke, on? 
child, m. (2) George Leavitt. 7 children 
Margaret Pierpoint Pennell7l7S2 - 1827, age 42, a. Henry 
Carey, "from Syde County, N. C., 6 children.
%pmaa j33RBell jr., 1739 - 1812, age 73-10 (71 on stone) a.
Alice Anderson, of Freeport, 1?49 - 1839, age 90 (91 on atone) 
in Brunswick, dau. of Jacob Anderson and Agnes (Finny) ihinr. . 
Thomas Pennell established a large shipyard at Kiddle lay, .: 
Brunswick, Maine. Harriet Beecher Stowe described a launch.r.g 
at the Pennell yard in "The Pearl of Orr's Island". 
described the launching of the "Union", at the Fennell y..::,
"The Launching of the Ship".
Both are buried in the old Brunswick burying ground
Agnes Pennell. 1768 - 1856, age 88. Other and cu'er r - 
show 1769*- 1856, age 87. Her headstone reads, "uied 12/2i/ 
1856, age 88 yrs."
M. (1) Joseph Dunning in 1792, b. Harpswell, 1770,or 1771, 
d. 1795, age 25, son of Benjamin Dunning and Elizabctn 
Ewing. Both are buried in Harpswell.
Elizabeth Dunning, 1793 - 1861, m., 1813, Jem r $. ,
1785 - 1865, Orr's Island, son of Robert Wyer and Agr.e; 
Ewing.
Jane Wyer, 1814 - 1891, m., 1841, Lacnas Chute r.- 
children.
Pauline^Wyer, 1816 - 1845, n., 1343, Cat. .
Thomas, 1819 - 1901
Jesse Thomas, 1845 - 1853
Joseph Dunning Vyer, 1818 - , a., 1371, Minerva
J^*e Dunning, 1842 - , dau. of Abiezer Du:.;...
and Jare Stover
Syrena Belle Wyer, 1873 -
Margaret Wyer, b. 1822, d. age 88, m., 1549, Arts,.: 
Gray, 1L82?"- *1884
Valantine Gray, 1849 - , n., l uO, fLu—0
Jane Hagan, 1847 -
Agnes Gray, 1883 - , Montclare, N. J.
Arthur D. Gray, 1886 - 
William Wyer Gray. 1893
Thomas Pennell, son of Thomas Pennell and Rachel Birrs, ir. 
1791, owned 20 of the 1666 acres of tillage, 2 of the 4 
horses, 4 of the 112 oxen, and 8 of the 192 cows in Brunswick
Note:
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PEiVNEnju 4-
binde*o Gray, 1879 - 13^1 
Alvah Gray, 1893 * 1863
Minot Du.iinina_uray, 1857 -  , liv<a  hi *"1L .
N.nV, 1373, Ellen_Babb, 1u8c -
Ethel p., 1679: *T.ldred .? .i--<- "?d,
Arthur E. Gray, 1859 - , , 186^, F
sYnitli , 1..p1 -
Cillian Dinning Gray, 1-^ Up - 
Florence -^Fyer Gray, **896 - 
G^araa' J3. Gray, 1*8*63 - , -., 18-: , - )'.
Gaylan'd, fo55 -
Earcia E., 1o90? Alb^T-t Leroy, 1^33 
David Wyer, 182';. - 1'"o9* d. Portland, n. Janie ; 
tman, , 3 children
Elizabeth *.Jyer, 1S$7 - , m., 1852) .1^ " or
E*nng, f8*1*0 - , lived in the old E*^ **r- .3^ *
for 99 years, then moved to Durham
Cor-'-r-lia EEir^, E,91 - , r -le, Lisbon Palla
-" izaheth E-'ing, Lj59 - , .- . tsben pf.'la
Mary Si'-yson *' yer*, 1330 - , Lisbon Fa* 3
.1'ira.m 1 yer, 1U 32 "- 18-9 J, _ in Portland, 1'
Jane Alexander, lo'-O - 1397* d/o h-v*' . yy -; -
der and Finette Greenleaf
Isabella E. b'yer, 1e6u - , n., 1 *0  ^ e-
L. /byeley
James 0., 18ou; Leslie '..,,1^3; *^---<- -r 1 .
1685
* Alpheus 0. Hyer, 1062 - , miner i** C 1.
E-EH'HHE.  ^-86 - ,
' 'arren St.aroird, 1863 -
Philip Starbird, 13. 7 - 1' 13 
' ar-ar^t W., 1891? Ethel '..., 1 . - - -
Ear ion 1., 1896? ienn^th A.,
Lizzie 'Itiom^son '-y^r, 1^70 -  , -  . ,  1
Berlin Tinirer, 1067 -  
Isaac Ihcmyso'*' 'Eypr, I036 - , r.
3ishop/ no children.
Cant Joseph Dunning , b. 7/11/1796 (postru^^ *, 6/1
captain of coasting vessels, built t--< *' -
%ray in Fall River, Hass., n. Rebecca Spear, b. Lr 
, d. Fall River, Mass., 272871oe3,*both d. i 
River
William Dnnnine-, sailed to California i* 1,
Robert Spear Itf^ning, b. Brunswick, 18' -,, d. at is 
Sumner here in'" Jinter Harbor, Maine, 19u3, age 76-Z-9# 
an artist of so^e note, in Fall Riv^r, 7., 1  ^ 9 
T'ehita.ble Durfce hill, 1835 - , no e . _--r<-yjJoseph "(Spoor, "Duanir; -, , , ^
Caroline
Ehria Dunning m. Albert Fr-'-cn 
Lucy French m. Lester V ile r 
Josephine Dinning
PENNEm, $
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Marillo Bartol Dunning, 1839 - 19' , ' ,
Emma/Aga*tha 'TSiowispn, 18pS - 1096. nr ^ r . in
Fall R^ver, 1-iass. and she was b. in ' - , -
He d. in Montclair, N.J. and thry rre b'r-i- ' 
in Mt. nebron Cemetery. TA?o children.Edith Spear Dunning, b. abt. 1862, - 
n. abt. 1906, Arthur Lr Gim nd C n ,
Arthur n. Jr.? Ruth? Lorinda; c -Id 
d. an infant; Janet, adapt'd.
Mari'-lo Bartol Di.mning Jr., 7/7/1 ^
6/7/1960, m., 9/^6/l9^i; ;^ rr-^  ^rnold 
oansing, S/17/I0o9 - 7/27* 
in Montclair, N.J. until a" ret'nr 1 i.;
they moved to Ogunauit, Maine vht .9 he 
died. She d. in Greenwich, Conn. r*o ^.11- 
dren.
John Bartol Dunning, 12/?u/l91 
m. 0/19/1937* Dorotny Gildr^ -
6 / 10/1912
Harry Martin Dunning, 19 0 -
., !90^, Reb^ -o -
. in
Port Chester, N.f.
Ha?"'y_Martin Dunning Jr., 199 
leborah !artin Du/niu*-, *9 1^ 
Jolm Robert * 'no, 19,13 - ^
m., 1969* Patr'ic'
11 John Lester burning, 1 *< i -
9 Fioby-'t parsing Dsinning, 6/?C/* *&
^ A^nos Pennell, m. (2), 1806, Benjamin Dunning Jr. ' no . c
fiest married to Ann Alexander, b. 1766, d. Icpp, s/o 
Benjamin Dunning and Elizabeth Ewing an-** b^otu^r of AgnT-a 
first husband, Joseph Dunnin&. AIT arc buried * - 
Harr-strell burying ground.
6 Anna punning, 18^7 or 18^8, d. 18?1, m., 1cJ3, Ca-.t.Abel Goodrich *
7 Harriet, 183^, single; George S., 1831 - H  c; 
Abel, 1oh1 - 18^0? Benjamin D., 18 .3 - 1 .0; 
Elizabeth EMing Goodrich, 18/0 -
6 Alice Dunning, l8u9 - l89u, buried in Portland, ^
Tto^ _ RaskelT; m. (2, Joshua Dunning, no c il ' -:r.
6 ^Feg.-y, Randall Dunning,"l813 - 1 ,
l 8/d--^9Y8m Sh^r RT.81/p 181U  - ' '
7 Rebecca T . Rich, - 187b* *n. Silas lolh-
rook, 1 -itn Maine Vol. Inf., Civil .nr/*
0 Alice G. Holbrook, l87u - 1871
0 Willis *3. Holbrook, 1872 - 1899
3 Sidney W. Holbr^ci:, 167^ - , n. Cl^-aMabel Coombs *******
Leslie and t^in wgo d. in six 
Addie label Holbroob, 1877 - 1 0^
Charles D. Rich, 1 1 - , n., 1871, _larr-?.
^o^r^/ard, b* 1c .7 d/o Isaac <g Sarah . v ' n ^
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$ Pennell, 1771 - 18^8, age 8?, lived in El-ri-.,^
Point, Freeport, ._G^or^e Rogers, 176; -
1829* s/oyueorge Rogers^^Sn Alice (Pinny, p'-ana, '-.o 
ivas the widow of Thomas Means, killed ip. the *.-.ana,mh - 
secre. Col, Rogers v?as a veteran of the/Bevol-^'^r, ^ 
See Rogers page
^ Thomaa penYiell, 177^ - 186o, m., 1799, M^rv Si— son, 
170^ - 1863, d/c hei-ris Sinpson and Martha Skolfield, 
b*uried in Pine Grove Cemetery, Brunswick, 15 cnil'r<*n, 
Thomas Pennell, 18o0 - 1021, single 
Mazy Pennell, I8u1 - 18lu, buried in Pinr Grove Ceo. 
Rev. Lewis Pennell, 1833 - , m. Esther Sl-'C' -
Joseph Pennell, 180k - l8o5
Martha Pennell, 1806 - 1892. m. Samuel Row'r- .i7Uyir — * --------------
Rachel Pennell, twin, l8lu -
Robert Pennell, twin, l8lo - 1612
Joseph Pennell, 1811 - 1o68, gt. Lucy Brv - ' ' ...  ,
1823' -
6 Robert Pennell , 1813 - 18O8, m. (1,, 18 , C_gr i-ie
Soule, of Freeport, 1012 - l86u, d/o Mor^r S ;lc an'
Martha Lane. She is buried in the old Lane ,
Pleasant Hill, Freeport. He went to Califor.i' in
7
6
7
5
6 66
7
7
0
9
10
10
10
10
[0+7.
Robert Pennell Jr., b. Freeport, d.
190?, lived in Cal.
Elizabeth Alice Pennell, 1822 - 1851, n. C_ .. -er'.
W , Simnson, 1*81 - iS91, b'iiied in Pine G* v Jr .
Anna E. Simpson, adopted, 1060 - 18 1 , t.'--* ' - 
some qiiestionon her birth and death - ).Mony__Pennell, 1776 - , m., 1796, Is-nc Air-on'<-r,
1*7 7? L - i8^ f, s/o David Alexander mnd Anna Isaac Alexander Jr. 1796 - 1819David Alexander, 1790 - Idol, buried in cl * .... --
Al.dce_Alexander, 1§01 -1095 * Capt.John Rf"d,
179^ - i860, s/o John Reed and Lettice Orr. r ef 1 1 
William Reed, 1820-^851
?^ry Alexander Reed, 1823 - 19^9 at .-r-tten Pal^- 
I!aine,'m., 18!p2 ,* George Washington Reed, I806 -  
1883, farmer, s/o'Capt. DavT^ R^'  ^ *'
Randall
Henry Melvin Reed, 1883 ** ; i- b^ t*. t.w-
Army * and"Navy 'in "the Civil War, m., * " , 
Ella Telman 'Jiggin, of Bath, *. - ,
d/o Albert B. Wiggin
Joseph Henry Reed, 1873 * ; f""
at "Fanslow, iiaTne, m., 19^3, Gratia 
Mary Gage, * tan
Rebeka Gage Reed; t9oip - 
idary Ella Reed,, 1306 - 
Henry Wiggin Reed, 19uo - 
Margaret Wig^in Ree**, 191  ^ -
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9 Albert Wiggin Heed, 1878 - , farmer at No.
Anson, Mhine, m., 19cC, Susan Clark Fogy of 
Fairfield
0 E]^aboj^ Ann Reed, ^8ij.6 - , m., 1873, Nichola:
N. Robertson, a mining operator, lived in Lea vi ;r, 
Colorado
9 Ralph Robertson, 1875 - , grad. Colorado
College, 1902, m., 1907, Jane Porter 
8 Lucy Turner Reed, 18^9 - , lived in tno old
Benton homestead. She was a teacher of f"r.od**'<"i, 
after the Civil War, in N. Car. and Va.
8 Mary Effie Reed, 1851 - , m., 1672, Ira W. Davis
, lawyer.
9 Ivy M. Davis, 1872 - , m. Noah L. Sin'"r
10 Lincoln Sindar 
Carrie M. Davis, 187^ - 1877 in Colorado 
Rethai 1. Davis, 1878 -
Stephen^ C_. j^avin, l88u - , grad, of Cel
Civil Eng.
Davis, 1862 - , m. ,.'1*1'a- i
grad. Bowdoin, P.G. at Harvard, suonvet'" at 
Deering H.S.
Denton R. Davis, 1886 - , ^a"**mr
Leland M. DavTs, 1889 - 1897 
George F. Reed, 18^3 - , m., I88t, Jul A.m. .- A
Minnie R. Reed, 1881 - 
Archie W. Reed, 1883 - 
Ethel M. Reed, 1885 - 
Horace Stearns Reed,
Leon STClair Reed, 1895 - 
Howard Merritt Reed, 1856 - 
Susan Caroline Reed, 1&59 - 187 4^.
John Reed, 1863 - , grad. U. of M., Civil Ertr.
ip., 1906/ Elizabeth C . Hinds, 1865 - , grad.
Coburn Classical Seminary, music teacher in r- t.or. 
Falls.
Isaac Alexander Reed, d. 19u6, aye , in Benton Fa Jp 
Susan Jane Reed, 1829 - 1909 in Dead*mod, S.D. r. r - 
W.' Winn, (See Reed, G- R211 - 12, M. H. S.,
Lettice Orr Reed, 1833 - 1910 at Benton F^11s, r., 1 ,
Amos hunt Hinds, b. Clinton, now Benton, 1033, d. 1 ,
s/o Asa Hinds and Lucy l*umer,
Lucy Turner Hinds, 1866 - , Res. No. Herps*..^ ll
Alice Pennell Reed, b. Brunswick, 1837, d. , n.
" 63, Leonai d^ Brackett Alexander, * . *7, d.
1907 in Seattle, Wash., s/o Hiran King Alexander and 
Sarah E. Phinney.
Mabel Reed, 186? - 1867 
Arthur Reed, 1868 -
Gertrude Alice Reed, l87u - , m. Orrin "A!. "
Marion E. Reed, 1873 - 1903
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6 T^^^^^S-^lexanaer, 1803 - 1891, m ., 182A, Hainan Dwr.ing,
1'j03 - 1"73, d/o Andrew Dunning ('rdrew {;- An-'"^ '.' -
William 2- Andrew 1 , and Elizabeth Dunning (Eiiz^bet;. - 
Benjamin 3* William 2- Andrew 1 ;(they were cousins.
7 Elizabeth Dunning Alexander. l82o 0 1&35
7 Mary Pennell "Alexander, 1631 - 19u9 in* Iowa,
1836, Thomas A." Estes, b. Durham. 1828. d. I h. 1906
8 Alden R. Estes
7 Charles Alexander, 1 8 3 6 - , m., 1571, S-r* a M.
Brown, , lived in Portland 2 cnil en
7 Elizabeth Alexander, 1830 - , 13. John P. Randall
b. 183 ,^ "d. age 7^ -11**2!j., s/p Paul Randa'l and* 
Alexander.
3 Clara D. Randall, 1 8 ^ 8 - 19Mn., 1832, ;
Peleg Curtis Ferryman,, b. Harisw.ll, 1 ,
d. , s/o Daniel Merryman ^Deborah .. Curtis
Paul Randall, 1861 -  ^m. Lucir  ^ .. -- w
Anna C. Rartdall, 1868 - loo^, sin le 
James B. Randall, i860 - 1587, sin. le 
John 0. Randall, 1871 - , n., 19 .'y P.
Woodward
Bes^ey M. Randall, 187^ - 
Thomas A. Randall, 1878 - 
^drewD._Alexander, 18^ .1 - 1919, m., 187b# A 
F. Rogers, l81j^ *"- 1919, d/o John Rooer3 a**-' ; - 
Owen, buried in Kellogg Cemetery, Hpr"'.** -^ 1'
Hannah Mary Alexander, 18^5 - 1932, m. C<*^r b*!... . i
Ferryman, 181/3 - 1919, s/o Hudson ihr'-y no ' * -
ath Stover Msrryman
Hattie C. Ferryman, 1 8 8 6 - , teacher
^^avid Alexander, 1Q0y - l8u7
Tlary Alexander/ 1808 - 1 8 8 3, m. Cart. PJinch-o.'-_'vJL^ 
l8u0 - 18/7, buried in Pine Grove Ceietery.
Hinchman Sylvester Jr., 1 8 3 2 - 1877, burl* ' in * L.r 
Grove Cemetery
Isaac? A. Sylvester, 1838- (This is probably 8 I03 .w 
is buried in the same lot as Hinchman and . 1917, 
age 82. also Helen H., w/o Silas, d. 1877, a -e .j, 
Pennell Alexander, 1811 - , m., 1537, Abjra/JL -ov.-,
Y812 - , d/o Cant. John Stover and oydia ^
William S. Alexander, 1838 - 1898-, m., 18(2, lir- 
*a'heth"M7"Stover, "I'BhO - , d/o Robert Stov- r "s-.i
Abigail Ferryman
Abbie Alexander, 1 8 6 7 - , *3*, 1 ,
A. Barnes',.YJop - , s/o George Bar* an-
Betsey Merriman
Lillian F. Barnes, 189 -
William S. Barnes, 1897 
Lewis Alexander, 1869 - 1933, ri*, * Gr* -e 
T. Otis, 18Y3 - 19$h, buried in Pine Grove Jem* 
Fannie Louisa Alexander, 1&71 - 193^y ,
Sam7e'i Alexander, 18/7 - 1938, 3/ 0 *il. la - 
AlexMLder* and Elizabeth Dunnirw.
For children see 9*
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8 Mary B. Alexander, 1877 **7 Isaac Alexander* 18L1 - , m.Elov e r/' IB'// "-
8 Robert W. Alexander, 1574
7 Lydia Ann Alexander * 1818 -
1873* Alice M.
___ ___________ , n., 1L0.-^, Jose-h A.
Stover, 10n9 ** , s/o Janes Stover and f!ary Orr-
6 Janes Alexander, l8ll - , m. Fannie Stover, 1*17,-
c/o Gs.pt* Jorin Stover^and Lydia Merryman
Albert Alexander, 1843
nder, 1878 - 
1883 -
Holnan Ale 
Fannie Alexander,
Albert Alexander 
Bertha Alexander 
Henry Alexander ,  1848 
Janes Alexander, 1834 
son, " , d/o
Curtis
W illia n  Alexander, 1814 -  
Dunning, l8la -  1906, d/o
Dunning
W i l l i an Dinning Alexander, l8LpJ -  1927, 
Joseph Xlexander, 18' /" *-' 1863 
George Alexander, 184& -  1863
m. Adeline Ridr
Isaac
, n. Mary Hunter 
, n.,l?83, Btto B. 
Johnscn and Rebecca
John-
1896, m., 1838, niizrb.t; 
Andrew Dunning and E liza le 'h
single
Alice  Elizabeth Alexander, 
Capt. Charles 
Capt.
18^2 - 1912, m * ;.  ^ . 1071*Jormson Bishop, 1833 - 1* ^ , e ; - *- n
Bishop anB**Hargaret Anders * * - ' - -
and Sarah Dunning, p. grE.r -
9
8
88
lu
_______,__________ _ 1 $ 904,s/o uap*c  John 
son of David Alexander
son of Andrew Dunning and Hannah She':'*
Erwin h. Bishop, 1872 - 1873
John Swazey Bishop, 1873 - 1936, ., 1 ,
N ellie llaria Alexander, b. Lamenc^, - ,
lB7j?, d. 1903, d/o Henry Alexander a * ..a.-.-ht. 
Pennell
Nellie P. Bishop, 1893 - 1920 
Sophia Greenleaf Bishop, 1876 - 1963, n. *!';/, 
Edward H. Pierce 1o?1 - 1933
Alice M. BisHo^.; 1880 - 194°, n., "!-*., „A. Hackett
Sauuel Alexander, 1837 - 1936, n., 1o93, rran-^r 
A1 exander, 1T 71 - 19/6, d/o Willian Alexander and 
Elizabeth Stover (See page 8
Elizabeth Alexander, 1897 - 19^7
billian Thurlow Alexander, Rear Adniral, UhL..
1901 -* * , n., 1931; Betsey M. Randall, 11^
Elizabeth Jane Alexander, 1939 - ,
m., 1962, Gerold H. Gott
Lisa Jean Gott, 1963
Aline Louise Alexander, 19o8 - ,
Johnlj. Wilson/ 190h " pi., 193$F
PENNELL 10
0 Samuel Pennell Alexander, 1910 - 
m.f 1917. Myrtle Edwards, 1907 -
9 David J. Alexander, 1912 - 1956, Shirley Allen,
Daniel Alexander, 1969 -
, m.,
10
9 Samuel W. Alexander, 1911 - 1961, Jeanne Abair, 1916 -  ^ Bs
10 Deborah Alexander, 1963
10 James Alexander, 19bl
10 Samuel Alexander, 1967
10 Abigail Alexander, 1969
7 Alvah P. Alexander, 186$ - i860
6 Charles Alexander, 1819 - 1852
5 Jacob Pennell, 7/17/1778 - 10/10/1811, age 63, m., 1802, 
DeUprah Pujining, b. Harpswell, l/13/l78b, d. 1/ 17/1&S1,
Age bu-9, d/o Benjamin Dunning and Elizabeth Ewing, He 
carried on an extensive ship building business witn his 
father at Kiddle Bays, Brunswick. This became the Pennell 
Bros* Shipyards. Both were buried in the old Pennell 
graveyard on what is now the Barrett Farm at Middle Bays.
6 Eliza Pennell, 1802 - 1$9l, m., 1821, Charles Reed;
1797 "l5oY, s/o John Reed and Lattice Orr. He is 
buried in Pine Grove Cemetery, Brunswick
7 Deborah Reed, 1823 - 1897, m., 1815, Capt.
Arthur B. Alexander , l82u - 1891, s/o John 
Alexander and Loranna Farr, buried in Orr's 
Island Cemetery
8 Edward B, Alexander, 1816 - , m., 1863*
Martha, driven Johnson, 1852 - 1891, d/o Ca t. 
Ephraim Johnson and Martha Orr, no children.
8 Eliza A, Alexander, 1819 - 1876, !** William
H. Trufan^l 1BI1 1 1897
8 Arabella P. Alexander, 1851 - , m., 19o1,
Charles! A. RoPinson, , a barber
9 William A. Robinson, 1883 -
a barber at Orr's Island
9 Harold %, Robinson
#
PENNELL 11
7 Lattice Orr Reed, 1825 - 19u6, m. , 1844-, Ralph Johnson, 
lB2f - 1869, s/o Ralph Johnson and Lydia Parr, buried in 
Orr's Island Cemetery.
8 Capt. Alfred Johnson, 184.5 - , captain of steamer
^ o r ^ o  Hall", m., 1865, Ci^ra 0. Jordan, b. Freeport 
184-5, d. , d/c George W. Jordan and Rhoda Field
9 Lydia S. Johnson, 1867 - * m., 1886, Wilbert
Pitcher, 1865 - 19o2
10 Maria Louise Pitcher, 1891 -
9 Ernest P. Johnson, 1874- ** * *&* Edith A.
Boothby, 1574- *10 Ruth Lydia Johnson, 1897 *
9 Clara Emma Johnson, 1853 - , m., 1905, John
F. Pennell, b. Erunsvick, 1871* d. , grad.
Yale, iB^u, s/o Capt. John Dunning Pennell and 
Abby Reed
10 Eleanor Johnsoii Pennell, 1906 -
10 Alfred Reed Pennell, 19o7 -
10 Abigail Jordan Pennell, 191u -
9 George .Alfred Johnson, 1888 -
8 Reed^ Orr Johnson, 1848 - 1909, m. Elizabeth Stover,
18m " -  , ?7o Sumner Stover and Lois Hinkley,
no children
8 Lattice Riima Johnson, 1853 - , m. Fred S. Alien,
d. 1568, age
8 Pauline Thomas Johnson, 1856 - , m., 1876, John S.
Osbourne, d.*"lB?7\ unlikely;
PENNELL /  ^
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_______  1867 - , grocer,m., 1892, Lilia Amelia Rogers. 1870 - , dau.of Charles Henry Rogers and Agnes Levis Ralph E...Johnson, 1894 - Philip K. Johnson, 1895 - 
Helen* A* Johnson, 1898 - Clement.S.. Johnson^ 1900 - Harold R. Johnson," 1903 -
Jane D. Reed. 1827 - 1890, m., 1849, Capt. Reed_Qrr^ 1822 - lost at sea 1854, stones in Pine Grove Cem. Simeon K. Orr, d. 1851, age 1 "George,-R*. d. 1873, age 21, " "
Reed Qrr, d. 1873, age 19, " " "^ r y  RBcolfield Reed, 1829 - 1866, a., 1846, I<$an_ Jordan, , son of Robert Jordan and Mary
SnowCharles Jordan. 1848 -Paulin: Jordan. 1856 - 1926, m., 1874, IsAac Linscott. 1852 - 1925r buried in New Meadows Cemetery — ..Hattie K. JLinscott, 1875 - 1905, burieo in New Meadows Cemetery
Delia Jordan.. I860 - , a. Vi 11 layJP<-ckham,
Alvah E. Peckham. 187,^  -
, i%9i -
Frank Jordan. 1865 - , m., 1887, Carrie York
Earl Jordan
Raryij^JSri.?'^Reed, 1832 - 1914, 1867, Villi_aa
Stanvpod of Mere Point, 1333 * 1908, son cf '*! ..: 
Stanvood and Ann Louden, buried in Maquoit Cemetery 
Katherine Lenjamir. Jtanvopd, 1870 - 1967, m.
a.^ B^ k e  Skolfield as his second wife, 185* - 
190^, buried in Pine Grove Cemetery 
Stanwood Skolfield,
PanTira ?. Reed. 1834 - 1855, **., 1854, Elli^ %.
1836 -  ^ ^  ,A stone in Pine Grove Cemetery reads, "Paulina A. Orr, 
wife of Ellis B. Thomas, d. 1855, age 21. This leads 
one to believe that it was not Reed but Orr.
Jason C..Thomas f)Joseph Orr R &ed. d. 19i9/ age 75, m., 1856, Annie^L. 
lilcs. d. 1926, age 76,^ no children, buried in Pine
3^*
8
988
Grove Cemetery 
Julia Ellen Reed. 1841 - 1931, m., 1858, EaxmrA-h. 
Qxnsrd of Freeport, 1833 - 1902, son of John N. 
Cxnard and Harriet Leighton, buried in River road 
Cemetery, Brunswick
John Henry Oxnard. 1860 - 
boy and girl
Harriet E. Oxnard, 1871 - 1889 
Reed Orr Oxnard. 1874 - 1916, buried in Cal. 
;one in River road Cemetery, Brunswick
FENNELL / 3  *
7 William Jacob Reed. 1842 - 1905, a., 1874, Orianna
Jack 1850 - 1943, buried in Rivef.-..ai"
Cemetery, Brunswick. She was dan. of Uriah Jan# and 
Rachel Mariner
8 , Carrig,.^tglle.Rned, 1874 - , a., 1897,Charles Bowkcr Morrill
9 ... ^narles' Re e d Mo rrill, 1901-
8 Ellen Cornelia Reed. 1877 - , a., 1903,
lecrfe Comstock Moore, 1875 - , of Brooklyn
9 William George Moore, 1907 -
7 Cornelia Adams Reed, 1845 - 1927 of Orr's Island, a.,
— ___ 189b. ?. Philbrook, 1832 -
The following are.unplaced but are supposed to be,in the T.th . ^  , W
generation. r<**^ o**^ <- '
Alice Pennell Reed, 1837 - * , 136?/ leaned
Brackett Alexander, 1837 -
M ^ b e i R e ^ e r , Ar ihnr-Raad. Al -x ,Gertrude Alice Alexander, Marios Eliza Alei- -----  ^ andcr
6 Benjamin Dunning p.ennell, 1804 - 1861, m. Mary Given,
130o — 1882, dau. of John Given and Anna Simpson, bar. 
in Pine Grove Cemetery, no children, adopted Benjamin 
Pennell, so of Charles Pennell (See below)
6 Jacob Pennell, 1807 - 1882, shipbuilder, m.JiREaah M.
Chase, 1813 - 1891, dau. of Samuel Chase and Mary 3t--.- 
wood, buried in Pine Grove Cemetery
7 Capt. Samuel, Chase Pennell, 1840 - 1903 in Tucson,
Ariz. He is supposed to have been married, no ch-icr*7 Cecillia E. Pennell, 1843 - , single
7 Ana.e..H+ Pennell, 1845 - 1925, single, buried in Pine
Grove Cemetery
7 .George %, Pennell, 1849 -
6 Jamas^Rannell, 1809 - 1863, shipbuilder, m., 1837, Julia 
Chase ^ sister of Hannah, 1815 - 1891, buried in Pine 
Grove Cemetery.
7 Capt. JMe^R,^ennell, 1838 - 1891 in England, buri ' 
in Pine Grove Cemetery, m. in England, Harriet Hadd
d. 1885, no children. He was caught trying to run the 
blockade during the Civil War and was exiled to in ­
land in lieu of prison.
7 Deborah Augusta Pennell, 1842 - , m., 1363, Andrew
Simpson, Tool - , son of Thomas Simpson and Eliz­abeth Whitehouse
7
7
7
8
7
8 
8
J?il.iiam.,X.,.?3R3ell* 1843 - 1349, buried in Pine Grove Bary Ellen Pennell. 1952 - , single
' 1 1 1  J&B9S§11 y 1355 - , bridge builder, a.,1830, Rose.E. Kinny
Maud A., 1891; Mildred, 1894; James, 1898 
Carroll E. Pennell, 1850 - 1912, m. 1855, ijCFen,
9 - 1939, buried in Pine Grove Cemetery 
Julia Chase Pennell, 1897 -
1399 -
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Job Anderson Penneli, 1812 — 1868, farmer, he had a h^r 
lip, K. Elizabeth Edgecomb, 1820 - ^ 4 ^
Albion Ellsworth Pennell. 1856 -  ^. m. NancyBarnes. 1857 -
John D. Pennell, 1834 - 
Abbie E. Pennell, 1886 -
Charles Sewall Pennell, 1815 - 1890, shipbuilder, m. (1 ) 
1840, Harriet N. Given, 1814 — 1841, dau. of John Given 
and Anna Simnson; n. (2), 1844, Margaret patten?, born in 
Charlestown, Mass. 1821, d. 1890. Cornelia Adamr is t.e 
name of the wife of Charles S. Pennell on the stone in 
Pine Grove Cemetery. The dates are the same as elated 
for Margaret Patten. As they had a daughter named Corn­
elia Adams Pennell, it would seem that Cornelia w o h:s 
second wife. He is also buried in Pine Grove Cemetery.
He was the business manager of the Pennell Brae. Shi - yard. eeT, * -
13enjamin Lincoln Pennell. 8/13/1841, sii weeks beOr- 
his mother died. He was adopted by Benjamin Dur.rnr.r ic:r 
and Mary Given, who were both his natural uncle and 
aunt. He d. 1897. M., 1865, Elizabeth Raymond, 18*^  -
1913, dau. of Elisha Raymond. Both are buried in 
Pine Grove Cemetery. They had no children.
Children of the second marriage of Charles S. Pennell: 
H^?i^-Civen_Pennell, 1846 - 1895, poet, piar:s: 
and social worker, buried in Pine Grove Cemetery.
1848 - 1897, real estate dealer, 
m., 1875, Elizabeth KerryBan, 1852 - 1890, dan. of 
Freeman Merryman and Sarah Norton, burisd in Pise 
Grove Cemetery.
Marian Norton Pep.nell, 1876 - 
Maria Louisa Pennell, 1850 - 1908, Louise M. on t;.e stone in Pine Grove Cemetery
Cornelia Adams Pennell, 1351 - , m., 1886, PrankW. Wright, a lawyer in Salem, Mass.
Frank Vernon Wright, 1890 - 
John Lawrence Wright, f8°7 - 
Charles Bartlett Pennell, 1858 - 1906, gardincr for 
Hon. Arthur Sewall, m., 1889, Mrs. Elizabetn 1.
1864 - 1913, buried in Pine Grove Cexeterv
Carl^Pennell, 1389 - , a. Alice KcKovrLeon D, Pennell. 1892 -
Charles Sewall.^Pennell, 1897 - , m. Her* a
French
Frank A. Pennell. 1899 - 1399 
Carrie Ivans Pennell, 1860 - , m.. 1873. Mw*rd
Ghiriey Peck, Boston Merchant
Helen Augusta Pennell, 1665 - , m., 1817. Dr.
BaxterWilliam H,. Baiter, 1889 - 
Clarence Pennell Bax*cer, 1891 -
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Paulina Pennell, 1817 - 1899, m. Thomas S. Dunnir.g, 1 ' -
1888, son of William Dunning and Abigail Orr, buried i;.
Pine Grove Cemetery 4^4^ . 4.^
Cant. Jacob P, Dunning, b. 6/6/1840, d. at Jur.iar, 
Callao, Peru of yellow fever, 2/7/1869, age 29, 
captain of Bark, Virginia Dare, buried in Peru wit 
an American Flag for his binding sheet. He had been 
first mate on the Deborah Pennell with Capt. John D. 
Fennell.
Capt. Minot Dunning, b. 8/7/1843, d. at sea,
Ree<3. Dunning, 1845 - 1863, buried in Pine Grove Cer. 
Joseph Running Pennell, 1819 - 1902, a. (1), 1854 Arab. - 
Levis. 1823 - 1875; m. (2), 1881, Mrs. Mary (Melch 
Barnes, b. Lisbon, 1833, d. 1898, buried in Pine Ircv- 
Cemetery
Child by first marriage:
Josephine Dunning Pennell, 1863 - 1952, m., 1' r
Tyler Skolfield. 1858 - 1938, buried in Pine Grove Cam. FnancRsLArabella Skolfield, 1887 - , m., 1911,
Harold O'Leary of New York City 
Lydia Clementine Skolfield, 1891 - 
Harriet Jane Pennell, 1822 - 1905, a., 1846 cr 1848, 
juodrevC Purging,"18C'5 - 186", ship carpenter, eon of Jaaew 
Dunning and Alice Skolfield, buried in Pine Grove Cez.
His stone reads,"died 1863 age 56".
^amesJHerpill,.Punning, 1850 - 1901, buried in line 
*Grove Cemetery. He was single.
Hattie p$nnell Dunning. 1852 - 1901, single, buried 
in Pine Grove Cemetery
Robert Spear Pennell, 1826 - 1899, R., 1856, Deborah 
Brewster Tho&as, b. New Keadows, 1835 - d. 1918, buried 
in Pine Grove Cemetery
a., 1896, Rat.
Charles Thomas Pennell, 1857 - , m., 1883, LeliiS
G a r vey. - 1897,Robert H. Pennell, 1837 - 
Charles T . Pennell, 1895 - 1896 
Frederick Pennell, 1890 - 
TheodorF/Pennell, 1888 - 
j Willard,.,3,. P.e!well, 1897 - 
Hattie Jordan. Pennell, 1862 - 
Baker DukeshireRobert Pennell. Dukeshire, 1897 -
John Dunning Pennell, 4/14/1828 - 7/6/18 8 in Rio 
Le Janiero, m., 12/3/1357, Abcie Jacobs Reed, b/22/13* -
2/22/1909 in New York City, dan. of Capt. Arthur Reed and 
Elizabeth Barstow Jacobs. The Jacobs family was supcosec 
to be of Jewish descent. She was the Abbie of "Capt:n 
Abbie and Cap'n John", by Robert P. Tristram Coffin. Both 
are buried in Pine Grove Cemetery, Brunswick
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7 baby, 9/5/1862 - 9/22/1S62. The baby was b o m
aboard the bark Deborah in Cardiff, Wales and 
died aboard the Deborah in the Atlantic Ocean.
Tbe baby was packed in salt brine in . double 
coifin and lashed to the first step of the main 
mast. After more than a year the baby w:s cent 
home and buried in Pine Grove Cemetery 
7 Ab^RL^Reed Pennell, *&. aboard the bark Deborah,
in the Pacific Ocean, 12/12/1364, d. 3 11 
lawyer in Buffalo, N.Y., m., 1951, Carrie 
Lamb of New Haven, Conn., 1864 - 1903, both buried in Pine Grove Cemetery
^ohn Frederick, peimell, b. Brunswick, 6/1'1171, d. , Civil Engineer, m. Clare Eu.ua < hnson, 
b. 2/11/1883, d. , dau. of Capt. Alfred 
Johnson and Clara Jordan (See page 13)
Eleanor Johnson Pennell, 1906 - 
Alfred geed Pennell, 1907 - 
Abigail Jordan Pennell, 1910 - 
William Pennell, 1751 - 1832 at Bangor, m. Lucy C. J-.-.: - 
1785 - 1856, buried in Pine Grove Cemetery, Brunov:
Hannah B, Pennell, 1806 -  1876, a.  Samuel Berry, 
sea captain, lost at sea 1844, age45, stones in Pine 
Grove Cemetery, Brunswick
Samuel H . ,Berry, lost at sea 1944, age 16, . ' n< 
in Pine Grove Cemetery, Brunswick.
Alice Pennell, 1808 - 1889, m. Stanvood Dunning,
1804 - 1855, son of Aaron Dunning and Elizab -tn 
Stanwood, buried in Pine Grove Cemetery 
William Dunning, died at 5 years 
_St anyood Purnipg .Jr.,
Ebenezer Johnson Pennell, 1810 - 18b1, buried in c.d 
Brunswick burying ground
William Pennell Jr., 1812 - 1343, died at sea, stone 
in Pine Grove Cemetery
Jame^,Jphn^pS,.PgRDgll, 1814 - 1814, buried in Pine 
Grove Cemetery
Margaret (Pexgy) Pennell. 1815 - 1857, a. Chari... 
Rouse, 1812 -
Sarah Jane Pennell, 1817 - 1839, rc. George 
1796 - i860, buried in Pine Grove Cemetery
William Pennell Goodwin, 1852 - 1921, buried in 
Pine Grove Cemetery
Lucy Pennell Goodwin, 1S55 - 1885, buried in i in- 
Grove Cemetery
Geprge._Gp9d.win, 1356 - 1915, buried in Pine Grcv 
Sarah J. Goodwin, 1858 - 1938, " " "
Matthew 3. Pennell, 1819 - 1837, died at sea, stone 
in Fine Grove Cemetery
6 .Deborah Dunning Pennell, 1820 - 1903, a. Isaiah. Elder,
1819 - 1878, buried in Pine Grove Cemetery
7 Isiak G. Elder, 1854- 1933, a. Clara Parmenter, 
1873 - 1950, buried in Pine Grove Cemetery 
Ja-^3 R. Elder. 1859 - 1909, a. Alpcs. J_,
1862 - 1941, buried in Pine Grove Cemetery7
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Lucy H. Pennell, 1823 - 1899, 3. James Ross, 1819 - 
1878? He d. in Liverpool, Eng., she d. ir. Lew Orleans, 
La. He was son^of Capt. James Ross and Hannah Dunning. 
Jameg_^Eajs^^l849 - 1S92 in Brady Ten., prof, of music, single
William Pennell Ross, 1852 - , steanshi" a* '
insurance in Hew Orleans, m. Clara Keen, dau. of 
Alfred Keen of Rockland
James Alfred Ross, 1874 - , m. Anrie f.EusiFis
Cora Keen Ross. 1876 - 1882 
Elizabeth Hannah Ross, 1854 - , lived in New
Orleans, grad. Miss Balling's Private School for 
Girls in Liverpool, Eng., 1872, m. Capt. ?r 
Elmer Counce. b. Waren, Maine, 1651, gmd. Croft 
Lodge Acadamy, Rotheay, Scotland
Lucy_Counce, b. Glasgow, Scotland, 1 - 10"
Lewis Ross Counce, t. Glasgow, Scotland, 1878 
m. Elizabeth Conway
^ o h n  H., 1902; Elizabeth $: Levi 3, 190^
Lucy Ross, 1857 - , m., 1882, Jonn Brocki.,
of Scotland
Lucy, 1383; John^ 1887 
Arabella Ross, 1859 ^ , single
John O.B. Ross, b. Liverpool, Eng., 1862, lived 
in New Orleans, m. (1) Ad& G. Earhart. 1862 - 
m. (2) ?
1885 -Albert Minot Ross, 1886 - , lived in .
Manitoba, editor, m. Isabella K. Parsons, b. 
Birkenhead, Eng., 1866,
Harold 0. Ross, b. England, 1890, scenic painter 
"Dorothy "M. Ross, h. England, 1895 
Abigail Bailey Pennell, 1824 - 1829, buried in old 
Brunswick burying ground
George Pennell, 1825 - 1825, buried in old Brunswick burying ground
^pha..JEanMll, 1784 - 1863, z., 1808, Dorothy,.iDoliji Stover, 10/21/1786 - 8/14/34364, dau. of Alcott Stover 
ahc Elizabeth Allen ^  ^
Abigail. Dpnnell, 1811 - 1813 y ^
John Pennell Jr., 1813 - 1833
^ c o t j S j K R ^  12/11/1016 - 12/22/1902, buried
in Pine Grove Cemetery, m. (1), his cousin, Cctavia 
Stover, 1826 - 1855, who is buried in the old burying ground in Rarpswell.
CL^a.Em3&.P.e&hCll, 1851 - 1852, buried in old Harpswell cemetery
QAceltJ^aasil, 1853 - , lived at 25 WesternAve., Lynn, Mass. With Jones, Mcluffy and Stratton 
Co. of Boston for ye^rs, m. Clara jJoM,s"ri
^Icott^pbnsqn ^ gRpg.11, 1884 - , U of M,a.3.
2,orot^ .Pennell, 1854 - 1935, m. waiter 
Totman, 1851 - 1925, buried in Pine Grove Cea.
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Alcott Stover Pennell m. (2) Margaret Anna Rogers,
1837 - 1898, dau. of Capt. John Rogers and Hannah Owen, 
buried in Pine Grove Cemetery
Anna Rogers, Pennell, 1857 - 1936, nt., 1880, Hiram 
pcrryman, 1847 - 1916, son of Shubal Merryman and 
Jane Curtis, lived in So. Framingham, Mass., buried 
in Pine Grove Cemetery, Brunswick, Maine 
John.William Pennell, I860 - 1935, a., 1898, Haiila 
3. Simpson, 1870 - 1957, dau. of Thomas Pennel 
Simpson and Harriet Phila Simpson, buried in lino 
Grove Cemetery. He was partner in J.W. & O.R. Per.r.eli 
Dry Goods Store, Brunswick
Charles Mepyin.penne.il, 1864 - 1937, a. Ali.12 
Jack, *1871 - 1947, buried in Pine Grove Cennt ry.
He was Supt. of Schools in Freeport and Bruns* ick r-nd 
many other towns in Maine and Mass.
Keaton D^Witt..^snnell (adopted), 1897 - 
Margaret . Louise Pennell, 1900 - 
Osborne. .Rand all Pennell, 1867 - 1953, a. Clara (Carrie) 
Russell Woodside, 1870 - 1946, dau. of John 
Woodside and Nancy Marston. He was partner in J.W.
& O.R. Pennell Dry Goods Store, Brunswick 
juy^enoe. .WopdaiAe. Pennell, 1897 -
PENNELL /l^  3tr-
Alice 51.iz3heh.h^nn.sii, 1901 - Mai n e  May Pennell, 1872 - 1959, buried in : .ne r v - C< 3. 
Elisabeth Pennell, twin of Alcot Stover Pennell, 12/11/
1*816"' , m. Paul Randall Thomas, 1808 - 1865
Robert Pennell, 1819 - 1889, m. Susannah E. Coil, 1627 -
Mary Cobb Pennell, 1854 - , m. William. I <. Millay
John Thomas Pennell, 1857 - 1859 
John Samuel Pennell, i860 - 1860 
Susan. S^C, Pennell, 1862 - 1863
Robert Chapin Pennell, 1866 - 1867 .
David Pennell, 1821 - 1825 ^
Harmon Pennell, 2.823 - I860, singleThomas Pennell, 1826 - 1904, Sheriff ^ fCumoerZ-r.c Crurty 
1861, County Treasurer, Dep. Sheriff in charge oi County 
Jail many years, m. Lettice Crr Williams 
Elizabeth Pennell, I860 - 1863
.Angie 1. Pennell, 1861 - , a. Thomas Frcthinghaa
George Williams Pennell, 1864 - , m. '-Dry .= *
Cobb
Philip Sheridan Pennell, 1866 - 1867 
.piizcheth 1 . Pennell, 186$ - , a. Warren C.. .KM,
son of er Mayor Marquis King of Portland
Sheridan Pennell
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Pennell, 1828 - 1894, Civil War, 25th Maine Inf. 
^ll$h.5j,-^Rg^ers, ,1840 - 1898, dau. of John Rogers 
and Hannah J. Owen, buried in the Kellogg Church Cea- etery, Earpswell.
Frances Augustine Pennell, 1864 - , m. Carl.J. Seymore Pinkhaia, 1855 -
HeraonJPenneli, 1866 - 1931, m. Mary E. Merril., 
1873 - 1951, buried in Kellogg Cemetery.
Alvah Thomas Pennell, 1879 - 1880 
Alice Pennell, 1736 - 1869, age 83, a., 1808, Cant. William 
Simpson., 1778 - 1845, age 67, son of Levis Simrsjr. and 
Martha Skolfield
Martha Simpson, 1808 - 1825
Lewis Simpson, 1809 - 1897, age 88, m. Mary M
1810 - 1890, dau. of James Merryman and Mary it rr. — ,
buried in River Road Cemetery, BrunswickElizabeth .E^^Simpson, 1841 - 1898, m. Horatio, 
Webber
Henriette (Etta) K. Simpson, 1849 - , a.Char!es...Pm^ess,
Rachel Simpson, 1813 - 1853, single 
Capt.'Willlsm J. Simpson, 1815 - 1896 or 189* m.
.Mary .McManus, 1821 - , dau. of Robert KcHanuc
Alice Eleanor (Ellen) Simpson, twin, 1843 - 1935. 
m. Alfred Lunt of So. Durham, Maine, 1830 - 1901, 
buried in Lunt Cemetery, Durham
Elsie Margaret Lunt, 1881 - 1939, fine music­
ian, pupil of Kotschmar, buried in Lunt Cea. 
William Robert Simpson, twin, 1843 - , a.
Annie E Holland, Empire City, Goose Bay, Oregon 
George Lewis ^ impson., 1845 - 1867, in Calif. 
Margaret Belle Simpson, 1850 - , a. William
Harris Jr.
Asa Kinkaid Simpson, 1857 - 1898, m., 1882, Neile 
Jewell, dau. of Joshua Newell and Anna Dur.nmg
Charles Spencer, Simpson. 1859 - 
m. Adah Mitchell of Freeport, dau. 
Mitchell
, dentist, 
of William
Margaret Sinpscn, 1319 - 1845, m. Charles Poster 
Nancy Simpson, 1820 - 1889, m. Orin Thorne. 1820 -
Thomas Fennell ..Simpson, 1826 - 1905, m. (1) Rebecca 
W. Punning, <3. 4/18/1860, age 35 (In one account, 
b. 1823, d. I860). Her birth w^s probably 1825.
Buried in Growstown Cemetery, Dau. of David Dfnnning
Charles T. Simpson, 1856 - 1858 t"**?**'**"^
Ella H.. Si.mpM, 1859 - 1877 Thomas Fennell Simpson m. (2) Harriet Phi 
his cousin, d. 1900, ageEancy M. Simpson, 1861 - 1950, m., 1852, Georg'. 
^.jS?odwnrL&, 1853 - 1928, buried in Pine Grove 
CemeteryEve. Waadward, 1884 - 1961, buried in Pine 
Grove Cemetery
\
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8 George Woodward,
7 Elsie ,Simpson, 1663 - 1863
7 Henry T. Simpson. 186^ - , m. Elizabeth H.Williams
? Alpheus T . Simpson, 1866 - , m. JosephineL. Hussey
7 Harriet""(Hattie, Edith Simpson. 1870 - 19 7,
m. John William Fennell 1 iOoO - 1939, s/o 
Alcot Stover Pennell and f-!argaret Arm Rogers, see page 18
Frank p. Simpson, 1874 **
Martha Jane Simr'son, 1829 - 1834 
Robert Pennell, 1789 - 1861, m., 1810, Jane Simpson, 17o9 - 
1c , d/o Lewis Simpson and Martha Skollield, buried in 
Pine Grove Cemetery
Robert Pennell Jr,, 1811 - 1877, lived in the old 
Pennell homesteac in Brunswick, m., 1833, Sarah 
Hawthorne Maxwell, 1819 - 19u6, buried in Pine 
Grove Cemetery.
William Maxwell Pennell, 1837 - 1933, Democrat i n 
Part$t, Postmaster of Brunswick, Sheriff of Cm; - 
land County, 1902 - 19^4, 19u6, 19o9 and elect* 
again in 1913* m. Lieda Mercy Stetscn, 1b3& - 
191b, buried in Pine Grove Cemetery.
Christine Lenox Pennell, , m.,
Donald_ F . Snow
Sarah Hawthorne Pennell, 1866 - 1969, sin.-le, 
buried in Pine Grove Cemetery 
Robert Maxwell Pennell 
All live in Gorham, .Maine 
Thomas E. Pennell, l86u - 1861, buried in fine 
Grove Cemetery.
Elizabeth E. Pennell, 1864 - 1913, buried ir.
Pine Grove Cemelery.
Thomas Pennell, 1812 - 1909, m., 1843, Julia A.L.M.
Owen, dj* 1882^ age 68, d/o James Owen and Abi ail 
Curtis, buried in Pine Grove Cemetery
Hary Alice Pennell, 1847 - , m* 1872, Edwin
T. Bowker, 1847 *7 , 3/0 Flavel Bowker and
Angelina Reed
Frederic T. Bowker, 1873 - , m. EffLe
Runt
Helen Frances Bowker, 1898 **
Julia F. Bowker,*1877 - , trained nurse
l&ry August a Bcwker, 1883 - 1965, m., ,
Alb ert" P. Royal **
buried*T.n Riverside Cemetery, Brunswick
9 Albert P. Royal, M.D.
9 Royal, m. G. Roger Sturtevant
7
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Thomas Sawyer Pennell. 18^8 - 1871, buried in Pine Grove Cemetery
Julia Anna Fennell. 1850 - 1865
Isaac Albert Pennell, 1852 - 1927, m., 1882 Martha 
R. Adams, 1S58 - 19^3, d/o Richard Adams and i-artna 
A. Rogers, buried in Rogers Cemetery, Topshan 
Louis Robert Pennell. 16%. - 1882, buried in Pine Grove 
Cemetery, m. Lydia Orr, d/o Harman Orr and Catherine Mann. "" "
Martha Jane Pennell, 1 8 %  - 1877, age 85-5-17, m. Capt. 
Benjamin Dunning, 1co5 - 1878, at Williamsburg, N.i., a/o 
Samuel Dunning and Mary Banning, buried in Pine Grove Ce -et : y 
marked by a plain field stone with Dunning carved in it.
John Fennell Dunning, 18^3 - 1852, buried in the old 
Pennell Cemetery, on the present Barrett farm.
Samuel Benjamin Dunning, 18!17 - 1910, d. at Yarmouth, 
Maine, Chief o f  the Brunswick Fire Dept, buried in 
Pine Grove Cemetery
Robert Albert Dunning, 1852 - 192^, died in Freeport, 
lived in Yarmouth, m., 1875* Lacy .Ann Given, 1890 - 
, d/o Joseph Given and Sarah Woodward, buried ir.
Pine Grove Cemetery. The above have no dates on the 
stones.
Lewis Simpson Pennell, 1816 - 1879* buried in Pine Grove 
Cemetery, m. Almira Heath, 1836 -
Capt. Isaac Alexander Pennell, 1817 - 1880, drowned on ta* 
Pacific coast, m. Mary Ann Davidson of Liverpool, Etv.
Robert James Pennell, 18L/7 - 1889, died in Santiago*
C JL
Mary A. Pennell* 1819 - 1822
Agnes Pennell, 1820 - i860, single, buried in Pine Grove 
Cemetery
John Pennell* 1822 - I8ip3* died at sea 
Albert Pennell, 1823 - 18?5, died a drunkard 
Elizabeth Gould Pennell, 182^ - 1889, m,. 1856* Capt^
Thomas Given Jr., iBT? - 1867, s/o Thomas Given and 
Nancy Simpson. He is buried in Pine Grove Cemetery 
John Thomas Given, 1857 - 19%* m. Jane (Jennie;
Cushing, * lived in Woburn, Mass.
Agnes Pennell Given, twin, single, 1858 - -
Jane Pennell Given, twin, 1858 - 1858 ^
Robert Pennell Given, 1859 - 1859Robert Anderson Given, 1865 - * m* Affia K. Coombs
Rebecca PenneTf/%1727 - 1832
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5 1% 1-EAret (Pe^ry^ Pennell. 1791 - 1613, m. 1810,
Thomas Simpson.* 1?8j -*^t<75, s/o Lewis Simpson anA 
Martha Skolfield. Thomas m. twice after Margaret 
died. He is buried in Pine Grove Cemetery
6 Thomas Simpson Jr.. 1810 - 1880, m. (1, Hannah
Jane Snow, ; m. (2; Elizabeth Titcont
MtchelT, , d/o Armd Mitchell of
6 _ Margaret Simpson, 1813 -
4 William Pennell, 1?ip1 - losTTat seal<dieh a young man
4 Lucy Pennell, 1742 - 1786, m. William Cotton Jr., who 
came from Londonderry, N.H. to Falmouth, then moved to 
New Meadows
8 children.
$ Thomas Cotton, 1762 - 1840, m. Mercy Bailey, lived in
Pownai
5 William Cotton, 1766 - 1841, m. Margaret Walker, 1774 * 
1862, buried in Pownai Center Cemetery
6 Asa Cotton, d. 1855, age $9, m. Priscilla A.____
d. I870", age 83, buried in PownaT Cemetery
7 Calvin S. Cotton, , m. Louisa
____ , c. iB^b, age 26, buried in
Pownai Cenzter Cemetery
7 Mary Cotton, d. 1824, age 1-3, Pownai Center
7 Susan J. Cotton, d. 1844, age 16, buried in
Pownai Center Gem.
7 Catherine B. Cotton, d. 1853, age 25, buriei
in Pownai Center Cen.
7 Mary A. Cotton, d. 1839, age ip, buried in
Pownai Center Cam.
Sara Cotton m. or lived with John Plummer 
Jeremiah Cotton, 1770 - , was m. and had 3 children,
went insane.
John Cotton, 1777 - drowned, single 
Comfort Cotton, 1779 - , m. Mr. Chick
Rachel Cotton, blind, single 
Lucy Cotton, , m. Joshua Allen
Rachel Pennell/ 174-5 - 1770, m. Capt. Joshua Boynton, d. 
177u, age , one child
Matthew Pennell, 1748 - 1817, ci. Nancy Tukev, d. 1625, age 
, d/o John Tukey and Sweetser, lived in rortland 
John Pennell, 1779 - 1354; *&. Harriet Webster, T? ' - 
T86b, Edward Pennell, 1803 - 1868, m. Sara Janr Rich,
1305 -'Abbie H., 1834; Sara E., 1836; Mary J.W., 1636 
Leonard Pennell, 1805 - 1805
Harriet Pehnell, 1806 - 1837, m. Joseph Coveil, 
1802 - 1*5*66
6 Mary Jane Pennell, I808 - 1863, m. William
Knight
6 Leonard Pennell, 1811 - 1811
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6 Charles Webster Pennell. 1813 - 16^1, suicide,
Harriet D. Hatch,"i?l6 - 1876 
6 Henry Pennell, I013 - 181^
6 Francis Pennell, 1816 - i860, suicide, n. Clara
Orngbir, lEio - , 3 children
6 Eliza Plarston Pennell. 1819 - , m. Joseph M*
Dyer
$ Nancy Pennell, 178u - 1812, m. Ebenezer Webster
5 Betsey Pennell, 1782 - 1 8 %  K33$&R%%m., 18o% John 
Lee, a notorious gambler
6 Mary E. Lee, 1b1o - I8p7# m. S. Thorne. She was 
the best of the sisters. k children
6 Delia Lee ?
6 Delia Lee, l82ij. - 1 8 %  or 186^, low character,
kept a fast house In Portland, m. (1 7 Welch, 
m. (2; a negroe 
6 Thomas J. Lee
6 Emeiine Lee, 1827 - , m. TobeyH * t %
Olive Pennell, 1782 - 1803
Josiah Pennell, 1788 - 16%, m. Susan Ames Dela, 1781 - 
1827, 8 children
Charles Fennell, 1792 - 1866, m. Dorcas Ferren 
Stephen Pennell, - 1822, moved to Topsnan, m., 1778,
Mary Cotton, 1 7 %  - 1818, d/o Thomas Cotton and Agnes (S-iith; 
Hinckley/ who was widow of Isaac Hinckley. Isaac Hinckley 
was killed by Indians in 17^1. Stephen and Mary are burie 
in the old Rover Cemetery, Topsham.
Apphia Pennell, 1779 - 1853# Actor Wilson, 1777- 
1oi+6, burie<fTn So. Bowdoin Cemelery. b ohildran.
Mary Wilson, l8o7 - 1893# in* Bailey Merryman,
1790 - *l'8pB, buried in So. Bowdoin Cemetery 
Joshua Fennell, 1?82 - I8b1, m. Susan Dunning, 1797 - 
l87p, d/o WilTiam Dunning and Susan Orr, burled in 
So. Bowdoin Cemetery. 2 children
Erne line Pennell, 1817 - 1899* m., 1&37# Isaac R. 
Hall, 1811 - Y90O, buried in So. Bowdoin Cemetery 
Stephen W. Hall, d. 1869, age 2u, buried in 
Sc*. Bowdoin" Cemetery 
child 
ghild 
child
Isaac Cotton Pennell, 178!+ - 1861, m. Mary E. Edgecomb 
1"793 - 1cR7, 7 ckildrenThomas Jefferson Pennell, 179D - 16% ,  m. rthoda Mellet 
T?8i "i"*-rPY2
R Agnes Pennell, 1787 - 1873# Nathaniel Plummer, 1786 -
1*865#"^ children.% Rachel Pennell, 179k - 18^8, m. Isaac Purintcn,
$ children
5' Hannah Pennell, 1797 - 18%# m. Benjamin Thompson,
1% children*
R Sarah Pennell, I8u0 - l8$k# William Brown, 1797 -
*f86%  8 chil dren
PENNELL ^  . V
4 Sarah Pennell, (Thomas 3- Thomas 2- Thomas 1 ; d. 1828, 
age 72, m. Isaac Rinkley of Bowdoin, 1751 - , a/o
Edmond Hinckley and Sarah Smith
4 Hannah Pennell, 1757 - 1825, m.^1; Thomas Han,
; m. (2/ James Merryman, widower of Harpswell, who 
d. 1825, buried in the old Harpswell burying ground.
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3 Clement Pennell, 1723 - 1791, it., 1722, Ruth Riggs,
He owned 15 acres of land between Capisic street and 
Nason's Corner, where he erected a house in which he died
Children: Jeremiah? Abigail; Molly? Joseph; Clement; 
Thomas; Eunice.
4 Jeremiah Pennell, 175c - , m. Charlotte Cuminga
# settled in Gray as a?armer
5 Jeremiah Pennell, 1820 - 1882, a farmer, m. H;
PanhTe Doughty, who d. soon after with no issue; 
M. (2, Clara Webster, ; m. (3;
Elizabeth Doughty, ,
Child by Clara:
6 Alice Pennell, , m. George Puller
of"Tremont
Children by Elizabeths.
Fanny D. McConkey of Gray 
Clara W. Dow of Gray 
Walter J. Pennell 
George H. Pennell of Portland 
Dr. Edgar L. Pennell of Kingfield, Maine 
Cora B. True of Buffalo, N.Y.
Stephen R. Pennell of Rumford Falls 
Hattie W. Ross, of E. No. Yarmouth 
Parley H. Pennell of Worcester, Hass.
Walter J. JPennell, 1863 - , m.,
1891, Leila Goff"
Helen, l89h? Byron P., 19.7u; 
Florence, 1903
Thomas Pennell, b. 1767, d. at Westbrook I8n8, age 81, 
residing in^he Nason's Corner district of Deering, 
m. (1j, 1791$ Eunice Knight, of Buxton who d. 1o^c, 
age 23; m. (2/, 1869, S&lly Jones, of StandAsh. They 
moved to Buxton at his wife's urging to be near a 
Methodist Church. Sally d. 1862, age 81 and is buried 
in Sacearappa graveyard.
Children by first wife:
Nancy, Henry, Almira,
Children by second wife:Thomas, Jones, Charles, George, Sophia J.,
John P,, EphraimJohn P. Pennell, 6th child of Thomas and Sally, 
3*81^  - IB97, age 7$, Re was a cooper and lived 
many year's at Sacc&rrappa. He m., 1628, Mary 
Augusta Norton of Madison, Conn.
Children:
George E. Pennell, , Ei* Mary
Addie Kidder,
Henry B. Pennell 
Lillian Gertrude Pennell, single
PE N N E D  (P I N I E L , 2 6
In l88h., Charles Cook, Edward S. Everett and 
Henry B. Pennell forced the firm of Cook, 
Everett and Pennell, wholesalers of drugs and 
medicine, paints, oils and varhishes.
Henry Beaumont Pennell, 1057 - 
grad, of'Yfldiams College
Clement Pennell, , m.
settled in Gray
Clement Pennell (Clement ii- Clement 3- Thomas 2- 
Philip 1/, b. 1791 in Gray, d. 1862 La Portland, 
m. Fannie Poland;, 1796 - 1876.
Twelve children; Albert, Benj. P., Charles S., 
Clement, Richard C., George W., Frances E., Charles J. 
William H., Edward F. d. young, Edward C., Woodbury S. 
Richard Cobb Pennell, $th son, 1823 - 1S98, 
mJ, *18L.6," dornelia Barnes, 1822 - 1902, settled 
in Lewiston"
Children: William D. 188.7; Cornelia B., I8'i6; 
n. George A. Chandler; Adelaide C., 1 8 %  m. 
Woodbury Pulsifer- William Dwight Pennell, b. Portland, 18^7,
g, " , m.*7 1TT59."Jennie A. Linscott
Children: Dwight R., Fannie C. m. Lawrence 
Parkhurst of Boston; l^ud Robie m. Hillard 
F . Chas e
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Ancestors of Rachel Riggs, wife of Thomas Pennell
1 Robert Bradbury m. dau. of Robert Davenport abt. H4.OU
2 William Bradbury m. Margaret Rockhill
3 Robert Bradbury m. Jean Bendish, d/o Sir John FitzWilliams 
Matthew Bradbury, who was Lord Wickenhall, m. Margaret 
Rouse
3 Mary Bradbury m. John Greenaway
6 Mary Greenoway m. Mr. Thomas Millet who d. 1682
7 Mary Millet, 1639 - 1695* m. Thomas Riggs, 1635 - 1710
8 John Riggs, 166^ - 17^ -8, m. Ruth Wheeler, 1661 -
9 Jeremiah Riggs, b. 16%, m. Rachel Haskell, b. 1697 
1u Rachel Riggs, b. 1717, m. Thomas Pennell
NotesSarah Pennell, b. 1755, published to Isaac, a/o Aaron 
Hinckley, b. 1751
Affia Coombs Pennell, 1763 - 1801, m., 1762, David Given, 
1757 - 1335
Levi Pennell, d. l8$sj, age 31, Buxtoh^/J'/?
Thomas Pennell, 181^ 5, 2o, New Portland
----
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Descendants of George Rogers 
(Rodgers) 3 1
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Geor^e^ Rodger3 , b, Londonderry, Ireland, 1662, d. Phip.s- 
burg, Iiaane, 10/30/1743; m. Isabella (probably i-icCobb;,
3* 12/5/1743; age 6^; buried in Phippdburg cemete.\-*T 
Tney cane to America in 1720 or 1721 and probably lived in 
Londonderry, N.H. for a time. They moved to Georgetown in 
1737; in what is now Phipps burg
Children: William, 1702;" George, 1704; Patrick, 1706;
Frances, 1 7 0 8 ; Margaret, 1 7 1 0 ; beatr-ice, 1717; all born in Ireland.
^iiliani Rogers, b. abt. 17o2 in Londonderry, Ire., d. in 
Georgetown, Maine, 2 /2 3 /1 7 6 3 , age 61, m. (1^  at London­
derry, N.h., Dinah Rankin, 1710 - 2/15/1749, age 39; jur­
ied in Phippsburg cemetery. She was dau. of Hugh Ra..:in 
who arrived in Londonderry, N.R. prior to 1722.
Children: George, 1729; Tl^omas, 1731; Jenny, 1733; i"-db;
1736; Margaret, 1738; Arm, 1741;
William , 1743! John, 1746 m. (2), Ruth Gray 
Child: Robert, 1*752
Col. George Rogers, b. Londonderry, N.H. 1729, d. in 
No. Yarmouth (Freeport;, Maine, 11/27/1810, m. (1j,
7/13/175l * Mar-par et Campbell, d. 1759; age ?, dau. of
Alexander Campbell and Frances Druxnond
Children: Dinah, 1752; Alexander, 1754; Lillian, 17: !
m. (.2), 1/23/1762, Mrs, Alice (Finny  ^ Means, d. 2/26/ 
1807, age 79, widow "of Thomas Means, l:i'-led by Indiana 
in the Means ms.snecre,^dau. of Robert ar^ d .'.-ior 
of Brunswick.
Children: George,* 1765! Tgnes, 1767Dinah Rogers, 1752 - 1797* m. Joseph Lholfiel< ,
175f'-"l*?9C, nc children.
Major Alexander Rogers, 1754 ** 1846, m. Jirs. :!arr ' 
TWrlson) Hunter, in 1782, b. 1745; d. 1op1, age to, 
buried in the old North Cemetery, Topshan.
Peggy Rogers, b. 1783; d. at age 90, m. Natnaniel
GreenMargaret Ann Green, 1816 - 1&97; in* John 
Rogers, f3b9 4 1tb2, son of John itogers an *: 
Susan Patten (See page ;
John Rankin Rogers, twice Governor of the 
State of Washington
Hon. George Rogers, 1?85 ** 1865; n. (1; Marj 
patten, if^T- 1821, dau. of David Patten and 
'Haiinaii Reed; m. (2; Lucinda Patten, sister of 
Mary, l8C1 - 1829, all buried in the old North 
Cemetery, TopshamDavid Rogers, son of Lucinda, d. 182", age y 
Tucfnda Rogers, dau. cf ' , d. 1-p2, age 3
Camobell Rogers, 1788 - 1789
ccc
occ
a
4 William Rogers, 1755, single
4 James Rogers, 7/6/1757 - , m. (1 ) Mary Mustard, dau.
of Jajaes Mustard; m. (2) Lydi^ Thompson; m. (3) Mr? Ridley
DESCEKDENTS OF GEORGE ROGERS ^ 7  2
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Anderson. Both are buried in Flying Point Cemetery
George Rogers Jr., 9/11/1794 - 7/20/1880, m. by Rev. 
Enos Merrill, 12/ 25/1819, Margaret Brewer, d. 4/30/ 
l-'S, age 01, day. of Reuben Brewer and Margarit Ander­
son, buried in Flying Point Cemetery
Margaret Rogers, 10/d/lo20 - 5/31/1910, m. by Rev. 
E.G. Parsons, 12/29/1840, Elbridge True, d. 1890, 
age 73, buried in Flying Point Cemetery
Martha Pierce True, 1842 - 1916, m., 1873, 
Charles Collins, 1843 - 1927, son of Billina 
Jonas Collins, buried in Burr Cemetery
Melvin True Collins, 1874- 1943, a., 1907, 
Rosa B. Merrill, lc79 - , dau. of C om— ^
elius B. and Sarah Merrill, buried in Burr 
Clifford M. Collins, 1909 - , a.
Ellen Koenig
Loami Catherine Colics, 1876 - 1953
8
n-
Annie Maj** Collins, 1883 - 1949, m., 1907, 
"Charles.Harris, 1875 - 1932, buriei i: r—^  Burr Cemetery 
! Margaret True, 1849 - 1851
^-^George Lewis True, 1844 - 1936, m.,(l) Cat;;?r::e 
jjhO&si&B+ 1838 - 1896; m. (2) Kargnret (Koggr 
C. Leighton, 1859 - 1947, buried in Flying Point. George Thomas Rogers, 1823 - 1897, m. (1), 184", 
Deborah Dunning, 1828 - 1874, age 45, dau. of Jamcr 
Dunning and Deborah Rogers who was descended from 
Jeremiah Rogers of Hanover, Mass. George and Deborah 
are buried in Flying Point Cemetery. He m. (2) M^ry 
L. Stockbridge, d. 1919, age 72, dau. of Kicah and 
Lorenda Svockbridge
James Dunning Rogers, 1849 - 1918, m. (1), 1:74, 
Margaret A. Merryman, b. Freeport, 184b, d. i ., 
dau. of Michael Merryman and Ann Chase; m. (2) 
Mary Greenleaf 
Children by Hairr Greenleaf:
Edith Bertr^md Rogers, 1823 - 
in Yarmouth
Henry Greenleaf Rogers, Ibf.l - 
Amrie May Regers, 1893 - 
Louise Allen Rogers, 1898 - 
Carl Thomas Rogers, 1903 -
a teacher
m., 1933,
frene'F. ^ ui'ej*^ ^ A 7
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D2SC3NDBHTS OF GEORGE ROGERS
7 Ella Augusta Rogers, 1856 - 1879, age 22, m. Reubea 
-Brewer Cur t i s 1849 - 1913. Sr.e is buried in Flying PointCemetery. He Wo.s son of Moses Curtis ^nd Cath­
erine Means Brewer. He m. (2) Priscilla Fogg (see 
below, this page) and they are buried in So. Freeport
5 John Griffin Curtis, 7/9/1879 - 1930. He Was bom 
2 days before his mother died. He is buried in So. Freeport Cemetery.
6 Reuben Brewer Rogers,, 1825 - 189p, m. (l) Florentine 
'lann, d. 1856, age 23, dau. of William and Lydia Ma.n; 
m. (2) Caroline Brewer, 1833 - 1889, dau. of John and 
Eunice Brewer, buried in Flying Point Cemetary.
7 Mary Talbot Rogers, 1871 - 189 2, buried in Flying
Point Cemetery. /2N?
7 George Koopman Rogers, 1877 - 1937, buried in F lying 
Point Cemetery —  /y/7-/7fT
6 Rachel Pennell Regers, 1828 , m. Nathdniel Ride: ;..,
of New Gloucester
7 Annie Pennell Rideout, 1858 - d. young
7 Flora Rogers Rideout, 1858 - , m. Prank W. Berry,
Annie Berry, 1882 - 
Walter Rideout Berry, 1884 - 
Alb6?TTufKih* Rideout, 1862 - 
Benjamin W. Rideout, 1871 - 
Susan Skolfield Regers, 1830 - 1915, m., 1S51, 3 i-'- 
Augustus Fogg, 1827 - 1901, son of Daniel Fogg and .-r.:;- 
cilla Raymond, buried in Woodlawn Cemetery
Abbie SRsan Fogg, 1853 - 1923, m., 1605, Augustus Fennell of Gray, 1853 - 1933, buried in Burr Cen- t -r. 
Preston Wing Pennell, 1887 - 1965, a. Ruth LaRg*., Congregational minister, B.a. from 
Celby College, D.D. from Bangor ThoologicalScu.aary, 
lived at Freedom, Stratton, Solon and Winthrop, 
Maine. He is buried in Burr Cemetery 
Ll^they .Pennell, 1891 - 1956, a., 1927, Harriet H. 
Douglass, 1891 - , he is buried in Burr Ceu-u^ r;.
Priscilla Raymond Fogg, 1855 - 1857, buried in Woodlawn 
Recru' A'lgustus ..Fogg, 1857 - 1935, a. Effie Grunt, 1862 
1938, buried in Woodlawn Cemetery, Freeport.
Priscilla Lincoln Fogg, I860 - 1931, a., „s his second 
wife, ReubeH-lByewer,.Curtis, 1849 - 1913, buried in 3c. 
Freeport Cemetery
A l i c e  Rogers Fogg, 1063 -  , a* George Hoce3
Winthrop Cobb Fogg. 1866 - 1917, 3. L it it ia  : . p i n . - ,  
bem  MacMillan', adopted by Oxnard. &9 w s sister to 
Rear Admiral Donald MacMillan, Arctic explorer. <in*..r 
Fogg owned and operated a drug store in Freeport auiy 
ye "rs . Buried in  Woodlawn Cemetery
Keal Augustus, Fogg, M.D., 1889 - 1958, an emir." 
physician and surgeon in Rockland, Maine, a. Deris 
d. 1964, age 69-11, buried in Woodlawn Cea
X) co oo co
DESC3NDEHTS CF GEORGE ROGERS
8 Lillian 'Vinthrop Fogg,i891 - 1966, m., 19 31, leal
Dow Randall. 1882 - 1947, son of Capt Rufus RuidJ.1 
and Annie , buried in Woodlawn Cemetery
0 May Priscilla Fogg. 1898 -
6 Albprt.Rogers^ 1833 - 1833
6 Agnes Ursula Rogers, 1834 - 1911, m. Is^aC Davis Brewer,
1824 - 1877, son of Ebenezer Brewer and Elizabeth Randall, buried in Woodlavm Cemetery
7 Eva RogerRiSne^e.r, 1866 -  1956, m. (1) Almon G. Rogers,
1871 - 1899, buried in Woodlawn Cemetery; m. (27, 1912,Rev. James N. Atwood,
6 Horace,Rogers, 1838 - 1918, m. Mrs, Mary (Kann) C^rrathero, 
1838 - 1918, ds.u. of Thomas and Jane Mam, buried in Ply­ing Point Cemetery
7 Lillian Hailie Rogers, b. Freeport, 1874 - , m.
1896, James nlvah Wilson, 1871 -
Ethel L. Wilson, 1897 - 
Leslie C. Wilson, 1898 - 
Jennie Alice Wilson, 1901 - 
Doris Lillian Wilson, 1908 - 
Helen C.^Rogers
Salome ^ Rogers, 1841 - 1892, m., 1881, as his 2d wife,
Thomas A. Wilbur, d. 1913, age 86, buried in Woodlawn 
Cemetery. He was first m. to Elizabeth Adriann* Dur.nir.i 
who a. 1866, age 40, dau. of Robert Dunning and Nancy 
Rogers, buried in the Robert Dunning Cemetery on Flying 
Point. He was son of Eben and Rebecca Wilbur
6 Reuel Rogers, 1843 - 1925, m., 1866, Emily Adelaide Mann,
1845 - 1^22, dau. cf Thomas Mann and Jane Brewer,
in Flying Point Cemetery
7 Horace Weldon Rogers, 1867 - 1869
7 Frank Weldon Rogers* 1870 - 1955, m., 1897, Lizetta 
.Mabel Wilson, 1068-*
0 Weldon Reuel Regers,,1899 - , R., 1?2^, Ida
Alice Brown, 1903 - , dau. of Edgar and Florence
Brown
9 Doro thy 31iJ3.absth,.Roger-s, 1925 -
9 Gordon Wwldop.Rogers, 1929 -
J 4
8 Donald ¥. Rogers, 1905 -  ^ ^
/*///*" 7*7 Mabel Emily Rogers, 1874 - ' , n., 1897, Howard
"Wilson* 1863 -
8 Alta Myrtle Wilson, 1898 -
8 Claire Rogers Wilson, 1901 -
-0 
-0 
Or? 
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ihomas Pennell Rogers, \George 4- u-eorge 3- William 2- 
yeorge 1 ;, iyc?y - m. (1 / Merriam (I-4erlh.n, Brewer,
in to^3* b. 1795, <3* 1840? d/o Reuben Brewer and Kargarit 
Anderson; m. (2/, , Eunice (.Marm, Brewer, d. 1881,
age 7 8% widow of John A, Brewer, s/o Reuben Brew<
Margarit Anderson. Eunice was d/o Joseph Mid 
and is buried beside her first husband in Flying Point 
Cemetery. Thomas is ouried in the old Mann cemetery as^  
probably, Merriam is also.
u* lOOl^
'ewer And 
B ^ f M a n n
, m., 1848, by Rev. 
lived in Williams Ariz.
m. 1 8 7,,
m *, Albert
m* * 1877,
* , 1874# George Ej
,and
)
William^Louisa
?w-
6
Al^ice Roger^ s, 1824 - 1850 
Charles T* Rogers, 1827 - 
Elijah Kellogg, Julia Smith,
Nellie Frances Rogers, 1 8 5 2 - Henry "J7* Stono of CaTif 
Frani: Lansing Rogers, 18^6 
Marian Lavina Regers, 1L30 - ,
Stover, , lived in Bath
Julia Maria Stover, 1849 - 
Barzilla L. Lombard
Albert Lawson Stcver Lombard 
Jennie Stover, 1855 - 
Morse,,
Kay Howard Morse 
Ella Frances Stover, 1859 
Lizzie Ferryman Stover, 1866 
Horace Brewer Rogers, 1832 - 1 8 3 5  
Almira Brewer Rogers, 1836 - 1896, m.,
*Lra Chase, 1 8 3 2 - 1912, s/o Thomas Chase 
Coffin^ buried in Wood Lawn Cemetery
Everett A. Chase, 1857 - , lived
Louisa Marian Chase, 1 8 6 3 ** 1912, m.,
M. Pierce
Gladys PierceAlice Ameline Stover Chase, 1870 - 188^, Wood Lawn 
Albra Aquilla Chase, 1873 * 195*8, m., ,Alice Orne, 1 8 7 8* - 1965, d/o Charles N. 6c Katherine 
Orne, buried in Wood Lawn CemeteryMarion Chase. 1898 - , m. t1,, 1927, George
Aspinall_,*To94 - 1961; m. (2/, 1968, Clinton lien . Geo. buried in Wood Lawn Cemetery 
Edna A. Rogers, twin, 11/18/1848 - 6/1 4/1 8 6 5, age 36,
, Charles Cassay Lord, 8/6/1852 - 12/26/1951, 
buried in Evergreen Cemetery, Berwick, Maine
Maurice Linwood L'-rd, 8/9/1873 * 10/1952, m.
Nina B._ Fa;unce7 12/14/1 &91 - 1/1o/19o3, Solera- 
worth, N.H.Sadie Florence Lord, 10/26/1&75 - 5/24/1964, single 
Rtima Smart Rogers, twin, 184$ * age /9, m., It / ,
iaili^ D.,Riag^ d. 1926, age 8 4, buried in .<ood Lawn 
Edna Martas Ring, 1871 -
in Needles, Cal. 
, George
Nellie Louise 
Unm Cemetery
Ring, 1883 - 1885, buried in Wood
Descendants of GEORGE ROGERS 36
Alexander Rogers, 18U0 - 18?5, m. , 1820, Sally Hodgekine 
of Harpswell, d. 1890, age 86, buried in Plying Point Can.
6 Eunice Curtis Rogers. 1832 - 1916, single, buried inFlying Point Cemetery.
& Eli Hodgekins Rogers, 1834 - 1920, age 86, st., 1869,
KtCjather^e i. Merryman, 1836 - 1882, d/o Michael 
Merryman and .Ann Chase, "buried in Flying Point Cem.
6 Albert Alexander Regers , 1836 - 1886, m. Agnes Kincaid
, d/o Isaac and Adeline Kincaid 
Sadie Adeline Rogers, i860 - i860
7 Sarah Adeline Rogers, 1861 - 1869
7 Asa Kincaid Rosers, 1863 - 1934* m. Anzetta 
Wilbur, ITT?? -**1941 , buried in Wood Lawn Cem.
8 Ellen W. Rogers, 189^ - 1966, m. (1 ), 1927,
Randall Anderson, 1880 - 1931, W^ WI, b'lried in 
Wood Lawn Cemetery; m. (2; ____ Love joy
8 son, 1897
8 Guy K. Rogers, 19oo - 1962, m., 1930, Eleanor 
M. Bickford
8
7
7
7
7
8 
8 
8 
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Albert Rogers
Isaac Alexander Rogers, 1863 - /<?*/*%
Albert Sylvester Rogers, 1667 - 1669
Alnon Gunnison Rogers, 1671 - 1899, a. Eva Rogers 
Brewer, 1866 - 1956V d/o Isaac D. Brewe:- and 
Agnes U. Rogers, buried in Wood Lawn Cemetery.
She m. (2) Rev. James M. Atwood 
George Thomas Rogers, 1874 - 193^* m. Mabel A. 
Sawyer, 1C73 *"1964; buried in Wood Lawn Cem. 
Harold D. Rogers, , m., 1912,
Ruth Clara Cowan,
Gladys L. Rogers, 189$ - 1911* buried in 
Wood Lawn Cemetery
Ma.rion Rogers, , m. _
Henderson
Eliza BHlen ^ERJbL cm stone/ Rogers, 1841 - 191b, m. 
RobeA"lE. Merryman, lived m  Freeport, 1839 - 19o0, 
*s'/o"n.eRAei"Merryman and Ann Chase, buried in Grove
Cemetery.
John Leroy Merryman, 1o64 -  
Mary Rogers, - 19227 m., 1872, William Henry
Harrison Rogers, 1841 - 1919, her cousin and a/o 
JacoS Roger's*and Katherine Brewer, buried in  Flying 
Point Cemetery
E lla  Curtis Rogers, 1879 ^ 7872 -to ; m. , 19^1, 19Q4* buried laCharles Wi*1 i""5ennett,
Wood Lawn Cemetery
Harriet Bennett, 1913 - 1936, buried in 
Wood Lawn Hemetery
Harriet C. Rogers, 180I - 197c, m., 19u6, 
Forrest  Wins lew, 1877 - 1967, buried in Burr 
Cemetery
7
Descendants of GEORGE ROGERS
Rachel Rogers, 1603 - 1&76, buried in Flying Point Ce:i. 
Jacob Rogers, d. 18&1, age ?S, m. , Katherine Brewer, a. 
1co9, age 80, buried in Flying Point Cemetery, Margaret, 
Katherine Brewer were granddaughters of Jacob 
his third wire.
_____________og;ers, 1812 - 1890, m., , Margaret
Randall, of Harpswell, 1828 - 1901, buried in 
Flying Point Cemetery
Sidney Rogers, 1833 - 1900, m. Elizabeth Potter Curtis, 
d. 190b, age 77* dan. of Joseph Curtis 
buried in Plying Point Cemetery
Miriam and 
Anderson and 
Jacob Pen 
C
Harriet
Lufkin,
Brewer
18 3 2" -
Rogers, ,1836 - 1861, 
"1909,
Rufus C.
6
DESCENDANTS 0? GEORGE ROGERS J F *
William,Henry Harrison Rogers, 1341 - 1919, a. N-.r 
Rosers, his cousin, 1345 - 1922, dau. of AleXtUi3er* 
Rogers and Sally H^dgekins, buried in Flying Point 
Cemetery, See M^ry Rogers, page.)6.
6 George W, Rogers, 1344 - 1351, buried in Flying Point
6 George W.. .Rogers, 1352 - 1853, " " " "
5 Willisa4Rogers
5 John Anderson Rogers, 1311 - drowned on schooner Zelf, 
11/16/1839, m., 1833, SnrJi.AA,Curtis, d. 1851,There is a. stone for him in Flying Point Cemetery.
Capt. John Regers, James Chase, Joseph Bartol and Hengy 
L-nt were drowned on the schooner Zelf near Portland, 11/ 
16/1839.
6 Robert Henry Rogers
6 John Anderson Rogers Jr. b. posthumus, 11/24/1=39, 
d. 1397, m. 1870, Harriet ar nda Ward, d. 1913, age 
64, buried in Grove Cemetery, dau. of Robert & Harriet
7 Robert Henry^^o^ers, 1872 - , m.
5
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__ . ce Rogers?
Abhie Rsger.s, 1814 - 1 8 1 6
.WilliAm R Atkin Rogers, 1317 - 1893, n., 1843, Mart . i. 
I m e. 1822 - 1894, dau. of Moses True and Marina 
buried in Flying Point Cemetery.
Martha Alice Rogers, 1845 - , m. Luther Libby
Hah-son, , lived in Malden, Mass.
Harrison Rogers Hanson, 1869 - 
Hattie May,Hanson, 1871 -
William Cakes Rogers, 1343 - , n. Asenath (.S-Hy
Dprgin, d. 187s, age 27, d^u. of James Aid Sally
7
7
7
7ry
766
6
Vh- . -c'
CRelsea.
Durgin, moved to Boston.
^rod.G.
m. (2), 1882,Mabel Rogers, 1882 - 
gattie Rogers, 1883 - 
M^py Ann True Rogers. (851 -
Rachel Ann Rogers, 1352 - 1931, m. Ira L. Wat+rhouaw. 
d. 1933, "ge 80
Lewis Alexander Rogers, 1855 - 1921, m.,
Helle Curtis, 1857 - 1906, d^u. of Nelson 
Phoebe Brewer, huri.es?iR Flying Point Cemetery, 
in Boston.
Howard Lewis Rogers, 1879 - 
Ji^ rhsn.t...HogLSna^  1333 - _ ^
Williati n^Jsp.n..aQgers, 18o4 -
, Clara 
Curtis and Lived
Alice Rogers, 1886 - 1886
?ia
Fr s. Hu^er"Herrick 'Bertha"B^Lle"'RUg^3; 1881 - 1381 
rgaret'*SusuR'*Rogers, 1859 p_1364 
True Rogers,' 1363 - 1863 
e True Rogers, 1865 -
lived near Malden
?Ard
45
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DESCENDENT3 OF GEORGE ROGERS
AS^e.s Rogers, 1767 - 1844, m., 1737, Phi.Lip_St^nwapd, 1711 - 
1799, son of William Stanwood and Elizabeth Reed, and 
grandson of Ebenezer Stanwood pioneer of Brunswick, buried 
in the old Brunswick burying ground, .-^ gnes m. (2) Drvid 
Given. Philip Stanwood w^s killed by a frilling tree.
Philip Stanwood, 1788 - 1849, H., {!)*, 1810, Rebecc 
Given, d. 1832, ;age 39, d^u. of Cant. Robert Giver, 
buriea in Growstown Cemetery; m. (2), 1832, Caroline 
Trumbull
Children by Rebecca:
Agnes R. Stanwood, 1811 - , m., 1837, Cant.
Joseph Helcher
Lizzie Melcher
Mary Stanwood, 1812- 1831, buried in Growstovr 
Robert Given Stanwood, 181p - 1866, m. Emily C. 
Dinsmore, , buried in Growstowr Cemetery
Dr, Robert Given Stanwood, 1854 - , grad.
Bowdoin 187b, K.D. 1878, m., 1879, France.. 
Drummond Bowker, , practiced in
Newark, N.J.
Edna Gregoiy* Stanwood, 1882 - 
Robert Given Stanwood,
Rebecca Ann Stanwood,, 1817 - , a., 1841, C-.t.
Charles Skolfield, 1812 - 1891, buried in Grows- 
towri Cemetery. He was son of Capt Joseph Skolfidd 
and Susan Sylvester of Freeport.
Frances Skolfield, 1845 - 1387, m. .li.- '
. Harrington,
Mary A. Skolfield, 1347 - 1871 
Rose F. Skolfield, 1549 - 1369 
gharies.jg, .Skolfield, 1852 - 1373 
Harriet N. Sjeanwood, 1819 - , m. Fiaka
^Harxy ?i.ske^RoE.inond J. Stanwood, 1822 - 1852, age 30, buried 
in Growstown, m. George .Kolcrer,
Eliz^ C. Stanwood, 1824 - 
Philip G. Stanwood, 1826 - 
John G. Stanwood, 1823 - 1832 
Children by Caroline Trumbull:Caroline E. Stanwood, , m., leoO, Andrew,
E. Sawyer
Lucy J. Stanwood, 1835 - 
Joha.R, ^Stanwood, 1845 -
DBSCENDENTS OF GEORGE ROGERS
<3-33 Thomas Rogers, b. 1731 in Londonderry, N.H. cs. S annah* "
3 Jenny Rogers, lb. 1733 in Londonderry, N.H., d. 1803 in 
Freeport, g. Benjamin Kendal, 1732 - 1805, twelfth child 
of Ralph and Abigail Kendall. Located, first at Georgetown* 
next lived at Dresden, and the last 15 years in Freeport,  
where he died. He served in Capt. Eleazer Kelvin's Co. in 
the expedition to Niagara in 1754.
Children: Abigail, 175b; William, 1759; Benjamin, ; 
Annie; John; Hugh Rogers; Thomas; Fanny; Robert Rogers.
4 Capt Robert Rogers Kendall, 1773 - 1858, settled in 
Freeport soon after the incorporation of the town, 
m.. G 7 R &  his cousin, Margaret .(Peggy] . Hill-, r a .gers,
^%LpypfL778 - I860, dau. of William Rogers ar.d
' wood. Capt. R.R. Kendall, his wife Margaret and her 
mother, Eleanor Stanwood Rogers Keans are buried in 
the old Kendall lot in Woodlawn Cemetery
5 William Rogers K_endall, 1799 - 1878, a farmer -nd 
fia^'n&bn ln"F'reepbrt*, m., 1829* Minerv Conver. , 
1807 - 1881, dan. of Dr. John Converse End S:hly 
Hanson. Buried in Woodlawn Cemetery, Freeport.
6 William Pote Kendall, 1831 - 19C1, a painter by 
trade,""enlisted in Co. G, 25th Inf. with hi a 
brother John, m. gr^sesjCalxar, 1832 - 1?: , 
dau. of Barnabas Carver and Mary Coffin and 
granddaughter of Seth Carver
Children: William Converse; Nathan Kye; Fanny G.; 
7 and Sarah Senieffelin
7 FidJjL^,.&U^Yerse..Kendall, 1861 - 19"^. grad.
Bowdoin, 18$0, grad. Georgetown! U. Medical 
School, 1896, with H.D. He joined toe U..1. 
fish commission as a naturalist.
M., 1893* in Washington, D.C., Idu 
mina Aschenbach, 1869 - 1930, buried in 
Wocdiawh Cemetery, Freeport.
H Minerva Converse Kzndall, 1897 -
10
10
9
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* ^ .92' 1899 - 1955,WWI, S.A.T.C., buried in Woodlawn Cem.
Rnih...Xarnen* , m.,
1922 - 196,, son 
of Norman Kilby and Helen Soule.
He is buried in Woodlawn Cemetery
. .Riaaa-a^JLmy , /Lois 3.,,Kilby Vi
^ u i i  ar C, W&rner, 19.-5 -   ^ -
Nathan Nye Kendall, 1864 - 1936, m. LiMiia.
!**,.MMrRtnn. 1851 - 1938, buried in Woodl.*n.
. * 1^1 = 'Edna Pylori -il^on, , n.
Angie &. Smith 
ChilarenHy Angie ^mith:
Barbara Russell Kendall, 1925 - 
Arthur Carver Kendall* 1927 - 
Hilda Alice Kendall, 1929
7
B
B
7
DESCENDENTS OF GEORGE 3CGER3
Fanny Gertrude Kendall, 1666 - 1897, m. Arthur 1. 
Grant, lBb4 - ISO?, buried in Woodlawn Cemetery Haruii Schiefflin Kendall, , m., ^
Linwqod E. Porter,
Vivian Kendall Porter, lo97 - , m. (l)
fester l.tson, ; m. (2)
Br. T.H*. Stevens 
Frances L. Porter, 1902 -
6
7
8
9
10
10
10
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Cant. John Converse Kendall, 1832 - 1907, It., 26th Inf., 
Capt. 30th Inf, OivII^War., m. Julia Maria Cushing,
1843 - 1923, dau. of Charles Cushing and Martha C. 
Brewer, buried in Woodlawn Cemetery
Statia Alice Kendall, 1862 - 1910, m., lb 1, Levi 
Melvin Bailey, d. 1916, nge 69, son of 
H. Bailey and Nancy Brackett, buried in Woodl 
Cemetery
Elsie K. B .iley, 1883 - 1966, age 80, m., 11*, 
henry (Harry) F. Crocker 
lived in Chester," Vt."
Kendall B. Crocker, 1917 - , m. (1)
H a n g a r ______ n , m. (2)
Wilma
13niTc[ren by first wife:
Kendall
^Sheila
Children by 2d wife:
Henry F. Crocker Jr., , single (1967)
Helen M." Bailey , 1887 - 1897, burned to death 
from"*?!reworks' on July Fourth, buried in Wood­
lawn Cemetery
Julia M. Bailey, , a., , Forrest
Nancy White
9
8
10
10
Kathie White
1R96 -
Lucille. Ballard, ,
at. (2), , Ha.z?l Smith
Morse.
Linda Marie Bailey
, a . ,  1919,
, n. Caialine
David Allen Bailey,
JKittie M. Kendall, 1870 - 1956, m. Verde Morton, 
*1672 - 1938, buried in Burr Cemetery
5
5
5
5
5
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DESCENDANTS OF GEORGE ROGERS
Horatio Gates Kendall, 1807 - , m. Seri;
Wilson
Robert PojPe Kendall
Eleanor '7lm'e*Te'n3IIl, lolO - 1866, age 56, m. Cart. William Pote
Ruth an Rye Kendall, 1813 - , m. J.nc S. Willi ets
Julia Margaret Kendall, 1816 - , m. Jeremi hKb ore
Hugh Regers, 1736 -- 1804, age 68, m. (1) Hannah Hallowell, 
d. 17S9, 53, da.u. of Samuel Hallowell, m. Karg ret 
d. 1836, ^ e  91, all buried in Phippsburg, Maine
William Rogers, d. 1778, age 7, buried in Phippsburg
Margaret Rogers, 1738 - , m. Rev. John Miller, d. I78i ,
Ann Rogers, 1741 - , m., 1759, D^vid Reed
Deina? Reed, 1760 - , probably m., 1782, Robert
Jack
Mary Reed, 1762 - , probably m., 1781, K thanlel_
galleyMargaret Reed, 1764 - 
Ann Reed, 1766 - 
Rayid Reed, 1769 - 
Dunlap of Topsham
asy havem., 1795, Jenny
''.i
l'Ji
'J 
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1743 - 1791, m., 1776, Eleanor Starwood, 
17^9 **_ '^ 3/, dan. of Samuel Stam-?ood an? Janet i^tnpc*.'.He :-.s buried, in the old Mann burying ground on Flying 
Point. She m. (2; ?-kjor Thomas Means and is buried in 
Wood naun Cemetery in the R.R. Rendall lot with her dau. Margaret.
Deed: 10/19/1778 - iiilliam Rogers of Brunswick, land 1 
No. Yarmouth (Freeport), part of the Darner Claim, '-'tu house and barn.
Miller Regers, 1773 - *1 .u, .. .mu­cous in, Robert Rogers" Kendall, 1 7 7 3 - 1 . R,, ourie* 
in hood jjaana Cemete?^*. See pagesj? to *41 for cn'lire.. 
John Rogers, 17-}-6 - 1 8 3 2 , m., at Topsham, Ja?ie_iO^*pr',
174-3 ** 1328, dau. of Alexander Potter and Jane Dun'il.g, 
buried in the North Cemetery, Topsham. he is called CE t. 
John Rogers Jr. 1771 - 1849,'m. Susan pa^^on, 177^ - 
I860, dau. of Robert Patten and Margaret .uniter, a 
is buried in North Cemetery, Tdpsham
Susannah Rogers, 1 8 0 3 - 1^^4, m. (1) S^+ . ;
m. (2) Mattnew Patten, 1791 - 1 8 7 0 , son olf Jose .. 
Patten and* Ho H i e  Fulton, buried in the ir.;-<-rs 
Cemetery, Topsham
Marraret Rogers, 1804 - 1881, m. nurh Curtis, 1 
lb'3^ *,"*son of Wm. Curtis and Betsey .\Yexa:i?''r, Jur­
ied in Village Cemetei*y, Bowdoinham 
Robert Patten Rogers, 1 8 0 6 - 1b3o 
Rankiii" Rogers, 'l'8o3 1 8 .H, n. nelen ic.-:
- John iioger3*,""1 809 - 1382, m. MarTai'-rt* ' ..a.' . rt<
YS*i7i77 1 397, dau. of Nathaniel Greer "arid rl.u, 3-. ?,
Rogers. See pauydl
Marcia Rogers, 1811 - 1 8 0 3 ?
Rebecca m. nehry Fisher?
Captl"Willfam Roger's, 1773 ** 1347, n., 17--8, ' art.-.a 
Lithgow Dunning, l7?1 - 1058, dau. of Andrew 
and Margaret '(Miller, Ransom, buried in ^orth Gemtt- 
ery, Topsham
John Dunning Rogers, 18u1 - 182u, d. at New Orl­
eans* of "yellow fever.
William Rankin Rogers, 1 8 0 3 - 1u&7, n. . i - - 
*^4tl?r,'"i"09* - 1890Jonn Rogers, 1833 - , m* Cnariotte Sprague
Martha "Ann Rogers, d. 1904, age , . A-..- ru
C.*^Eaton, of *^ath Maine
Mrs7 j^ aura Ridley of Brunswick 
Jane" Aufd^ s'ta Rogers, 1035 - 19^3, h. ju/ yhi. 
Robinson
nouls Philip Rogers m. Maria Polli v r 
Mary* T.* Rogers*, d. 1 8 4 9  
Harriet Rogers, d. 1849, age 4 years 
Abbi'e* Rogers m. Alvadi nuther 
Casahdra Rogers, 1007 ** 1871 , m. Jamas uuch 
Mary Dunning; Rogers, 18oo - 18-93, K. Edward 
Fairfield, lSu'3 - 1874
Jane 'potter Rogers, 1o1u - 1855, R* -Lru *'el_anr 
Tived in Kittery
Descendents of GEORGE ROGERS
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Sarah Rogers. 1812 - 1898, m. Rev. Jesse Stone
narriet Newell Rogers, 181^ - 1883; m. Peleg Sprague 
l80d - I 833, he 2.s"ouried in Pine Grove Cemetery.
Jenny Rogers, 177$ - , m., 1797, Ephraim Larrabee,
John Rogers Larrabee, 1798 - 1869, age 71, m.,
JMarthn Coombs, 1799 - 1890, burled in Fine Grove Cem. 
Capt. Nathaniel Larrabee, d. 1863, age 63, m.
Lucy W eston, d. T863, age 61, buried in Pine 
Grove Cemetery
Sophia Snow Larrabee, d. 190^, age 71 
buried in Pine Grove Cemetery 
Nehemiah Larrabee, 1799 -
Daniel Larrabee, l8u^ -
Benjamin Larrabee, 180^ -
Ephraim Larrabee, 1811 -
Samuel Larrabee , 181^.-
Frances Jane Larrabee,
Alexander Rogers, 1778 - , m. Hannah Larrabee
Neheniph Rogers, 1802 - 1882, m. Sarah _  _
d. 11373, age 7?, buried in Pine Grove Cemetery 
Jenny_Rogers, 180^ -
Nelson Rogers, l8c5 -
Jane Rogers,
3 other children
Cart. John Rogers, 1008 - 1885, m. Hannah Owen, 1610 - 
1875*7 buried in  Pine Grove Cemetery
Julia Abbie Rogers, 1835 - 1901, m. Georg* 
Woodward, 1*820 - 1896, buried ha Pine Grove Can. 
George Washington Woodward, 1853 * 1928, m. 
Nancy Simpson, 1B"61 - 1958, d/o Thomas Pen- 
ell Simpson and Harriet Simpson, buried in 
Pine Grove Cemetery
Eva Woodward, 188^ - 1961, buried in 
Fine Grove Cemetery 
George Woodward
Descendants of George ROGERS !));
Nathaniel Palmer Woodward, 18^8 - 1889, m. Hattie brown -----
Leslie Woodward (Wbodard;, d. 1949, age 64. 
m. (1 ; Vann Clair Davis, 187b - 1934, d/o 
Henry E. Davis and Harriet E. Thomas, buried 
in &er family lot in B urr Cemetery; m. (2; 
Adeline Stackhouse Merrill
He is ouried in another lot in Burr Cemetery. Flora Woodward
Descendants of GEORGE ROGERS
Carrie Ella Woodward. 18^8 -  1933, m. (1, William 
Alvah Given, di 1BB9, age $4! m* (2; Olin G. Morse, 
b. Monmouth, 18^8, d. 1954, buried in Pine Grove (!em 
Winfield Alval^ Given, 1887 m. (1,, 191
Nellie W . Larrabee, ; m. (2;, 1931,
Louise G. PaulJ T&bjp - , d/o H. Delnont
Anderson and ?4artha Randall 
Child by Nellie narrabee:
Carrie Rina Given, 1913 - * m. 1938,5el Bernier
RaloE" Woodward Morse, 1898 - , m., 1?1<!,
Gladys H. Lary,
Margaret Ann Rogers, 1837 - 1898, m., as his 2d wife, 
Alc?t Stover Pennell, 1816 - 19^2, a/o John Pennell ani 
Doliy Stover, buried in Pine Grove CemeteryAnna Rogers Pennell, 185? - 1938, m., 1S8C, Hiram 
Merryman, 184Y - 1918, s/o Sarrrel Merryman and Jane 
Curtis, lived in Framingham, Mass.
John William Pennell, 186c - 1935^ m., 1896, Hattie 
Slmr.Hnn, 1870 - 19^7, d/o Thomas Pennell Sir^-son and 
Harriet Phila Simpson, He was a partner in & O.R.
Pennell Dry Goods'Store, Brunswick. Buried in Pine 
Grove Cemetery
Charles Melvin Pennell, 1864 * 1937, m. Alice Louise 
75cS7"l871 - 1^477"8uried in Pine Grove Cemetery.
He was Supt. of Schools in Brunswick, Freeport and 
many other towns in Maine and Mass.
Merton DeWitt Pennell, (adopted; 1897 -
Margaret Louise Pennell, 19uu -
Csbome Randall Pennell, 186? - 1953, m. Clara Russell 
Wbodside, ' 1S? J 19,-!.?, d/o Owen Woodside and Katry
Me.r*stcn, He was a partner in J!W. and O.R. Pennell 
Dry Goods Store, Brunswick. Buried in Pine Grove Cem. 
Lawrence Woodside Pennell, 1897 **
Alice Elizabeth Pennell, 1901 -
Descendants of GEORGE ROGERS itb
7 Nellie May Pennell, 1872 - 195)9, buried in Pine
Grove Cemetery
6 Ellen Given Rogers, 181^ 0 - 1898, m. David Pennell, 162b - 
109L-, s7o John Pennell and Dolly Stover, 2]?th Maine Inf. 
Civil War, buried in the Kellogg Cemetery* Harpswell
7 Frances Augusta Pennell, 1&6H - , m. Capt. J.
Seymore Pinkham  ^ 1855 -
7 Harmon Pennell, 1866 - 1931* m. Mary E. Merrill
1*873 ** 1951 *"^tiried in Kellogg Cemetery 
7 Alvah Thomas Pennell, 1879 - 1§8u
6 Augusta Frances Rogers, l8ij.5 - 1919* m., 1875* Andrev D.
^exander, l8p  - 1919, buried in Kellogg Cemetery.
6 JoEn Osborne (or Osborne J./ Rogers, 18^7 ** 1905?  ^ d.
1906 on stone/age 5^ 8; m. (1/ Fanny W. Marston, d. 1&79* 
age31; m. (2; Mabel A. Woodward, d. 1938* 77, all
buried in Pine Grove Cemetery
6 William Hardy Rogers, 1853 - 1890, m. Emeline Nash, 1855 - 
191^1, buried i.n Pine Grove Cemetery
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Descendents of ^eorge Rogers 1* '
4 Dinan Rogers, 1781 - 1826, m.NanuuRougnton
Hugh Rogers, 178p - 1867, r., 1o14* _isabelia v.;.
Robert Rogers, m. ^ane Groce, dau. of janT u-racr- 
and ^ane Kneely and granddau. of Aie::ander Drujiond
Isanella Rogers n. Samuel Parsons
d. 1 7 8 0  ; m. (2 ; Ann Crontbie" / ^
Ann Rogers, 1747 - 1 m. (i f David Reed
in. nugh dhire, 1749 * * son of Rugn \;hite;y
m. (3) ___ Stinson
George Vh.ite
_Saily ..hit e m. 
Nancy Unite, d 
Benson, o 
m. (2
Ferris
1oip9, age ; m., 1801,Stc -4 .-. 
in Rendon Ilass 9/16/1777, d. 1 1;
Naanan Benson
iX)uisa, Adeline, z^e.:ialFrederic, Hary Ann,
Cornelia, na±±
jane Unite m. Ezekial Drunnond 
Ml Alfred "Stinson, 1001 "  1o2?
]Iargai^et Rogers m. m o n as Butler 
Alexander nogers m. Catherine Snarr 
.Jifliam Ro^e^ s' ri. i rs. llutn (' Ins low, nine '1 '^  
jane Rogers n. Sainuel/llanson 
George Rogers m. Ilafth'a '.^ ynan
Francis* Rogers, d. 1"3*3%^, age  ^ n*, 1796, ^isg'nna ^ dau. oi donn ^anpoell andCampbell, d. 1o^2, a&e 
Nancy "Drunnond.
Nathaniel Rogers, 1776 - 1865, m. Nancy Caicpbrll, I7n - 
1065, dau. of John Campbell and Nancy Drunnond 
Patrick Rogers, 1706 - 
Frances Rogers, 1/0^ - 
kargaret Rogers, 1710 - 
2 Beatrice Rogers, 1717 
All born in Ireland
ROGERS 
not placed
Anne M. nogers m., 109;, Mm. n. Dennison
Lida Belle Rogers m., 19--, Josiah Davis Gould
Eugene Rogers, m., 1915* Abbie S. Coombs
Jean A. Rogers m., 19b.u, RE^Rong
Eliza F. Rogers, 18?^ - 1953, m. Albert Chadsey
Helen juewis Rogers w/o Joim James, d. 1900, age 53 (1- ;
Alonzo B. Rogers d. 19o7* age b5 ^lo52;
nenry A. Holbrook son of Frederick nolbrook and Gladys Ro, ers 
d. 19u^ at 2 days
John James Rogers d. 191u, age ;b
Addie A. Rogers d/o Risrkard X3g&KX and Edith nerrick, d. 11. 5
age 53
Sarah A. Rogers d/o Benj F. 1; nucinda Emery,'d. 1926, a_c La
Percival H. Rogers, 1675 - 1932 m. 1901, Evelyn M. Davis,
1077 - 1957
Tnomas Rogers m., 1793, Hartnanunt 
Marion F. Rogers d. l85o, age 3& (3. 181L/
Margaret T. Rogers, 1665 - 1931 m. Sumner G. 3rm;cr (3e<* i*'
Helen Carruthers nogers m., 191l, Plenty Farr
Emma Rogers m., 1933* I^ a- L. Materhouse
George A. Rogers m., 1932, Olive E. uard
John H. rtogers m., 1933* Christine^hanson
Francene Rogers d/o Janes i. u. Elizabeth Fells, o. 1910, ^
age 64 (181052;
Julia Rogers, d. 1916, at Haverhill age 8b (1o31,
IIXR
to Earl R. &Pb/a A. Rogers, 1930, Any H. 
Do
/
DEED
Thomas Woodbury of Beverlxy to Thomas Heins of Freeport Gent, 
and George RogersJunr. of Freeport, yeoman
for 21 pounds 18 shillings
land in Freeport - containing about acres more or less 
bounded Northwest on lot #46 Range D - 
Southeast on Dumner's Claim, socalled -
Northwest on the County road leading from Freeport to Flying 
Point-
being part of lot #48 on Range D formerly owned by William 
Goodwin of Marblehead 
Kay 3, 1792 
Witness: John Thing John Man
'.
SIMPSON
William Simpson came to America from Monherhan (Monaghan) 
Parish or Glinlubruch, Ireland, about 1728 and settled what 
is now Simpson's Point, Brunswick. Hiswife, Agnes Lewis, came 
7 years later with 2 children, leaving one, David, in Ireland with an uncle.
22
2
c
Rill3..an 3ia&son+ 1691 - 5/4/1771, age 81, m.
1700 - 12/27/1778. They had 9 children. Both are buried 
in the old Brunswick burying ground, where in addition 
to their original stones there is a huge boulder with a 
bronze plaque, erected by their descendants.
Ka-xy Simpson, b. In Ireland, 1726, d. 4/26/1801, a.^Samuel Kennedy, 1717 - 1732 
Jane Simpson, , a. David Konkins
David Simpson remained in Ireland
-Will i am Simpson.Jr., 1738 - 1776, n. Elizabeth Spear, 
who d. 1795. She a. (2) David Giveen and lived in 
Newcastle
Robert Simpson, 1740 - , m. (1) Margaret Spe:r,
1743 - , in 1769; m. (2) .Jane Given In 17;-*'
J_aaes Simpson, 1743 - , m. Ruth Given
1/16/1825Samuel.Simpson, 1744 - , m. Betsey Given
2
4
4
5
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Lewis Simpson, 1747 - 11/24/1332, age 85, m. Martha 
S.kolfield_ia 1753 - 1803, age 50, buried in the old 
Brunswick burying ground. She was dau. of Thomas 
Skolfield and Mary Orr.
William Simpson, 1779 - 1845, a., 1806, A^*c- 
Pennell, 1786 - 1869, dau. of Thomas Pennell and 
Alice Anderson
Martha Simpson, 1808 - 1825 
T/ewis Simpson. 1810 - 1897, age 88, m. JKjgy 
^erpyman, 1810 - 1890, dau. of James Merry- 
man and Mary Barnes, buried in River Road 
Cemetery, Brunswick
Elizabeth H. Simpson, 1841 - 1898, m. 
Horatio Webber
Henrietta (Etta) K. Simpson, 1343 - 
m. Charles Burgess
Rachel Simpson, 1813 - 1853, unmarried 
Capt. William Simpson, 1815 - 1896, (or 95) 
m/Kary HcMapus, 1821 - , dau. of Robert
McManus
Alice Eleanor (Ellen) Simnson, twin,
1843 - 1935," a. .AlfxedDunt of So. Durham 
Maine, 1830 - 1901, buried in lurt Cea. 
DurhamElsie,Margar&t,.Lunt, 1881 - 1939, & 
fine musician and pupil of Kotchmar, 
buried in Lunt Cemetery
SIMPSON
William Robert (or J./ Simpson, twin of Alice,
- , m. Annie E. Holland, EmnireCity,Goose Bay, Ore.
George Lewis Simpdon. 1843 - 1867, d. In Calif. 
Margaret Belle^imr'son, l83u - , m. WilliamHarris Jr.
Asa Kincaid Simpson, 1857 - 1898, m., 1962,
Medie Newell, , d/o Joshua Newellana Anna Dunning
(paries Soencer Simpson, 1839 - , dentist,
m. Adah Mitchell of Freeport, , d/o
William Hitcheli and Almira Bailey 
Margaret Simpson, 1819 - 1843, m. Charles Foster,
Nancy Simpson, 1820 - 1869# m. Orin Thom, 1820 -
1897, *Thomas Pennell Simpson, 1826 - 1903, m. (1 ; Rebecca 
W. Dunning, d. *^/?t/l860, age 35, d/o David Dunning 
and Mary Linscott. She is buried in Growstown Cem.
He m. (2/ his cousin, Harriet Phila Simpson, d. 
12/23/19UO, age 64. He and Harriet are burled in 
Riverside Cemetery, Brunswick 
Children by Rebecca:
Charles T.D. Simpson, 1836 - 1838, buried in 
Riverside Cemetery, Brunswick 
Ella M. Simpson, 1839 - 1877, buried in River­
side cemetery 
Children by Harriet:
Nancy H. Simpson, 1861 - 1930, m., 1882, George 
Woodward, 1^33 ** 1928, s/o George Woodward and 
Julia A. Rogers, buried in Pine Grove Cemetery 
Eva M. Woodward, 1884 - 1961, buried in 
Pine Grove" Cemetery 
George Woodward
El^ie R. Simpson, 1863 - 1863, buried in River­
side Cemetery
Henry T . Sirmson, 1863 - , m. Elizabeth H.
Williams
Alpheus T. Simpscn, 1866 - 1933 Josephine n. 
Hussey, "1S6-9 - 19^2, buried in Riverside Cem.
Harriet (Hattie; Edith Simpson, 187C - 1937, 
m. John "^lliEm^Pennell, I060 - 193^# s/o Alcot 
Stover PennelH and Margaret Ann Rogers, buried 
in Pine Grove Cemetery. He was a partner in the 
J.W. & O.R. Pennell Drygoods Store.
Prank P. Simpson, 1674. - 1947, buried in River­
side Cemetery
Martha Jane Simp-son, 1829 - 1634
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SIMPSON
3 Mary Simpson, 1781 - 1861, m., 1799, Thomas Pennell Jr.. 
1774 * 1^o0, s/o Thomas Pennell and Alice Anderson, 
buried in Pine Grove Cemetery. See Pennell, page 6 for
descendants
3 Thomas_Sinq3son, 1784 - 1873, m. (1  ^ Margaret Pennell,
1791 - 1313, "d/o Thomas Pennell Jr. and Alice Anderson, 
they were cousins. She is buried in the old Brunswick 
burying ground? M. (2; Maiy Wyer, d. 1829, age 36; m.
(1/ Eliza Whitehouse, d. 1878, age 81. Thomas, Mary and 
Eliza are buried in Pine Grove Cemetery,
Children by Margaret:
4 Thomas Simpson Jr,, 1810 - l88u, m. (1, Hannah Jane
Snow, ; m. (2/ Elizabeth Titconb Mitchell,
1323 - 1848, d/o Ammi Mitchell of Bath
6 children by Elizabeth.
Margaret Simpson, 1813 - 1814
Capt, Robert Simpson, 1814 - 1849, m. Elizabeth Alice 
Pennell, 1822 - 1E3T, d/o Thomas Pennell and Mary 
Simpson, buried in Pine Grove Cemetery. See Fennell 
page 6
Children by Mary Vyer:
Elbridge Gerry Simpson, 1816 - 1903, age 83, m.
"Jane E,________  , d. 1876, age 33, buried in Pine
Grove Cemetery
Abbie M. Simpson, d. 1863, a g e  12 
Lizzie Alice Sinp-son, d. 1839, age 1 
Henry Elbridge Simpson 
Isaiah Simpson, 1818 - d. young
Rebecca L. Simpson, 1820 - 1870, buried in Fine Grove
Lewis_P^ Simpson, 1822 - 1836, lost at sea off the 
Pacific Coast. Stone in Pine Grove Cemetery 
Asa Head Simpson, 1824 -
Capt Isiah Simpson, lost at sea off the Pacific Coast 
13^3, age 26
Children by Eliza Whitenouse:
Andrew Whitehouse Simpson, 1831 * * m., I86.j,
August a Deborah Pennell, 1842 - , d/o James H.
Pennell and Julia "l^ria Chase 
See page 13, Permell.Harv Elizabeth Simpson, 1833 -
Eartha A7"sD^scn, 1833 - 1831, buried in Pine Grove 
Henry*"Clay Simpson, I838 - 1842,
George Simpson
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SIMPSON
3 Nancy Simpson, 1?8? - 1869, m. Thomas Given Esq., 178b - 
1^73^ buried in Maquoit Cemetery. See Given page 
Capt. Robert Given. 181]^  - 1899, single 
Lewis GivenV I8lh. - 1853
Capt. Thomas Given, 1817 - 1867, m. his cousin, 
Elizabeth Pennell, 182^ - 1898* d/o Robert Pennell 
and Jane Siirtpson, buried in Pine Grove Cemetery.
John Thomas Given, 1857 - 191L)., m. Jane Cushing 
, lived in Woburn, Mass.
Agnes Pennell Given, 1858 - , twin, single
Jane Pennell"GlvenJ 1858 - 1858, twin 
Robert Fennell Given, 1059 - 1859 
Robert Anderson Given, 1865 - , m. Affia
Martha Coombs
Moliie, Ruby, Thomas, Charles, Howard 
John Given, 1821 - 1885
Jane Simp son, 17&9 - 1051, m., 1810, Robert Pennell, 1789 
T861 , s/o Tbomas Pennell and Alice Anderson, burie? in 
Pine Grove Cemetery. They had 11 children. See Pennell 
page 20
3 Lewis Simpson, 1791 - 188c, m. Mary Campbell, 28oi^ . - l89q# 
buried in* Growstown Cemetery.
3 Rebecca Simpson, d. 1853, age 59, m. (1; Jonathan lollarl 
d. 183I,, age iD+; m. (2; Francis Wingate, ,
Rebecca and Jonathan are*buried***In Pine Grcve Cemetery 
h. John F. Wingate, d. 184.6, age 23, buried in Pine Grove
3 Robert Shnpson., , m. Alice Skolfield
O' 
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Josi^ah 1?54) - 1790, m. Elizabeth (Betsey; Spear,
i;bd - 1790. She is buried in the old Brunswick burying 
ground, as probably he is also. See Spear page 02
Arma Simpson, b. Brunswick, 7/24/1779, d. 8/1$/l8$0,
Capt. John Given, b. Brunswick, 17o0, d. 7/3/1640, 
s/o Robert Giveen and Mary Skolfield, buried in the old 
rennell cemetery on what is now the Barrett farm at Middle Bays. See Given page 86
!^*y_Given, 1806 - 1882, m. Benjamin Dunning 
P65563-1, 1c04 ** 1861, s/o Jacob Pennell and 
Deborah Dunning, buried in Pile Grove Cemetery.
They had no children but adopted Benjamin 
Pennell, s/o Charles Pennell and Harriet Given. 
Elizabeth Spear Given, d. 1874, age 64, m. Ca t. 
Clement Skolfield, 1803 - 1878, s/o Thomas sSoI- 
field and Ruth Curtis, buried in the old Harp- 
swell burying ground.
Bethia Skolfield, buried in narpswell, Although 
her stone is supposed to read,"died 0ct.1 1, 
18^8, age 24;yrs. 8 mo., her mother would 
have just turned 1$. at Bethia* a birth, which 
does not seem probaple as her next older Guild 
was b. 1838. She m. Capt. Robert Skolfield,
182^ - 1896. He is ouried ha Pine Grove ?em, 
beside his 2d wife, Lydia Ann Curtis 
Mary Given Skolfield, 1838 - 1891, m., 1 73, 
Capt. John *WiTs*on, *1035 - 1884 
Clement Curtis SL:olfield, 18^3 - 1&44 
Thomas Edwin Skolfield, 18^6 - 1^16, m., l6oi., 
Lottie Nason, icol - 1947, buried in Pine
Grove Cemetery
Clement Skolfield, 188$ - 
Herbert Skolfield, 1887 - 
Emery Warren Skolfield, 1889 - 
1 st Lt. WWT
Elvira Nason Skolfield, 1892 - , m.
John Ridley
Thomas Skolfield, 189$ - 
Elizabeth Given Skolfield, 1898 -
Clement Lewis Skolfield, 18^8 - drowned 1924, 
m. Vera Nason, 1862 - 1918, buried in Pine 
Grove Cemetery.
4 Rebecca D. Given , 1813 - 13854 m. Thomas
Scolfield,"""^lh - l86r, s/o Capt. Thomas Skolfield 
and Ruth Curtis, buried in Pine Grove Cemetery.
g Frances Rebecca Perkins was their adopted dau.
real parents were Enoch Perkins and Prances 
Given, sister of Rebecca
h Harriet Newell Given, 1814 - 1341, m* Charles
SewaiT Pennell, 1815 - 1890, s/o Jacob Pennell and 
Deborah Dunning, as his first wif6. He is buried 
in P&ne Grove Cemetery. She is buried in the old 
Pennell Cemetery on the Barrett farm in Middle 
Bays.
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SIMPSON 56
5 Beniamin Lincoln Pennell, l8i+1 - 1897, adopted by his
Uncle Benjamin Fennell and his aunt Ma^y (Given;
Pennell, m. , I86j?, Elizabeth Raymond, 1838 - 1913* d/o 
Elisha Raymond, buried In Pune *rove Cemetery 
4 Frances Given, , m. Enoch Perkins
PTances Rebecca Perkins (See page j?5^
Anna Perkins, 18^1 - d. at 10 years 
Robert Given, , m. (1; Mahala Martin, 1813 -
T852? m. (2; Mary Ann Reed, 1829 - 1877, buried in Pine Grove 
Cemetery. See page 87 for descendants.
John A. Given, d. 18^2, age 36* m., 1816, Isabella Spear,
1822 - 1856, d/o Robert Spear. She m. (2; Charles C. MeT.cher 
(See page 87 of Given;
Lewis Given, d. I82f>, age 6 
Anne Given
Sarah Ann Given, , m. Cant. Abel Sawyer
John Sawyer, lost at sea
Sarah Sawyer, 1&lu - 1892, m. Stephen Berry
Bertha Hobart Berry, 1861 - 1892, m. Stuart 
Cramer
Catherine 
S%uart
John diven Berry, 1866 - , m. Edith Garfield
7 - Dorothy
7 Kate Stanwood Berry, 1869 - 1897
7 Arthur Berry
7 Ethel Berry

GIVEN
David Given built the schooner "AGNES" in I8u9
His brother John b u ilt  the schooner WASHINGTON", l8uo
,3x. JUhny
Robert Given built the schooner "ORANDE" in 179$ after 
service in the Continental Army, 1777 * 1783
Robert and John serves 3 years in the Continental Army
There ere large gaps in the recorded genealogy of the 
Given family of Brunswick and vicinity. One reason for this 
is the fire which completely destroyed the Given homestead 
sometime before 1884. The only things said to have been 
saved in this fire were the family Bible and a wallet. The 
record in the Bible was very sketchy and the wallet merely 
testified that it had belonged to Thomas Given and vn.s pur­
chased in Liverpool for 50 cents.
There were, of course, several members of the family who 
cane over together. Whether David Giveen was the sire of all 
the people of that name in Brunswick can only be conjecture. 
That they were of one family can be assumed. They came to 
Brunswick with others of the Scotch-Irish migration of 1&T7 - 
1^19.
1 David Giveen came from Coleraine, Londonderry, Ireland, 
with his wife and family. He had been born about 1690.
In 1719 he settled at Hair (here) Point in Brunswick.
In 1730 he applied for land for his son David and for 
his son-in-law Samuel Clark, his dau. Martha's husb-nd, 
and James Campbell his son-in-law. In his petition he 
signed his name Given. Pejepscot Papers say that David 
Giveen, in 1735, purchased 300 acres of land at Kiddle 
Bays for 4S dollars. He was a Deacon of the old Presby­
terian Church of Brunswick, which was gradually conver­
ted to Congregational.
His wife was Mary, maiden name not known.
Deacon David Giveen died 1763 and is buried in the old 
Brunswick burying ground. Mary, his wife is supposed to 
be buried beside him as there is a stone beside his that 
is marked "Mary, his wife" but the dates are illegible. 
There is buried in the old Harpswell burying ground,
"Mary Given, wife of Deacon David Given, 1708 - 17712 
The 1 nd at Kiddle Bays,which David Giveen purchased, 
was bounded by Pennell (Coleman Farms) on the south; 
the old Gurnet road on the norths. Kiddle Bays on the 
east; Brunswick Town Commons and^Dunning on the west? 
These boundaries are questionable. David Giveen, hi3 wife 
and young twin sons and dau. Jane moved there in 1<75. 
This was the ancestral home and was originally a log 
cabin and later a. large white colonial house, which was 
the house that burned. Later sons John and Robert built 
cabins on each side cf their father.
GIVEN (GIVEEK) J 2
2 David Giveen Jr. is said to be the oldest son of David 
Giveen, the ancestor. In the Sihnett genealogy, he is 
supposed to have come from the North of Ireland in 1734. 
It is more likely that he came with his father in 1719. 
About 1734, his bought lot y6 at Newcastle of Christopher 
Thompson. His name was spelled Gibbon on the deed. He a. 
Elizabeth Simpson who died in 1796. She was the widow of 
William Simpson who died in 1776, her maiden was Spear 
and was probably dau. of William and Elizabeth Spear and was b o m  in 1741.
3 Campbell Giveen
3 Hannah Giveen
m. James Clark 
3 Jane Giveen
m., 12/1/1790, Joseph Donald
3 Samuel Giveen, 1761*- 1830, m., 1772, Betsey Simpson,
d. 9/21/1821, age 49, botb_ buried in the old Bruns­
wick burying ground.
John Giveen, , m., 1795, Agnes Parks
David Giveen 
Sarah Giveen
Elizabeth Giveen , a. John Kennedy
David Giveen, 1779 - 1848, m., 1803, Mary Karson, of 
'Whit afield, - 1848
John S. Given, 1804 - 1864, age 59, lived in So. 
Boston ana Gardiner, m. Elizabeth Bryant of 
Paris, Maine, 1306 -
Mary E. Given, 1829 - , a. Charles K.Freeman
Martin A. Given, 1831 - , a. H^nry S.Wakefield of Gardiner 
Anna Wakefield 
Horace Wakefield
George T. Given, 1833 - 1845, twin 
Sara B. Siven, 1833 - 1855, twin 
Lauria F. Given, 1835 - 1858 
Harriet A. Given, 1840 - 1857 
Delia Given, 1842 - 
S^Iha"Criven, 1847 - 1848 
Abigail Given, 1806 - , m. Joel JTapley
Mary Jane Given, 1811 - , m. Edwin Boynton
Addie E. Boynton 
Mary G. Boynton 
Isadora H. Boynton 
Oscar E. Boynton 
Willis 0j. Boynton
Joseph Marson Given, 1814 - , m. Lucinda
Kimball
GIVEN (GIV3EN)
4 Sanuel...K^.Given, 1818 - , m. Harriet Turner
Cheever
Alice May Given 
Karriet Ruth Given 
Grace Greenwood_Given 
John Given, d. at""T8 
...Sarah Given a. Charles Fa&;;ard
1768 - 1807, a. Elizabeth Barnes#
m. Mr. Given
 ^ 3
Caleb Bryant Given,
1775 - 
4 Elizabeth Given
John.GiveeK, d. 5/28/1795, age 7 7,m. Sarah___
d. 4/7/1809, age 78, buried in the old Brunswick bury­
ing ground.
GIVE? (GIVES?) ,
Mary Given, 1741 - 
Sarah Giveen, 1793 
burying ground 
.Martha Given, 1745 
wood, 1749 - 1818. 
dated, at Portland
1783,
- 1808, buried in old Brunswick
- 1802, m., 1767, Ebenezer Stan- 
He was an Innholder with licenses 
City Hall, 1771 - 1774, 1777,
1792 and 1805, buried in the old Brunswickburying ground.
Ebenezer Stanwood, 12/17/1768 - 9/13/1792. He is 
buried in the old Brunswick burying ground and the 
inscription reads,"Ebenezer Stanwood Jr., son of 
Ebenezer and Martha, died Sept. 13, 1792, age 24? 
He a. Rarth.a Dunning, 8/9/1791, who was b. 1772, 
dag. of Capt. Robert Dunning and Sarah Spear and 
grand dau. of James Dunning and Martha Lithgow.
She at. (2), 1796, Josenh Dustin; a. (3) James Hanson
3Mah.3tanvo.Oji, 1792 - I860, age 6d, n., 1810, 
Robert Dunning, 1782 - 1857, buried in Carth­
age, Maine. He was son of Andrew Dunning and 
Margaret (Miller) Ransom. ^
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Sarah, Stanwood,, 1770 - 1788, age 16, buried in the old 
burying ground, Brunswick; beside Martha, widow of Ebenezer Starwood
David Stanwood, 1772 - , m., 3/25/1795# Susannah
Durnirg^, 1,o1 - , d/o Robert Dunning amd Sarah Spear,
re was on the wreck of the Active in I8u8. Re was married and was taken off first.
.^ 9ca, Stanwood, 1795 - 1841# age 4b# m. John Dunning 
1784 ** 1839# s/o David Dunning and Elizabeth hunt, 
buried in Maaucit Cemetery.
Ebenezer Starwood Dunning, 1816 - 1892, age 78# 
m., 1843# Clamentine Stanwood, 1u/2$/l82U (Her 
stone reads 16199 - 12/8/1891# d/o James Stan­
wood and Nancy Anderson, buried in Pine Grove Ceis. 
Rebecca A . Dunning, 1843 ** 188^, m., i860, 
Thomas"?. Stanwood. 1836 - 1901, buried in 
Pine Grove Cemetery. He had been previously 
married to Fannie A. Dunning 
Ellen D. Dunning, 1849 - . single
Eoenezer S. Dunning, i85l - 1063, buried tn 
Pine Grove Cemetery
Alice M . Dunning# 1857 * 1684# m. # 1877# 
William P."*Varnum, d. 1917# age 61, buried in 
Pine Grove Cemetery
Arthur D. Vamum, 188<J - 1958, buried tn 
Pine Grove Cemetery
Arthur E. Dunning , 1862 - 1876, buried in 
: Pine Grove Cemetery
Erastus Dunning, H / 13/1818 -2/24/1876# m., 1849# 
Anne Woodside Campbell, 1831 - 19^9# buried tn 
Pine Grove Cemetery
Lor&nna Booker Dunning# 1858 - 1923# m.
George Albra"Eaton, 1843 - 1918, buried La 
Pine Grove Cemetery
Ellen C . Dunning# 1854 ** # m* James
McDowell, # lived in Marysville,
c s i m r
Lucy Evelyn Dunning, 1857 ** 1911# buried in 
Fine Grove Cemetery
Rras&us Elmer Dunning, 1852 - 1900, buried in 
Pine Grove Cemetery
John Jefferson Dunning, 1864 - 1942, lived in 
Yarmouthville, Maine, m. Adeline J. Given, d/o 
Joseph Given, 1863 - 1910, buried in Riverside 
Cemetery, Brunswick. He d. in Freeport.
Edna Elizabeth Dunning, 1891 - 1979# m* 
19219 Char-lee" E. N*own, d. 1964# age , 
buried"in Riverside Cemetery, Brunswick 
Rebecca Ann Dunning, l82u - 1862, m. Dr. Arthur 
Edge comb,Martha Lithgow Dunning, 1823 - 1893# Charles 
H. Perkins, 1819 - 18&O
Harriet Marcia Dunning, 1830 - , m. Robert
Le'*is9.1 B'17* -"* , Lived Li Boston.
GIVEN (G IV E E N j
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PlLrtha Stanwood, 1797 - 
Sarah Stanw*oc*d, 1798 -
^ a ^ D ^ o n * ^ M w o o d ,  1803 - 1881, m. Jane Swett, d.
1oc.:, age ?3, burned in Pine Grove Cemetery 
Sarah. Stanwood, lu/8/1834
T&M&1BS.S* J.j S't-anwood, 1836 - 1901, m. (1 ; Frances 
A* Damning, 1&45"- 1867, d/o Milliam S. D.uming 
and Elizabeth Stanwood; m. (2) Rebecca A . Panning 
d. 1885, age 42, d/o Ebenezer Stan'.vood Dunning 
and Clementine Stanwood, buried in Pine Grove Ceu. 
See page 8h
George E. Stanwood, 1839 - i860, buried in Pine Grove Cemetery
Robert K._Stanwood, 1842 - 1922, single, buried 
in Pine Grove Cemetery.
Mary Stanwood, 1806 -
Robert Stanwood, b. I8u8, d. in Martinique, age 19 
Elizabeth Stanwood, lPu9 or l8lu 
Susanna Stirwcod^ 1812 - 
Jane Stanwood, 1015 - 
John Stanwood, 1/18/1774 **Jean Starwood, 1775 or 1776 - , m., 1798, Jam"? Swett
1-iary Stanwood, 1778 - , m., 179o, William Swett
Robert* 'St'enwc-o d , 1 ?81 -
Martha Stanwood, 1783 - , n., 1804, David lAruiir.g, 178- -, e/o WllHam. Dunning and Jeanette Stanwood 
Elizabeth Stasgwood, 1?85 ** 1835, age 50, m. 1304, Deao.
A a r o n 1 Y ? 9  - 1861, e/o Hannah Dunning and grander n 
of Andrew burning arid Hannah Shepard, he had been adopted tw­
ills grandfather, Andrew. Buried in Pine Grove Cemetery
Stanwood Dunning, l8oi - 1855, m. Alice Pennell, I808 - 
1889, d/o William Pennell and Lucy Johnson, buried in 
Pine Grove Cemetery
William Burning, d. at 5 years 
Stanwood Dunning Jr.Hannah Dunning, 1896 -
Martha Burning, 1808 - 1892, age 82 y, m. Robert Bowk or
d. lBS5, age Y3, buried in Pine Grove Cemetery
Alfred Dunning, 1811 - l88u
Robert' Stanwood Dunning, 1813 -Benjamin Dunning, 1B15 - 1891, n. Susan Morse,
Joseph Faster Ihraning, 1821 - 1889, aoe 67, m. Joanna 
Lammat],'j"t902J age 81, buried in Pine Grove Cenetir? 
D-.iri'cEn Dunba r  Purring, 1824 -
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Jean Giveen?
Robert Giteen, d. 1810, age 61, m. Mary Skolfield. 1740 - 
1826, age 78, dau. of Thomas Skolfiela and Hary"0rr, both 
buried in the old Brunswick burying ground. Robert was in 
Capt. Getchell's company; It. in the 7th Mass. Regt.; en­
listed in 1777 served through 1783.
Capt. John G.fven, b. Brunswick, 1780, d. 7/3/1840, age 
61, m. Anne Simpson, b. Brunswick, 7/24/1779, d. b/15/ 
1850, buried in the old Pennell cemetery in Middle 
Bays, on the Barrett farm. She was dau. of Josiah 
Simpson and Elizabeth Spear. He was a sea captain and 
lived in Middle Bays
Mary Given, 1806 - 1882, m. Benjamin* Dunning Pen­
nell^ 1804 - 1861, son of Jacob Pennell and Debo­
rah Dunning, no Children but they adopted Benjam­
in Lincoln Pennell, son of Charles Pennell and 
Harriet Newell Given, buried in Pine Grove CM. 
Elizabeth Spear Given, d. 1874, age 64-10, a.
Cart/ Clement Skolfield. 1803 - 1878, age 75-5, 
son of Capt. Thomas Skolfield and Rith Curtis, 
buried in the old Harpswell burying ground.
Bethia Skolfield, 1834? - 1858?, buried in 
HarpswelT/Her stone reads "died Oct. 11,
1848, age 24 years, 8 mo." If the stone is 
correct, her mother would have been only 15 
years old when Bethia was bom. She m. Capt. 
Robert Skolfield, 1825 - 1896, buried in line 
Grove Cemetery beside his 2d wife, Lydia Ann 
Curtis.
Mary Given Skolfield, 1838 - 1891, m., 1873,
Capt..John Wilson, 1835 - 1884Clement Curtis Skolfield, 1843 - 1844 Thomas Edwin. .S&olfi eld, 1846 - 19 16, m., 1884, Lottie Nason, 1861 - 1947, buried in Pine Grove Cemetery. His stone reads 1849 - 1916 Clement Skolfield, 1885 -
Emery Warren Skolfield, 1889 - , WWI,
1 st Lt. ..
Elvira Nason Skolfield, 1892 - , m.
John Ridley...
Thomas Skolfield, 1895 - 
Elizabeth, Given Skolfield, 1898 - 
Clement^bewis Skolfield, 1848- 1924, drowned, 
m. Vera Nason, 1362 - 1913, buried in line 
Grove Cemetery, Brunswick 
5 Rebecca D. Given, 1813 - 138?, a. Thomas Skolfield,
1814 - 1865, son of Capt. Thomas Skolfield and 
Ruth Curtis, buried in Pine Grove Cemetery.Frances Rebecca Perkins (adopted), dau. of Enoch I^ rkins and Frances Given, sister of Rebecca
6
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_Ne w e 11 Given, 181^ . - 188.1, m., as his first wife, 
Sewall Perr ^11, 1S15 - 1890, s/o Jacob Pennell ana 
Deborah. Dmning., She ouried in the old Pennell ceneter*<* 
located on what is now the Barrett farn at Middle Bays. 
Benjamin Lincoln Pennell. 18^ .1 - 1897, adopted by his 
Uncle Benjamin aunt'Ma^y (See page 86,, m., 1865, 
Elizabeth Raymond. 183d - 1913, d/o Elisha Raymond, 
curled in Pine Grove Cemetery. No children.
Frances Given, , m. Enoch Perkins
Frances Rebecca Perkins (See page 86;
Anna Perkins b. 1851, d. at age 10.
Cant. Robert Given (Giveen on stone,, - 1862, n.
Mahala Martnr^, T 0Y 3 - 1852; m. (2; Hsry Ann Reed, 182? - 
1877# burTed in Pine Grove Cemetery
Thomas K. Given, 16^ .1 - 19o6, lawyer in Topshan, m., 
l"8b?, Eliza Adelaide Purington, 1o^ 1 - 1911, d/o 
Joseph E. Paring ton and LettTce Reed, buried in Pino 
Grove Cemetery, Brunswick.
Clement Martin Given, 1870 - . m. at Free­
port ChsiTctte Mary Chapman, of Andovr,
Maine, 1875 "Charles I, Given, 1872 - , bank cashier
George Edgar Given, l3?i - 1875 
Eariy MartIhT ffven, 1875 **
Mary Ann"Re e? Given, IS76 -
Robert S. G iven7, icrG 1885# buried in Pine Grove Ce:-.. 
Children^Sy Mary Ann Reed:
John S. Given, b. 1857# d. at !p9, a Beal Estate broker, 
in Brooklyol, R.Y. and Philadelphia, m., 1808, Mcllie 
Keeler, no children.
Horace 3. Given, 1859 - # laiyer, m., 1897# MLnr._-e
F. Blaklman, no children.
John A. Given, d. 1852, age 36, 1.1. ,  l8h.6, Isabella Spear 
YS22 -"1S36*, d/o Robert Spear. She m. (2; Sharles C. '.rlLcker 
Robert Given, 185b - 1885# buried in Fine Grove Cam. 
Francea Given, d. 18^8 " "
John A. Given _Jr., d, 1897, age 4o# bur Led in Fine 
Grove Cemetery 
Lewis- Given, d. 1ci25# ags 6 
Anne GiverSarah- Ann. Given, , m. Capt. Abel Sawyer
John Sawyer, lost at sea
Sarah Sawyw# l3h.O - 1892# m. Stephen Berry
Bertha Hobart Berry, 1864 - 1392# ri. Stuart Cr&m- . 
'"CsrEherln'e *"1 "gtuart
John Given Berry, l8h& - , m. Edith Garfield,
Dorothy ""
Kate Sta^owood Berry, 1869 - 1897 
Arthur Berry 
Ethel Berry
GIVEN (G IV E E N ; a ?
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*4- Thomas Given Esq., d. 8/10/187^, age 88-8, m.
Nancy Simpson, 1787 - 1869, buried in Maauoit 
Cemetery. See Simpson, page for descendants. 
^ Sarah Given, d. 12/26/1789, age 6 mo.
It has been said that Robert and Mary Given had four daughters
3
3
3.-
Robert Giveen, supposed to be a twin of John, b. 1718, 
There is no record now known, but according to Brunswick 
records, Ro.ber.t..J3^ .-J-ane ? and had the Following Children. William, 1739; David, 1740; John, 1743; Robert, 1745;
Ann, 1747; Daniel, 1750 
William Given, 1739 - 
. David.Giyen, 1^40 
John Given, 1743 
..Robert Given, 1745 
Ann. Given, 1747 
- Daniel Given, 1750
GIVEN (GIVEEN)
The following are not consistant but I am recording it to assist 
in clarifying it later
3 _J.ohn Given Jr., 1743 - #. Topshaa 1/10/1819? m. Mary Win-
chell in 1771, b. about 1753, d. 10/9/1851, age 98, dau.
6f Samuel Winchell and Sarah McHess, both buried in the 
old North Cemetery. TopshaatI XTYll3RXXX?gKyXT7TXXXY
4 Many Given, 12/7/1771 - 10/18/1843 in Bowdoinhaa,
m. Joshua Coombs, 1779 - 1851
4 William Given, 1774 - , served in War of 1812,
ia. Mary Whitmore, 1777 - 1861, dan. of Stephen Whit­
more
5 George Washington Given, b. Topsham 1800, d. 1834, 
merchant at Richmond, Maine, farmer, soldier, a. 
1834, Esther Sanford Edwards, 1807 - 1882
6 Ruth E. Given, 1825 - 1826
6 *- Capt. St. Vincent Given, 1838 - 1857, sea
7
7
8
8
6
captain, m. Alice May Adams, b. 1836, lost at
sea with her husband in a shipwreck on Christ­
mas Day, 1857, on the way to Alcapulco, Mexico, 
She was dan. of Capt. Brnj. Adams and Lavinia 
Merryman, no children
William Henry Given, b. Richmond, Maine, 1830, 
d. 1890, m., 1856, Amelia Jane Planners, b. 
1836, d. at 79. He was a soidier, farmer and 
mason
Charlie Vincent Given, 1857 - 1869 
Frank -Ernest Given, I860 - , lived in
Staten Island, N.Y., m. Catherine Harmon 
Louisa Amelia. Given? 1862 - , m.
Daniel Flake Ccmish, 1856 - 
Easel Cornish 
..Rather .Cominh
Kary..^ Qi!hi..iL.-Given, 1831 - , a., I&RX,
John...Ri.chard.- Hulaej5sther_MsguaGiyen^ 1839 - , m. 1854,
,2ait-ar..-WhitJB6r3
son of Francis Whitmore and Martha Levis
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Lavona Given, 1803, d. , dau. of William Given 
and Mary Whitmore, m. Thomas Smith, 1825- 
Capt. StVincent Given, b. Bowdoinham, 1804, a. 1861, 
sea captain, shipbuilder, m. Maria Sanford, 1806 - 
1867, dau. of Thomas Sanford and Esther Topping 
. C a p t J p ! ^ i B g t O A . G i Y ^ h , 1829 - 1875, m. Charity Adams, , dau. of Benjamin
Adams and Lavinia Merryman
Anna Maria Given, 1832 - 1873, m^.^inao Campbell, lived at Charlestown, Mass.
Eliza Campbell m. Charlee...JPerry 
Mary Alice Campbell m. Alfred Bacon 
Mary'Louise Given, 1835 - , m. Capt. John P*.
Grosser, 1825 - 1863
George W. Given, 1837 - , lived in Texas,
m. Mecca Like
..Josephine Bonaparte Given, 1841 - , m. Cart,
William Upham Grenier 
John E. Given, 1843 - 1853 
Thomas 3. Given, 1846 - 1846 
William G*. .Given, 1829 - , sailer, single
William Given Jr., 1806 - 1889, m. (l). Abigail M ims, 
no children; n. (2) Emma Fisher of Lisbon 
3 children.
Eliza Given, 1307 - , m..Simeon Smith
5 children
. John Given, 1809 - 1889, m. _Annie Kelly,
7 children
Amity Given, 1812 - , a. David Stinson
Sarah Given, 1814 - , m. Reuel Williams
5 childrenSilence Given, 1816 - , m. Nicholas Sparkes
6 childrenJane (Jenny) Given, 1776 - 1858, age 82, m. Clement 
JS?.ton, , she is buried in rhe old North
cemetery, Topsham
Mary Eaton, d. 1828, age 19
Hannah Given, 1778 - 1819, age 40, single, buried in the 
old North cemetery, Topshsm
Mary Given, 1779 - 1343, a. Joshua. Coombs, 1779 - 1851
Anna Given, 1780 - 1836, m. Caleb Curtis
she is buried in old North cemetery, Topsham
Robert Given, 1785 -
Sarah Given, 1786 — , m. Baton .
Samuel Given, t. Harpswell, 1789 - 1886
Simeon Bpoker Given, 1813 - 1881, m., 1835, Statira 
Sanford, 131". 1839, dau. of William Sanford and
Mary Hatch; a. (2) Mary A, Denham 
Children by Statira Sanford:Normandie Prudence Given, 1836 - , m.
Frederic ML. White, , 7 children
Lettice Sanford.Given, 1838 - 18,o, m. Asa D. rQx, 
, 3 children6
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Children by Mary A. Denham
Simeon S,. Given, 1840 - 1886, a. Sarah E. 
Rideout, , 2 children
Samuel S. Given, 1841 - 1863
Statlra Given,'1843 - , a. (1 ), 1867,
^ ^ y : n z n a & . d . * 1 8 7 3 ,  4 e ; ml (2) '1874, John Webster Perkins
Carl Whitney Perkins, 1888 - 
Sarah Elizabeth Given, 1845 - 1846 
Georgianna Given, 1849 - 1863 
James Given, 1851 - , a. Melissa Thompson
Frank Chester Given
_Siaeon BPoker_Given 
Ralph Given 
Anson-l^.Jli.xem, 1854 - 
Rankes, 1858 - 1885
Hilton Given
x. Susan Jane
Mary 'Whitmore Given, 1857 - Eennedjj...hR,tcJtri
H a r m o n , . 1859 - 1863 Ruth Given, 1861 - , K^Edwi
Edwin Ham Given, 1864 - , m.
m. Robert
Sarah
Eleanor Given 
Minot Denham Given 
Rebecca Jane Given, 1815 - 1841 
William R. Given, 1817 - 1903, a. twice, lived 
in Oshkosh
Harriet Given, 1833 - 
Eliza Given, 1823 - 
Prudence"Given, 1826 - d at §9 
^amuer.G.iY.eD, 1S29 - , blacksmith, m., 1845,
Ellen E. Booker
Willi am _0_, Given of Bath 
Charles Given 
Roxanne Given, 1833 - 1875 
Susan Given, 1791 -Silence Given, 1793 - , a, Thomas Powers of
TopshamPeggy Given, 1736 - 1809, buried inTopsham, 1798 - 1867, buried in the old North 
'cemetery,* Topsham
Ann Given, 1747 - 1792, m., 1767, .JohP..Winchell, 1740 - 
17$l, son of Col. Samuel Winchell and Sarah Hchess
3?
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- 1835 st New Meadows, a., 1782, Apphia
— — . -______ _ 63 - 1801, dan. cf Thomas PennelT arid
Rachel Riggs, buried in New Meadows Cemetery, Brunswick 
William Given, 1783 - 1839, age 56, a. Thankful 
— Coombs, d. 1840, age 52, buried in New Meadows Cea. 
Apphia Pennell Given, 1811 - 1849, m. Israel 
Gross, d. at Genoa, 1855, age 45* buried at Pine 
Grove Cemetery, Brunswick
Althea Gross, 1836 - , a. Robert Lunt, ofFreeport
Caroline Ellen Lunt, 1858 - , n.
Samuel Frisbee 
 ^Anni e Carel t on Lunt
Caroline Cowar, Gross, 1837 - 1899, m. Lyman 
*E. Smith," o^ f Brunswick, 1834 - 1920, buried 
in Pine Grove Cemetery
Lucy Winslow Gross, 1838 - 1914, m. Charles 
Rogers, 1835 - 1905, buried in Pine Grove Cea. 
Karcia.,,Ellen_, Rogers, 1864 - 1920, buried 
in Pine Grove Cemetery ^ Brunswick 
Joshua Freeman Gross, 1840 - , n. Lena
Small of Bath,
Sarah Ellen Gross, 1842 - 1871, single, buried 
in Pine Grove Cemetery
Israel Gross, d. 1847, age 1, buried in Pine 
Grove Cemetery
Mehitable Cowan Given, 1813 - 1885, m., 1846,
David Star w o o 3, 1811 - 1896, as his second wife, 
buried in Pine Grcvw Cemetery. He was son of 
Thomas Starwood and Anna Lunt Morse
Thomas Stanwood, (W), 1848 - 1892, m., 1881, 
Annie Weston, 1843 - 1929, buried in Pine 
Grove Cemetery 
Frank 0. Stanwood, 1851
Joseph Coombs Giyen, 1814 - 1880, m. (1) Adeline 
Jnndan, 1814 - 1842; m. (2) ^arah^tanwood, t. 
Webster, Maine, 1825 - 1880, all buried in New 
Meadows Cemetery.
Child bv Adeline Jordan:
Addi.&_^. Hiven, 1842 - 1862, buried in New 
Meadows Cemetery, m. Ri.QR.ard .Cl.OCkgtt 
Children by Sarah Stanwood:
Lucv Ann Given, 1850 - , m.,-1875,
1*5 rrT 'nn -**11*--* o-- Robert A. Dunning, 1852 -  
son o f Capt. Benjamin Dunning and and Martha 
Jane Pennell, buried in  Pine Grove Cemetery, 
Brunswick, marked only with plain headstone 
with f i r s t  name.
Joseoh Cushm^Giyep, 1852 - 1868, age 16, 
buried' In*New Meadows Cemetery 
Sarah Elizabeth Given, 1854 - 1878, lived in 
"Yarmouth, m.^'$rl^8.J^ v.acd...Inothalter
Arthuy Woodward Given, 1856 - 1885
GIVEN (GIVEEK)
David Giveen, 1 /5' 
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Kehitable Hannah Given, 1861 
Adelaide Orockett Given, 1864 - 
Willi sua Howard GiW57"1.867 -
Theodore James.Given,"1815 - , m. Lucy Arnoldno children.
Lucy ^ane Given, 1817 - 1854, m. Isaac H. Varney 4 children
I.F.K. Varney, infant, 1854 
..Thomas. Warden Given, 1822 - 1906, Sarah J. Thomas, 
1824 - 1852, buried in Pine Grove Cemetery
Apphia Given, twin, 1850 - 1875, m. Charles A. 
Toothaker, d. 1883, a<ge 34, buried in Pine 
Grove Cemetery
Charles F. Given, twin, 1850 - , m. Etta
Wheeler
Bffie Given, 1876 - 
Elsie May Given, 1878 -
Thomas W. Gaven m. (2) .Albertina C, Thomas, sister of 
his first wcfe, 1832 - 1892, buried in Fine Grove 
Cemetery
James Mw^rd._Giyen, 1855 -
Sarah Jane Given, 1857 - , m. C.B. Nason
Thankful Given, 1824 /-/ ,^  -"7 m. WilliamuPenn Stetson,
George Clement Stetson, 1848 -/'//y , m./.^ gllen 
^a^pson of Fortland.//V^-/^)-7 
/?{6lleE Maj" 1879 - .'/7
Emma Gertrude Stetson, 1855 -/ij '" , m. Samuel 7^.Spoilett, ////""/fy/ 4^*— o William Frederic Spollett, 1380 - 
Mary Adelaide Stetson, 1857 - 
Lucy Mari a _St.etspn, 1861 - 
Beulah Given^ 1825 - 1879, single, buried in Pine 
Grove Cemetery
Cushman Willi am.Given, 1829 - 1902 at Junction City, 
Cal., m. (l) Caroline Chapman; m. (2) Kina W rd 
Rachel Given, 1785 - 1835, m. J&?ob Anderson of Greene,
Aophia Given Ahderson, 1810 - , m. Isaac Emera.on,
no*children; m. (2) Edward Woodbury
Elizabeth Woodbury, 1840 - , m. (1) Benjamin
Turner; m. (2)'" Aaron Hewey
"Edward Lincoln Woodbury, 1843 - 1863, n. Sarah 
Jordan,
John Woodbury, 1864 -- 
Robert Woodbury
.Jean Given, 1787 - 1875, a. David _Spoffand, 1792 - 
9 children
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Thomas Given, 1789 -T9a^, a. Msu-37 Ann Woodward, 1792 - 
187/, ouried in New Meadows Cemetery, Brunswick
George P. Given, 1812 - 1838, a. Susan 0. Chandler, 
1824 - 1918, buried in New Meadows Cemetery
Cerrilla Given, 1858 - , a. A.G. Prince,
1849 - '
jGecrge 1 . Prince, 1873 - 
*Chcrl,e.s ii .Prince, 1878 - 
David Given, 1815 - 1376, 2 marriages, no children 
m. ('3) JRargaret 3* Peterson
George Albert Given, 1864 - 
Maria Peterson Given, 1866 - 
David Given, 1792 - d. StAlbans, Maine, M. (1) Margaret 
5ansn&+1798 - 1839 ; m. (2) Susan Clark of Harpswell,
1801 - 1866,
Children by Margaret Ransom:
George Laf^ette Given, d. at 28 
J^drew J.J^Given, d. at 18 
David JMven,"d. at 25 
Children by Susan Clark:
Lydia Given. 1842 - 1897, m. Jonathan ^ gelow, 
lawyer
Edward Btgelow,
Clifford Bigelow,
_lsaap'G iven ,'
John Given, 1794 - 1842, a. Dorcas or 3-ra Randall 
Affia Given, 1819 - , a. (1) Isaac perry
m.. (2) Amai C. Reed 
Children by first marriage:
Isaac James Perry, , m. Mary Thomas
Cora A. Perry 
Frederic  Perry 
Jchn Perrv . 1833 - 1341 
Children by second marriage:
_^4XhhJ5aad, 1346 - 1343 _
Annie jJ.§.&ton Reed, 18oi - ±851 
Julia. Given, 1820 - 1846, m. Simeon Keith 
\juli&^RR..$L&ith^ 1846 - 1879 
John Given Jr., 1823 - , a. Judith Damon
" ?6hn*'MMIer GivenJason!-liller..Aiyen, 1852 - , m^Alice E. Foster
Henry L. Given, 1877 - 1878 
Grace Miller Given,-1879 -
Eva^pB..^.e,.Given, 1880 - 
Charles Goddard Given m. Harriet C. Prince 
Alvah GivenGeorge "Eliott Given, 1865 - 
David Given, 1$25 - 1873, m., 1845, Dorcas Russell
^ * ^ H ? l e n , Giyen, 1845 - , William.Wallace
P e tt in g illViola Helen P e ttin g ill, 1872 - 
William A. P e tt in g ill, 1376 - 
Arthur A, Pettingi 11, 1879
GIVEN (GIVEEN)
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Julia Adelaide Given. 1847 - 1875, m., 1867, Leonard.You^^
Henry Young, 1875 - 1875 
_ Sarah E. Given, 1848 - , m. Lucullus E.Gjoraan
Mary Susan Given. 1850 - 1872, a. Garland J. Moore (MowerY
Edith Estelle Moore_(Mower)
Albom P. Moore iMower)
Dorcas Ellen Given, 1853 - 1853 
William Randall Given, 1855 - , m. EstelleBlack
Minnie Estelle Given, 1876 - 
William David ..Given, 1878 - 1879 
Rose Ella Given, 1856 - , m. Edward Nutting
of Lynn, Mass., no children
Amanda Lovell_.GiV$n, , m. Leonard pr
Lemuel Litch of Lynn, Mass.
Ina May Litch, 1879
Mary Jane. Given, IBS'? - , m. Sylvanus Han
Lowell Herbert Has. . ^4
Ruth Apphia Ham /Ltui
Agnes Rogers Giveen, 1831 - 1865, m. Sylvanus ii^ ll 
Lowell . H.,._H.all, 1854 - 
Ruth Apphia. Hall, 1858 
The above Ham and Hall have been confused in some manner
4 _ Samuel Given, 1796 - 1877, m. H$tnnsh__ , 1804 -
1869-lincoln Given, 1827 - sgt. in Co. G, 32d Maine
5
5
5
555
5
, m. George Nickerson 
, m. M.L. Brackett
,  t j . v .  ,
Inf., Civil War, s. Mary J. Hall
---...Mary A,..Given, 1828 -
---Ann .I, .Given, 1830 ----Ka^anet. J.. Given, 183k - b. St. Albans
--- Maine, m., 1856, Clement Dunning Wyer, b. Bowdoin
---ham, Maine, d. 1902, moved ^o Cal. in 1851, back
---to Bangor, son of Capt. Joseph W y e r  and Mercy
--- Dunning.Samuel Given Jr., 1833 - , m. Annie. Earriman.
John T. Given, 1835 Lvaia irGiven, 1836 - 1356
Hannah F. Given, 1838 - 1864, m. Ambr arden
Agrees ..Harden m. gylvanus .gall
See above commemts on Mary Jane Given and Agnes Rogers Given
S41 -  1880, m. Charles Aiken 
, a. (1) Charles W^ntwppth
an infant
above^
5 Rachel Pennell Giver, ^
5 Affia C. Given3. (2) ?
, 1843 -
c William Given, 18A5, d.
4 Sally Given, lived on Birch
^
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GIVEN (GIVEEN)
3 Sarah Given, 3. 12/26/1789, age 6 mo.
2 Martha Giveen, b. Ireland about 1707, d. 5/28/1791, age 
84, m. Samuel Clark, whm d. 2/28/1784, age 86, b. in 
Ireland, living in Kiddle Bays in 1739. He was a deacon 
of the First Parish Church. Both are buried in the old ' 
Brunswick burying ground.
John Clarke, 1730 - 
Mary Clarke, 1732 - 
Robert Clarke, 1735 - 
Margaret Clarke, 1741 - 
James Clarke, 1745 - 
David Clarke, 1748 - 
Nathan Clarke, 1751 - 
John Clarke, 1754 -
Middle Bays 10/17/1750, age 35. Ife^ad alo^ between 
John Giveen and Robert Giveen. He was of the Scotch Irish
(1) Hugh White, drowned at
migration.
M. (2) DxA,E^Lliaa^Spear 
Children by first husband: 
John White, 1733 - 
Martha White, 1740 - 
Jean White, 1742 - 
David White, 1745 - 
Mary White, 1747 - 
Hugh White Jr., 1749 -
Daughter m. James Campbell<6.
GIVEN (GiVEEX)
John Giveen settled in Brunswick about 1757, Ensign in 
Capt. David Dunning's Alarm List; enlisted in Capt. Mm. 
Lithgow's Co. fir 8 mo. 1C days; Pvt in Capt. George 
White's Co. in 1777 for 60-^  dgyB. In la*cer records he 
is styled Lt. John Given. Ee is supposed to have been b o m  
in 1748
John Given, m., 3/25/1785, Maxy gjpear, b. 1765 
dau. of Robert Spear and Anne Skolfield
GIVEN
Some people earned Given or Giveen who have not been placed byitio w
David Given m. Agnes Rogers Stanwood, d/o George Rogers and 
widow of Philip Stanwood, who was b. 5/17/1767, d. 3/4/l8kh age 77
Will Given m. 12/30/1795* Mary or Martha Stanwood
Arthur Given ia. 1/12/1792, Elizabeth Dunning
Ebenezer and Robert Given, their sons bptzd. 10/23/17%
Margaret Given m. 1799?, Richard Skolfield
their son, Thomas Skolfield, m. Rebecca Day
Ebenezer Given, s/o David, bptzd. 10/8/1797 
Sara Given, d/o " , " 12/4/1800
James s/o Samuel Given bptzd. 9/3/1797 
John s/o " " " 9/8/1799
Daniel, s/o Daniel Given, bptzd. 6/l5/l8uu
John Given Jr, m. 12/26/1793, Jenny Lewis
Children of^^xS^Given and Sarah:
Mary, 1741; Sarah, 1743; Martha, 1745, Jean; Robert, 1750
Jenny Given n., 1772, Wm. Ross 
Daniel Given m., 1777, Martha Ross
Capt. Robert Given in Phila. 1838, formerly of Brunswick
Clement K. Given m. 1898, Lottie K. Chapman
Winfield A. Given m., 1912, Nellie Larrabee 
Winfield A. Given m . ,
Carrie E. Given d/o Winfield and Nellie, b. 1913 
m., 1936, Del Bernier
Adeline J. Given, d/o Joseph Given, 1863 - 1910, m. John 
Jefferson Dunning of Yarmouthville, 1864 - 194^, 9. in 
Freeport, buried in Riverside Cem. Brunswick
(/ ^


S1LAR
illiam Spear to Louis Thomas for 3 6 pounds 
a tract of land in Brunsi-uck containing sixty acres bourned 
12 Hod Road - forty rods wide Northerly on Ebenezer Star- 
i-nods land - Southerly on land belonging to Robert Finneys 
heirs and running on a west course holding tne width of 
Id rods, 2!;.u rods to a stream which runs between said tract 
of land and land owned by illiam Ucodside
Lillian Spear s-ai 
Hannah Spear seal
'.itness
illiam Owen - John Stagpole
DAVID SPEAR
There has possiDly been confusion in regard to the Spear 
family in Brunswick due to more than one family of tnat name to settle in this vicinity.
Taere is, however, no evidence to show that David Spear 
was located in Brunswick proper. The following is outlined 
to help allay this confusion*.
David Spear of Colrain, Londonderry County, Ireland was 
born about 1676 in Ireland and died in 1760 at 8^. He married 
Jean Fulton. He, his wife and two children (daughters/ sailed 
from Ireland in a fleet of five ships for the New England 
coast and landed at Casco Bay Oct. 1720. This was one of the ± 
fleets which transported the great migration of people of 
Northern Ireland of Scotch descent, sometimes called Scotch- 
Irish.
They settled on the Kennebec river in Maine and at the 
outbreak: of the "Durmier's War", David Spear sent his wife and 
three children, with other settlers, to Boston, while he and 
his neighbors stayed to fight the Indians, joining their famil­
ies layer in Windsor, Conn. Here his son David was born. 
Children:Sarah, 1702 - 1762, age ^3, n., 1760? Deacon James Smith 
Anna, 1709 - 179-6 , age 31* m. 1738, Timothy McElwain 
William, 1720 - 1804, age 8i<., m. (1/ Esther Thompson; 
m. (2j Elizabeth Murdock 
John, settled in Pulaski, N.x.
David, 172p - 1800 in palmer, Mass. m., 17^0, Hannah 
Shaw
SPEAR
York Deeds 2u-3 Feb. 2, 173b.
^mdrev Duning of Brunswick blacksriith to Robert bpear of 
Brunswick taylor for ^ skillings upland in bruns\'ick in 
No. 1U
Witnessed by
ynond Bradbury - Bevid(2^Duning
SPEAR (SPHERE)
^  1
George_Spear (Speere), b. in England in abt. 1620, was made 
a. ^reeman in boston in 1644. Settled first in Wollaston in 
the then town of Braintree, Mass. It is known that he foun­
ded Speanown, now known as Hough's Neck, which is now in 
Quincy, Mass. He owned land which he sold in 1672 at Mid- 
field and Natick. In 1676 he purchased an Indian boy at 
Boston and in 1678 the Court paid him for freeing the boy. 
George Spear was living in New Dartmouth, now Pemequid in 
1688. He was supposedly killed by Indians about that date. 
He z. (1) d. 1672; a. (2) Mrs. Mary (Newcomb)
LLSbring. 1652 - 16/8, dau. of Francis Kewcom^. and widow of 
Samuel Deering; m. (3) Elizabeth Gent, widow of John Gent. 
Children by first carriage:
Mary, Sarah, Samuel, Ebenezer, Hannah, Samuel, Nathai- 
iel and Hannah 
Children by second carriage:
Hary.Eleasor 
Child by 3d marriage:
Robert
George Spear had more than 200 descendents fighting in the 
Revolutionary War.
2 Robert Spear, b. 1682 at New Dartmouth, now Pecepuid,
"d. 1763"at Brunswick. The Spear genealogy states that 
he d. about 1750 - 60, but his headstone in the old 
burying ground in Brunswick reads, "died Jan. 16, 176 , 
age 81. He m. abt. 1704-6, Mary Finny. The genealogy
Soear, wife of Robert Snear, died Aug. 8, 1771, age 
85?He settle&, at an early date, a little west cf where 
the first church of Brunswick stood. His neighbors were 
Woodsides, Dunnings, Stsnwoods. Giveens, Vincents, etc. 
He was one of the leaders of the movement to build the 
church in Brunswick. His name is on the petition to 
have the town duly incorporated. Some of the early 
settlers left for fear of the Indians. Robert Spear 
helped to hold together a goodly band of men and women 
and" his strong home saved the lives of many people.
He was a soldier in William Woodside's Co. for 18 weeks 
and six days. He and his wife are buried in the old 
Brunswick burying ground almost opposite where their 
home was located.
Children:
calls her Margaret but her stone reads," Mrs. Mary
SPEAR
4
5
William_Spear, (Robert 2- George 1, 1713 -  17o3, in.Elizabeth
in 17ob, he bad lots 14, 1$, 10,and 23 in Birunswick.
Tie was a selectman in 1755, soldier inCapt. William 
Burns's Co. in 17^&, onCapt. David Dunning's Alarm List in 17^7 
Children:
Robert, 1734; Sarah, 1737; Mary, 1739; Elizabeth,
17^1; Margaret, 174.3; Jean, 1746*6. young; William,
Jr*, *753; James, 1757; John, 1759*
Robert Spear, 1733 or 1734 - I8u9, age 76, m., 1759,
Anne Skolf ield^^ l 74? ^-^772, d/o Thomas Skolfield an; 
Mary Orr, buried in the old Brunswick burying m u n d .  
Elizabeth Spear, 176u - 179o, m., 1778, Josiah 
Simpson? 1?5o - 1819, s/o William Simpson and 
Agnes bewis. She is buried in the old buiying 
ground in Brunswick and he is probably burie l b re 
also. (See Simpson, page 55 & 56 for.descendants. 
Rebekah Spear, 1?6B - I8u9, John Dur..ir.r
of Freeport", 1753 ** 1839, age 56, a/o James 
Dunning and Martha nithgow and grandson of Arb*'- 
Dunning., the immigrant, and Susan Bond. John was 
born posthumously as James died exactly b months 
before he was born. Re was a Rev. War soldier.
He lived on the Bunganuc road in Freeport, near 
the present boundary with Brunswick. He was on 
the Committee of Safety in Brunswick in 1778.
Buried in Haquoit Cemetery.
Cumberland County Deeds, 167-47, dated 1/12/1639: 
John Dunning of Freeport, for love, to son James, 
land in Freeport, Being part of what is oalled 
Danner's Claim, beimg the homestead where I now 
live, conveyed tome by Thomas Campbell 
(Thomas Campbell was his sister's Husband/. 
Cumberland Counry Deeds, 167-48, dated 1/12/1c39: 
John Dunning of Freeport, for love, to son 
Robert Dunning, land in Freeport, being the S.J. 
half of land conveyed to me by James During by 
deed of 1?81, where Robert now lives.
/ 62
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SPEAR
5 Robert Spear, 17 64 - 1S05, m., 1793, Isabella (Hayden) 
Potter, Brunswick, 1760, d. Bowdoinham, 1850, dau. of 
George Hayden and widow of Matthew Potter
6 Thomas Speat
Jane Spear?
Matthew Spear?
Martha Spear?
George Spear, b. Harnswell, d. Bowdoinham, 1839, age 
44, m. (1), 1817, Ruth Eaton, d. 1832, age 34, of the 
6th generation from Francis Eaton who came to Plymouth 
in the Mayflower with his wife Sarah; n. (2), 1832, 
ILavina,Dingley, d. 1 8 3 4 ^ ^  (3), 1835, Eleanor Cornish, 
1807 - 1890.
Children by Ruth Eaton:
7 Kary Eli z abeth Spear 
m. Bracke tt  R. Andros
7 E&eline, d. an infant
7 George Jewett Spear, 1323 - 1907, moved to Bath, 
m., 1849, in Philips, Maine, Elmira Vaughn Howara 
of Monmouth, 1832 - 1902
8 Daniel Howard Spear, 1849 - , a., 1876,
Ada R. Sawyer, 1858 - , dau. of Elijah F. ^
Sa\^er and Sarah Marston. He was a blacksmith 
and shipbuilder of the firm cf nelly, Spear
& Co., building 167 ships in their Bath yards. 
He was Mayor of Bath in 1906 
7 Robert Dunham Spear
m. Cordelia P'urington 
7 Ret^ecca J. Spearm. Andrew J. Whidden of Salem, Mass.
SPEAR
I^2L3Rear, 1765 - , m. 1705, John Given, 17^0 -, s/o
He settled in Brunswick about 1757, Ensign in Capt. 
David Dunning-s Alarm List, enlisted In Cant. Rn. 
Lithgow's Company for 8 months, 1u days, Pvt. in 
Capt, George ionite's Company in 1777 for 8 ^  days, 
un later records he is styled Lt. John Given.
William Spear, 1767 - 
Thomas Spear, 1769 -
Sara  Spear, 173? * , m. Capt. Robert Dunning, 1731 -
l8o!+, age 74, s/c James Duning and Martha Lithgow, He 
was a corp. in 1746 in Capt. William Bums's Company, a 
Caot.(probably Corp.^ in John G etchell's Company in 
1757, a Lt* in 1776, a Capt. in 1779* He was a selectman 
in 1777* He was on the Committee of Correspondence and 
Inspection and on the committee to disburse soldiers 
allotments, also in 1777* He was again on the Committee of 
Correspondence in 1773. The first vessel constructed in 
Brunswick, at Middle Bays or Maquoit, was built prior to 
the Revolution by Robert Dunning. Robert and Sarah were 
admitted to the Church 7/5/1772, during tne pastorate of 
1-lr. Miller. Marriage intentions, 2/1^/1756, Robert Dunn­
ing and Sarah Spear, born 2/26/1737, day. of Dr. Lillian 
Spear and Elizabeth. See Dunning
SPEAR /'J
4 Mary_Sg^ar, 1739 - , m. (int.j 1759, Elder JaniesPotter, *"
4 Elizabeth Spear, 1741 -
4 Margaret Spear, 1743 - , m. , 1769, as his first wife,Robert Simpson, 1740 - , s/o 'William Simpson andAgnes newis,. He m. (2; Jane Given.
4 Jane Sp-ear, 1757 ** d. yoking
4 William Spear Jr. 1753 - 1617* m., 1781, Hannah Pennell 
1763 - 1840, d/o John Pennell and Harriet Graham. He. d. at Lyons N.Y. Re enlisted, first, in the Rev. War in 1775 
under Capt. James Curtis, served 2 months; enlisted next 
1776* in Capt. William Lithgow's Company, served 6 months* 
14 &ays. lb'Also served in the Indian wars.
See Pennell, page 1 for descendants.
4 James Spear, 1757?
4 John Spear, 1759?
SPEAR
3 ^.obgrt_^pear (Robert 2- George 1), 1716 - 1739, age 23, 
curied in the old Brunswick burying ground, probably *.
Margaret------_ d. 1824, age 79, buried near husband.Complete list of children not found.
In 1738 he owned lots 16, 17, 20, 21 and 22 
The following is not entirely ccnsistant with other data herein put forward.
Robert Spear 2 had two sons, Robert and William. He was supposed 
to have had two dang*, one of whom m. JohnGiveen and the other 
m. Robert Ross. These I cannot find. But in a later generation 
it has been said that two dans, of Robert 3 Spear (Robert 2- 
George 1) married as follows:
Supposed children of Robert 3 Spear, wife possibly Margaret:
4 Jennet, Mary, Anne, Jenne, Dorcas, Lucy
4 Jennet Spear. 1752 - 1792, age 39, a. abt. 1772, William
Ross. 1747 - 1777, buried in old Brunswick burying 
ground. One of his ancestors, with his whole family, 
was twice captured by the Indians in the Sheepscot area, 
where they lived
4 Mary Venne Spear , m., 1785, Lt. John Given
, he m. (2) Anna-Spear or Jenne Spear 
Children:by Mary:
Anna, 1787; Jenne, 1789; Polly, 1792 
Children by Arne or Jenne
Benj., 1794; Lewis, 1796; John, 1797; Lydia, 1800; 
William Spear, 1802; Hannah, 1804; John Larabee, 
1808; Ephraim, 1810 (Inconsistant with following)
4 Anne Spear {Robert 3- 2- George 1)
Capt. John_ Given who was her sister Mary's widower. 
Their children" are n<bt consistant with the preceding. 
Mary, 1806; Robert, 1808; Elizabeth Spear Given.
5 William Spear Given, 1802 - , was either son
gYlknne.dr 'Jenii*S'""Bi. Susan Woodward, 1808 -
Children: "Horace, 1832-- 1835; William A., 1834;
John H., 1837 - 1856; Frances C., 1839;
Henrv, 1843 - 1865; George B., 1845; Levis M. 
165l'- 1854
SPEAR
William Spear, 1806 - 1874* m. Emily Bridge, 1809 - 1892, buried in Woodlawn
William Franklin Spear, 1837 - 1842
David Dana Spear, 1839'- 1899, m. Julia Ann Hatch, 1843 - 
19 22, buried in Woodlaim
Cornie Spear, 1867 - 1949, n. William Lester Ltvell,
1867 - 1942
Mary Emily Spear, 1870 - 1947? Woodlawn 
William Dana Spear, 18?2 - 1872, Woodlawn 
David Dana Spear, 187$ - 1904* Woodlawn 
Julia Vida Spear^ 't
^  '
Joshua Spear m. Sarah
Joshua Spear, 1?53 - 
Sarah Spear, 1754 - 
Mary Spear, 175? ** 
Eulda Spear,
Isabella Spear, 1 S^2 ** 1856, n. **ohn Given, n. 1"^—* age 6^ /
Rebecca Spear, d. i860, a^e , m. Joseph Dunning,Jr. 1796 -
1864
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Elizabeth, 1764 - 
?88 - 1857; Abigail
2
3
4
Aloot Stover Esq., d. 1848,-age 75, in. Hannahd. 1c7u, age 9h,
buried in So. Bowdoin Cemetery
Mercy Stover, 1ol6 - 1914, Nathan Woodworth 
1014 - 1870, buried in So. Bowdoin Cemetery.
Joseph F. Woodworth, 1842 - 1863, a soldier 
of 1861
Erma A. Woodworth, 1846 - 1869 
Elisha_Stover^ 1775 -"105^ , m. Eleanor Webber, d. 
l8a2, age 85* buried in tne old Harpswell burying 
ground
Susannah Stover, 3/27/1803 - 1/11/1866, m. 1825, 
Samuel PunningT 12/2u/1799 - 9/7/1854, s/o Andrew Dunning and Elizabeth Dunning (Elizabeth 
4- Benjamin 3** William 2- Andrew 1/ (Samuel 5- 
Andrew 4** Andrew 3- William 2- Andrew 1, buried 
in a private cemetery in Harp swell.
Cant. Robert Stover Dunning, 1826 - 189'J, 
followed the sea "for 25" years, m. Lucy Clark 
Stover, 1827 - 1892, d/o John Stover and 
Lydia*"Clark
Christopher Dunning, d. at 6 mo.
Frank Randall Dunning, 186H - , m.,
1895, Minerva E. Vining, 1o6l - 
Georce"*Alexander Dunning, b. 1869, d. at 
Brunswick, , m., 1893* Anna Marshall
Towne, 1867 - ,He was an American Express agent 
Cant. Charles Stover Dunning, b. Harp swell, 
l828, d. Brunswick, 19c1, m. (1 ,, 1850,
Polly E. Carr, 1832 - 1&6U; m. (2, I-irs Nancy 
"(Srnitn* Sedpely, widow of Otis Sedgely; m. 
(3,, 1883, Mrs. Rebecca (Wilson, Gillisnie, 
1839 . * , d/o David Wilson and Esther
Mountfort
Child by first wife:
^ Julia Eleanor Dunning, i860 - ,
schools of Haros we ligand Lynn, Mass., 
lived at Framingham, Mass.
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Capt. Cnristopher Dunning, 
d. in ^ 97T86g,
single.
b. Harpswell, 11/27/1830, 
lived in SanJuan, Calif.
b. Harpswell, 1035, left Harpswell 3.n 1050, liven in San Juan, Calif., m. Jane McSabe 
3 children
Eleanor Stover Dunning, b. Harpswell, 1833, d. Bruns­
wick, 1903, m., 1853* Benjamin Franklin Randall, b. 
Harpswell, 1&30, d. 18oip, s/o Benjamin RandalT and 
Rosanna Jordan, buried in Fine Grove Cemetery.
Lizzie Eflen Randall, 1855 - 1932, m. Franklin 
C. Weob, 16^9 - 193L, buried in Pine Grove Cen. 
Harold R. Webb, 1879 - 1955* m. Eliza Deane 
1883 - 1951* buried in Pine Grove Cem. 
Ethel Webb, 1877 -
Franklin. W. Webb, 1883 - 19u9* buried in 
Pine Grove Cemetery
Susan Dunning Randall, 1857 - 1922, m., 1877* 
Paul S. Merriman, "fT52 - , s/o Alcot S.
Merriman and Sarah Jane Curtis, She is buried 
in Pine Grove Cemetery.
Sarah Curtis Merriman, 1878 - , m.,
""Powers
Benjamin Randall Merriman, 1879 **
Ralph Percy Merriman, 188(P - 
Alden Dunning Merriman, 1839 - 1958, buried 
Bn Pine Grove Cemetery 
Helen Elizabeth Merriman, 1892 - 
Cherries Anderson Randall, 1867 - 1930, lived in 
BrunswioE, m., Gliarioute Chapman, b. Nova
Scotia, 1871, d. 1961, buried in Pine Grove Cem. 
Samuel Dunning, b. Harpswell, 1839, d. 1917 hotel 
proprietor High Head, Harpswell for ip5 years, m., 
1862, Mary L. Wilson, 18^0 - 1921, buried in his 
father's private cemetery in Harpswell. (His stone 
reads,"1839 - 1918;Dora Cornish Dunning, 1865 - * lived in
Topsham,'m. ,1898', Joseph E. Noyes, 1865 - 
s/o James E. Noyes and Catherine Curtis,
Mary Dunning Noyes, 1898 - 
Frances May Dunning, 1o7u - , lived in
Everett, Mass., m., 1895* Benjamin R. Jeffrey 
1869 -Samruel D. Jeffrey* 1896 - 
Frances L. Jeffrey* 1899 - 
Benj. R. Jeffrey Jr., 1901 
Charles James Dunning, 1o77.. ** 1&77 
Grace Campbell Punning, 1878 - * m., 1909,
Samuel M. Smith " 
harness maker
Vn.
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Jane Stover,
1^93".-18 7 1, 1^'u - , m., 1&34* Abiezer Dunnings/o Benjamin Dunning and Ann Alexander*
t ^ _ D u n n ^ n g , 183k - 1897, m., 1862,Martha A. Qulmby ,
Ellen Dunning, , Bath
Cyrus Woodman Dunning. 1836 - , m.
Lizzie Dunning of Lynn, Mass.
John Dunning. 1838 - 1892, m., , HattieGe ten ell 
2 daus.
4 Minerva Jane Dunning, 18^2 - , m., 1871,
Joseph Dunning Wyer, 1 8 1 8 - ,s/o James 
Wyer and Elizabeth Dunning, lived at Orr's 
Island
Syrena Belle Wyer, 1873 
Joseph. Dunning, 18% - 
Helen Maria Dunning, 1 8 %  -d. young 
Sylvester Stover, 1777 -* 18^9, m. Fanny Merryman, d. 18^6, 
ag^Tgy, buried in Harp swell burying ground
Joseph Stover, 1779 - 1862, age 83, m. Jane Hewey, buried 
in the old" burying ground in liarpswell
Robert Stover, I8u9 - 1887, m. Abigail Merryman, 1818 
- 18%,* d/o "John Merryman and Elizabeth Stover, Duried 
in the old burying ground in Harpswell.
Elizabeth_Stover, 18^0 - , m. , 1862, William
S. Alexander,'"1838 - 1894^ s/o Pennell Alexander 
and Abigail Stover and grandson of John Stover 
and Lydia Merriman
Abbie Alexander, 186? - * m*, l894y
George A/* Barnes, 186$ - , s/o George
Barnes and" Betsey Merriman
iAllian F. Barnes, 1896 - 
Williams. Barnes, 1897 - 
Levis Alexander, 1869 ** 1933^ Grace I, 
Otis, 1873 - 19%, buried in Pine Grove Cem. 
 ^ ^ ^ o i e  Louise Alexander, 1871 - 19%, m.,
1595*, Samuel Alep::&der, 18%  - 1938, s/o 
William Alexander and Elizabeth Dunning
6 Elizabeth Alexander, 1897 - 1907
William Tnurlow Alexander, Rear Admiral, 
USNR, 19ol" - , m. ,' T931 # Betse^M.
Randall, 1910 -
7 Elizabeth Jane Alexander, 1939 -
si., 19o2. Gerold H . Gott
8 Lisa Jean Gott
4=*
\n
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6 Aline Louise Alexander, 19u8 - . m.. 1915.Jo^V7"wI^scnri9U^'- '  ^ '
Samuel Pennell Alexander, 1910 - , m.,
1937, Myrtle Edwards ,""*19u 7 -
Day id J. Alexander. 194-2 - , m., 1966,
Shirley Allan,
Daniel Alexander, 1969 -
7 Samuel W. Alexander , 1944 * , m., 1963,
Jeanne Abair, 19ul -
8 Deborah, 19&3? James, 1964! Samuel,
196?; Abigail, 1969
Mary B. Alexander, 1877 **
Alice M . Stover, 1844 - , m. , 1873, Isaac Alexander,
1841 - , s/o Pennell Alexander and Abigail Stover,
See page
$ Robert W. Alexander, 1874- - * teacher
4 Mary Austin Stover, 1&48 * * m., 1873, John W. Herr-Iman, , s/o John Merriman and Susie Curtiss,
grandson of William Merriman and Merriain Stover and Gt. 
grandson of James Merryman and Hannah Blake
5 Jennie M. Merriman, 1878 - 1966, m., 1898, Chester 
Lemont Stover , 18?6 -  1904, burled in West Harps- 
w ell Cemetery
8 Charles E, Merriman, 1878 -
r/ Bessie H. Merriman, 1878
4 Asenath Stover, 1849 - 1889,
one child
Sylvester M. Stover, 1852 -
Edith Means
4 John R._S^yer, 18$2 - 18$4
3
- , Hi. Alvah Johnson,
m., 1883, William M. Kinner
, m., in the West,
STOVER
3 Jan^s_Stcver,_ l8lo - 1863* m., 1838, Maty Orr, 1819 -
a/c James Orr and Mercy Merryman
4 Mercy Jane Stover. 184c - , m., 1858, John
J. Curtiss, iBic - 1887?, s/o Peleg Curtiss " and Jeanette Jordan
5* Mary Jeanette Curtiss, 1863 - 1891, m.
Capt. Jeremiah Pinkham, 1859 - 1887
5 Alpha E. Curtiss, 1F6^ - 1869
5 John A, Curtiss, 1872 - , m., 1895*
Jennie Littlefield, 1873 -
6 Joseph Albert Curtiss, 1896 -
6 Mertie Patience Curtiss, 1897,-
2 John Stover, 17S1 - 186?, m. Lydia Merryman, 1792 - 1861, 
buried in 'West Harpswell Cemetery.
3 Jacob Stover, 1811 - 1892, m., 1842, Hannah Merryman,
1521 - 1895, d/o Jacob Merryman and Elizabeth Clark
134
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William C. Stover, 1844 - 1855
Jacob M. Stover, 1848 - 1836, buried in the old
burying ground in Earpswell
Pennell Alexander Stover, ,1850 * m.
Bianc&h Bibber
Lizzie E. Stover, 1852 -
Lydia Stover, 1854 * * m., 1874* George A .
Merryman, 1850 - * s/o Capt. David Merryman
and Sarah Alexander
Mary E. Merryman, 1876 - ^
A lbe rt J. Merryman, 1863 -
Robert Dunning Stover, 1858 - iS82, buried in 
the old burying "ground in Harpswell 
Abigail Stover^ 1812 - , m., 1837, Pennell Alex­
ander ,* "lBl*1 * s/o Isaac Alexander and Mary
William S. Alexander, 1838 - 1894* m., 1862,
Elizabeth Stover, 1840 - , d/o Robert
Stover "and Abigail Merryman
See page 132 & 133 -or descendents
Isaac Alexander, 1841 -  * *R., 1873* Alice M.
Stover, 1844 * d/o Robert Stover and
Abigail Merryman. See page 133
Lydia Ann Alexander, 1o4o - , m., Joseph A.
Stover," 181^ 9 - * s/o James Stover and Mary
3rr, see page above, this page.
Son of James 3 Stover and Mary Orr
4 Joseph Stover, ander__, lSI}!8 - 
gall Stover
p-
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Hannah Stover, 181L[. - 1894, single 
William Stover, 1816 - I8jp2, single
Stover, <81/ - , m., 18^ .1, James Alexander
I8I4 - , s/o Isaac Alexander and Mary PenneTl
Albert .Alexander. 184.5 - , m. AdelineRideout
Holman Alexander, 1878 - 19L9, m. Jennie K.
__________ * 188^ - 1931* buried in River-*
side Cemetery, Brunswick 
Fannie Alexander, 1883 -
Albert L. Alexander,
Bertha Alexander ^\
Henry Alexander, I8!p8 - , m. Maria Hunter
James E_. Alexander, - , m., 1883,
Etta B. Johnson, , d/o Isaac Johnson
and Rebecca Curtis
Lettice Stover, 1819 - 18^7## m., 181^ 3# William C. 
Baton, Idib - 1903Frances Tyler Eaton, 18^6 - 1875# berried in the 
old burying ground in Harpswell, m., as his 
first wife, Clement Skolfield Dunning, 1836 - 
1908, a farmer in No. Harpswell. He m. second 
i860, Abbie A. Adams, 1852 - 
Child by Frances:
William Clement Dunning, 1881 - 1982, m., 
Ma.ry Stevens, 1890 - 19o7# buried in the 
Kellogg Cemetery, Harpswell 
Nellie Dunning
Annie Dunning
Clement S. Dunning
John Dunning
Alfred P. Eaton, 18$0 - lS5^ 
A m  A. Eaton, 1851 -j8o^ 
Joseph F. Eaton, lo.-^ p - id.^ o 
Samuel Eaton, I8p7 - 13bb
4^ 
-fs- 
4^- 
VI 
-P*. 
-4*
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2 Thankful Stover. 1783 -
2 Elizabet^^ver, 1784 - 1852 . ^  —
ivo^ 1308, Jonp Pennell.
 ^ Oa. Thomas Pennell and Alice Anderson
A b ig a ilY e rm e ll, 1811 - 1813
^Phh. , 1813 - 1333 ^7 <?**". ^
A.-$j3JE.,§toyer^Pennell, 1816 - 1902, buried in Pine Grove 
oemetery, m. (1; , his cousin, pdtav^a Stover. 1826 - 1855, 
ouried in the old burying ground in Harpswell; m. (2) 
Margg^el.^n_R^ens., 1837 - 1898, dau. of Capt. John 
Rogers and Hannah Oven, buried in pine Grove Cemetery. Children by first wife:
Clar^gB^^eimell, 1851 - 1852, buried in the old Harpswell Burying ground
,.plCQ;6,i.f.ea&e;il* 1853 - , lived at 25 Western Ave.,
Lynn, Hass. With Jones, McDuffy and Stratton Co. of 
Boston for 30 years, m. Clara Louige Johndon
Alcott Johnson Pennell, 1884- , U. of M.E.E.
Dorothy Pennell. 1854 - 1935, m., Walter S. Totnan.
1851 - 1926, buried in Pine Grove Cemetery 
Children by second wife:
Anna Rogers Pennell, 1857 - 1936, m., 1880, Hir m 
^rr^an,**I!^47 -"1916, son of Shubal Herrymah anJ 
yahe Cfur^is, lived in So. Framingham, Hass., buried 
in Pine Grove Cemetery, Brunswick, Maine 
Jo^l lHilYgm_pgi;ne^l, i860 - 1935, m., 1896, jjatije..
3-. 1870 - 1957, dau. of Thomas Pennell
*Simpson and Harriet phila Simpson, buried in Pine 
Grove Cemetery. He was a partner in J.W. And O.R. 
Pennell Co., Brunswick
Charles Melvin Pennell. I864 - 1937, m. Alice Louise
JacTf,".18?1* -  1947, buried in Pine Grove CemetepY
lie  was Supt. o f Schools in Freeport and Brunswick and 
in many other towns in Maine and Mass.
Merton DeWitt Pennell (adpoted), 1897 -
5
4
Margaret Loui^e_Pennell, 1900 -
Csbome Randall Pennell, 1367 - 1953, m., Clara (Carrie) 
Russell jtaaasi^a* TS1TT- 1946, dau. of John Cwenltto Id- 
s i d e  'and Nancy Marston. He was a partner in J.W. and 
C.R. Pennell of Brunswick . They are buried in Pine 
Grove Cemetery.
Lawrence Wood^side^ Pennell, 1897 -
Alice Elisabeth Pennell, 1901 -
W
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-^ -^2 " ^959^ buried in Pine Grove pliz^eth .Tenneil, twin of Alcot Stover Pennell, 18i6 - , m. ^ u ^ ^ a n d a l l  Thomas, 1808 - 1865
7  ^ ^
Robert Pennel11^ 1819 - 1889,' m. SuaatXU^,^ Cobb, ]^2f -
Mary Cobb Pennell. 1854 - E. i .  -. -T; ?. Millay,
.1 c.bui. ThomhS.Rehnell, 1857 - 1859 
John Samuel Pennell, 126? - I860 Sus3a,,,S..^ ._2a&cLen.', 1862 - 1863 Robert Chapin Pennell. 1866 - 1867
David 1821 - 1825
__ . V L - t  <
,T h q & & & . 1, 1826 - 1904, Sheriff of Cumberland County, '
Harmon Pennell. 1825 - I860, single
1861, County Treasurer, Dap. Sheriff in charge of County 
Jail for years, m. Lattice prr Williams
5^1i^ a.b.eth p&nnell, i860 - 1863 
4&Sie^B*^EsanaIl, 1361 - , m. Thomas f ?
George Williams Pennell, 1864 - , m. hory 1.
Philip Sheridan Pennell, 1866 - 1867
EHoabeoo per o- ll, 1869 - , m. WaKESB^^&RS*
son of ex Mayor Marquis King of Portland
Sheridan Pennell
David Pennell. 1828 - 1894, 25th Maine Inf. in Civil War, si. ElEeh G. R ogers, 1840 - 1898, dau. of John Rogers and 
Hannab' y. Owen, "buried in Kellogg cemetery, Harpswell 
A Prances Augustine Pennell, 1864 - , m., Capt,
J. Seymore P i h ^ fun, ±o^o -
4 Harmon Pennell, 1866 - 1931, m. Mary E, Merrill, i873 - 
f ^ i y  buried in Kellogg Cemetery, Harpswell 
LLxaa^lhaaaa-LaRX^ai, 1879 - i8604
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2 Isaac Stover, 1788 - 18$7
2 A b ig a il Stover, 1791 -
2 Joshua Stcver, 1?$3 * i860, m. Deborah__________
d. 1858, age 61-11, buried in Rhe old burying ground in 
H arpsvell
Simeon Stover has not
STOVER /3? 6-
a.s yet been placed as to parents.
rk has been said that Capt Lemuel H. Stover was a son of Lemuel Stover and ucis Hinkley. The only records on the husband of Lois 
indicate that Simeon Stover was her husband. The 
headstones in tne old burying ground in Harpswell say," Simeon 
Stover d. Nov. 20, 1864, age 63 and Lois Hinkley, his wife, 1802 - 
18841* ^sing this as a basis and the dates to place the generation 
the following is presented on a tentative basis.
3 Simeon ^pyer, d. 1864, age 63, m. Lois .Hinkley, 1802 - 1884, ouried in old cemetery in Harpswell
4 Capt.^Lemuel^H^ Stover, 1825 - 191C, sea captain, Maine 
Legislator^ bank cashier, m. (l) Jane Johnson Sinnety.,
1830 - 1876, dau. of Capt. James Sinnett and Mary Johnson, 
m. (2), 1878, Mary Ann Stover, 1842 - 1904, dau. of Simeon 
Stover and Elizi^^%*''T^ngl5unning. All are buried in Pine 
Grove Cemetery, Brunswick.
Children by Jane:
5 Mary Louise Stover, 1852 - 1907, m., 1877, Capt. James 
Lewis Crr. 1 S46 - 1900, buried in Orr's Island Ceu.
6 Ethel Wal^,ron._Qrr, 1882 -
5 Lizzie Morton Stover, 1855 - , m., 1885, Captain
Sylvesten .StBVer Running, 1859 - , son of Capt.George Skolfield Dunning and Mary Hall. He was at sea 
for 25 years, captain of ships Geo. R. Skolfield,Fannie Shephard,* Woodside, S.R. Bearce, Archer and 
others. He lived last at New Dorp, Staten Island, N.Y.
6 Herbert Sylvester Dunning, 1887 - , employed
bv western Electric Co., retired to Harpswell, m., 
1910, 5<t&a Line, b. Staten Island, N.Y., 1886
8
7
8
7
8 8
86
5
Herbert Pine Dunning, 1911 - , m. Reign..
R^^a'TTunning oTMarysville, Tenn.
' "'^ephen Gamble .Punning, 1939 - 
William Stover Dunning, 1912- , m., 1939,
gi 1 ein" ^rances'^ardner, of Farmer City, 111.
-  1946 -
Jane Dunning, 1917 - , m., 19H, ndward
plp^g*"of Indianapolis, Ind.
' . Due An^ „.Pii^ §., 1943 - 
KaryJ^ .th.,,PirkLS., 1944 - j.a&sjs..l^warlDiJCks, 1946 - 
Willis Chandler Dunning, b. at sea, u8dd, d. 1919, 
'ived at New ^ 7 1 ^ Y., grad. Dartmouth in 1813, 
lived at Buffalo, N.Y., a., 1916,
op, .&t.GIte) - Tnurzinn. 1888 — 19^3, burr, ed in he.iogg
Cemetery , Harpswell.1865 - 1866, age 4 mo.,
''iine^Gro'Ve^Cemetery, Brunswick.
burird in
SJ1 
CTt
C'
STOVER P
5
6
5
Children cf Lemuel Stover by Mary Ann:
-j^orge linkisy 3.t.o ver, , 1879 - , lived on Staten
^*X*' grad. Bowdoin, 1903, Harvard Law School l^Ou, ;-ew fork lawyer, m., 1913, Edna Xortan. LicholH,,
Adeline Stover. 1914 - 
Stover, 1918 -
lerann Lemuel .Stover, 1881,- 
buried in Pine Grove Cemetery 
LualKLSaR, 1885 -Robert Lemuel Stover, 1913 
Albe'rL'Tercv ^ o v e r\'"i684 - 1 Cemetery"'"
1933, bank treasurer,
, m., 1912, aiLtrvas. R,
885, buried in Pine Grove
rersonsare not definitely located.
2 Nancy Stover, d. 1845, age 55, m., 1803, Joseph O.r.r Reed, 1786 - 1829, son of John Reed and Lettice Orr, buried *Tn 
old North Cemetery, Topsham See pages 11 & 12, Reed.
3 J.acok 3. 1809, age 3
2 Canton Stover, , m., , Jenny i^ouglass
3 S imeon Stover, loOp -  IbAL, p . ,  1o3u, Elizabeth Ewing 
Dunning, 10^9 -  1072, d/o William Dunning and Anna 
S k o lfie ld , buried in Pine Grove Cemetery
h Lettice Stover, 1834. -  10^2, buried in  Pine 'rove
4 Susan J. Stover, d. 1915% age y9 "
George Dunning Stover, lC3u -  drowned at Brunswick 
10b?, bu ried  in Pine Grove Cem.
1 Mary Ann Stover, 10^ .2 -  19uA, m., 1o7<-*, as his 2d
vife. Cart ,  nemuel Klnkley Stover, 1o25 - 191^* 
sea capta in , Maine le g is la to r , bank cashier, s/o 
nermiel Stover and nois ninkley. See top of this 
page fo r  children
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A e  folj.ow^nr Capt. Johnson Stover was probably a brother of Aicot ! Stover
1 CaRt. Johnso2p_Stover, ,1749 - io2j, m., 5/12/17^2, Dolly 
A-^.en^ 1747 - 10 4 3, d/o Elisha Allen and Elizabeth Tooth- aker
2 David Stover, of Harpswell, 178° - 1818, m., 1816, 
as her first hu.sba.nd, Lattice Reed. 1792 - 1864,
d/o John Reed and Lettice Orr. She is buried in Pine 
Grove Cemetery with her 3d husband. She m. 2^/ 
Simeon Orr; m. (3; Washington Bowker.
3 Lettice Stover, d. young
3 Capt. David Stover. 1818 - lost at sea about 1857,
m*, , Jane Ross. 1818 - 1858, buried in River­
side Cemetery, Topsham. The dates on his stone 
are 1&17 - 1856. They had 5 children. The foll­
owing three are all I have
Hester Ann Stover m. Anthoney E*. Bradley 
Letitia Stover m., 1868, George M. Cummings 
Susie Stover m. O.T. Despeaux
The following are not connected as yet:Joshua Stover, , m., , Sarah Curtis
Capt_jdorton Stover, 1812 - 1898, n. 1844* Lydia _S, 
Fderriman^ llf22 - 1893, d/o Jacob Kerryman and Elizabeth 
Clark
Susa:o E. Stcv&r, 1845 - * m., (1; Cart*
Llewellen Hoi't d.' 1878, age ; n. 1 SB6, Howard
L. Maxwell,
Julia F. Stover*1&49 -
Lucinda_ Stover, 1857 - , m.y 1871* Horatio
Iierrill,'"lBH.H - 1924, age 8u, mannaged the old 
tide mill at Harpswell 
Lorenzo Stover, i860 - 1873
Alvah*B/_Stoyer, 1862 - 1873
Capt. Jbhn_Stover, , m. Sarah Curtis
Capt. David Stover, 1&19 - * m., 1847* Lucinda
MerrimanV 1 8*23 - 1&97* d/o Jacob Merriman and 
Elizabeth C larkElizabeth Arm Stover, 1848 -  ^ , 1cjQ
Isaac N*. Bailey, 10^8 **
Bailey
84
David Sewall Stover,
190^, s/o Hoses and
1357 -
Sarah
child cp, Georgiette Stover, twin, 1b64 
Nellie L. Stover, twin, I8b4
STOVER
Albert Stover m. Marian Levina Rogers. 1830 - , dau. of
^nomas ^ennell Rogers and Merriam Brewer, lived in Bath 
Julia M a ^ a  Stover., 1849 - , m., 1877, Barzilla L.
Albert L^vs.q^.^ssbard of Freeport
1855 - , m., 1874, Geor^e_B. Morse
May Howard Morse 
311a ?ronnes§?over, 1859 - 
lizzie. Merryoar.Stover, 1866 -
Capt. Abilai; C. Stover, 1825 1855 - 1887, m. Merry Eri rriman,
Capt. William Stover, , m. Abigail B. Merryman,
1830 - 1884, age 64 ' *
West Harpswell Cemetery 
Margaret P. Stover, 1834 - 1912 
Capt. Elisha Stover, 1801 - 1886 
Martha C., his wife, 1809 - 1931 
David C. Stover, 1825 - 1914 Charity C., his wife, 1836 - 1887 
Addie M. Stover, 1865 - 1383 
Mattie 3. Stover, 1870 - 1952Old Harpswell cemetery 
William Stover, d. 4/26/1842 
Charles Stover, d. 1872, age 74 
Deborah, his wife, d. 1873, age 82
So. Bowdoin Cemetery
Mercy Stover, w/o Nathan Woodworth, 1816 - 1914
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1PEi'TINGEhL or PETTENGlbn
 ^ b. in England abt. 1620. VJhen
! S -es^rmcny m  narrmton, N .n. in 1673; he denosed
he t;as about 52 years old". In 16?C, when he took 
the cann cf Allegiance, he said he was"about 6o".
*! procably was b o m  in Ahortsham, in Norfolk County
England. He was s resident of Salem before 16N.1 and i admitted as a freeman in 16H1. He had a grant of 
of land at "Ptaon^, now Herman, in 16R2 and moved 
He moved again to Newbury about 1651 where he had Dourht i a tract of land. Ris hone w 
I "The Upper Green". The
in 1651 for giving a right of 
his land situated on 
He n . , 
d/o
2;i
2.2<
was 
19 acres 
there.
as near what is now known as 
t o m  gave him 1^ acres of marsh
is
way, ij.rods wide, 
now Ocean Ave.
through
what
1844; Joanna Ingersoll (Sometimes m itten Ingerson) 
Richard and Ann Ingersoll. /Richard Ingersoll came to 
Salem in 1629 under contract to the Hass. Bay Company. His 
family was brought over and he was well spoken of by the 
Company's Secretary in a letter to Gov. John Endicott. He 
Maintained a ferry at Sal^s—in 1636. He had considerable 
property when he died i n I t  has been asserted that, 
he built "The House of Seven Gables", i:
Children:
Samuel Fettinvell, bptzd. at Salem 16^; d. 1711;
  ^ .
n Salem^/2^^4^/^^^^Jw^t
3
l^tthew Pet' 
Mary 17054 m., 1 6 7 0 , 
d. 1714; s/o
m. Sarah Poore, 1655 -
_igell See below
_____ Pettingell, b. Newbury, 1652, d.
Sergt. Abraham Adams, b. Salem, 1639,
Robert and Eleanor Adams 
N  athaniel Pettingell, 1654 * 
a son, 1657
Henry Pettingell, 1659 -
Matthew Pettingell, b. abt. 16^8 at "Enon^, d. 
in. . 167R, Sarah N eyes, 1653 * , d/o Nicholas
Noyes and Harv Cutting. ?-^ .tthew lived on the old 
road from Newbury to Boston, jnst beyond the 37th 
milestone. His house v^ as torn down in 1 8 3 0 . He took 
the oath of allegiance in 1678, "age 3 0 ". He was a 
felt malrer*
Children:
a son, 1674; 3* YO'-ing  ^ ^Nathaniel Pettingell, l6?p-6 , m. Harraret Picnardey, 
Hatthew Pettingell See belowJoanna Pettingell, 1680-1 - 1722, m. (Pub. 1^00)
J o s e p h ^
Cutting Pettingell, 1oo3 - 
- d/o Cutting Noyes
Nicholas_Rettin^e 11, 1ob5 -
Tabetha March
Sarah^ Pettingell, 1668 - -----
Brown, ! m. (2;W^T*?ettingell, ; m. ^Pub. 1f.9/,
tinniel Hunt
y m. Bathsheba Noyes 
1718,
(1j Francis
m
m.
-P
"P
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PEttlBgElL or PEtTEHailL
3
3
3
John Pottinpell. 1693-1 - 1766, m.. 172u-1, ?hry Knight 
Abraheun "Pettingell, 1696 - 1716  
! Abigail Pettingell, 1699 - * , m., (Pub. 1724;
Nicholas Jackman -------------------- ;
3
4
4
Matthew Pettingell, (Matthew 2- Richard 1; b. Newbury, 
1*67^; d. 1766,"'m. (Pub. 17^3; Joanna French, 1633 - *
d/o Samuel and Hester French.
He sold land in Newbury on Idisney lane to Thomas Clark in 
1721 and bought land in Salisbury and resided there, he 
was a vyeaver. Caleb Cushing witnessed his will in 1766.
; Children:
Abraham Pettingell, see below
Beniamin Pettingell, b. Newbury, 17^7* d. Plaistow, 
1760, m. ( Pub. 1*7?3; Hannah Chassmore 
Bi*, 1729, Elizabeth Stickney 
9 children
Joanna Pettingell, 1709 - * m., 1727* Daniel
booster, d. prior to 1766. 3 children 
Judith Pettingell, 1711 - * m., 1736 Timothy
Davis
Rebecca Pettingell, 1711 ** 1719 
Matthew Pettengill, 1716 - 1736 at Salisbury 
Sarruel Pettengill, 1719 - 1774* m., 1761* Ihry Moulton 
1731 - * d/o Joseph Moulton and Mary Noyes
2 children
Esther Pettengill, 1721 - , m., 1746* John
Batchelder, 1 7 1 9 - 1792, 8 children
Mary Pettingell, 1721 - , m. Samuel Pettengill,
'  ^ sTo Cutting Pettingell and Bathsheba
Noyes, 7 children
4
;)
j
Abraham Pettinrell (Matthew 3- 2- Richard 1;, 1704 - 
, m., , Hannah or .^ nne French, 1706 - ,
He was enrolled in Capt. Georgp Berry's Co. in 1747* 
for 36 weeks; also in Lt. Benj. Mcrgridge's Co. in 
1749* Re was captured by Indians while in the service 
and taken to louiseburg, whence he was brought to 
Boston with other returned prisoners.
In 1729 he bought of John Stevens, ^ right in Capt. 
John Alden's lot, number 94 in No. Yarmouth. Not far 
from that time, he moved there. In 1766* he sold land 
to Elisha Pettingell, both of No. Yarmouth and sold 
part of three islands at the same place.
Mark Pettingell, b. Salisbury, Mass., 1728 - 
m.,, 17b4* Sarah Clough, 1733 - * d/o Ebene-
zer Clough and Sarah Anna Mebber. Resided at No. 
Yarmouth. He was on the rolls cf Capt. Powell&s 
Co. in 1761* for scout and guard duty, he is said 
to have droimed in the Androscoggin R^ver
O'-
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Abraham Pettingeil, (Mark 9- Abraham h- Matthew 3- 2- 
Richard 1j b. No. Yarmouth, 175)-P* bptzd. 175-7* d. 1797, 
m. at Strong, Maine, Thanjrful Davis, who d. abt. 1o2u.
i^e was drowned in the river at Lewiston, Maine. They
^ived for a time at Piermon, Maine
Children:
! Abel Pettingeil, 1779 -
Mary P e t t in g e il , 1731 - , m. _____  Tarr
Betsey P e t t in r e l l , 17&3 ** 1873* m. David Graffam
Abraham Pettingeil, 17^7 ** 
liark PettinsilT  ^ 1*789 -
Charlotte P e t t in r e l l , 1792 - 1868, m. Benjamin Holbrook 
Ebenezer r e t t in ^ e l l , b. No. Yarmouth, 1756* bptzd. 1757* 
d. jcyb, m. at juewiston, 1782, Esther Barker, d. 1824* 
age 64-* dau. of Jacob Barker and Hannali Foster 
Settled at Hosiers Island, No. Yarmouth and had a large 
farm there in I8u0. She is buried in Porter's LandingCegt.
! Jacob, more below/
S a lly  P e t t in g e i l , 1734- d. single 
Asa P e tt in g e il, 1786 - drowned, single 
P ers is  P e t t in g e i l , 1738 - 1&31* nt*, 1809* Joseph 
jhamberlain, d. 1865* age 8u
Phebe Pem ringell, 17o9 - , m. Benjamin Broi.n
of No. Yarmouth
Esther P e t t in r e l l , 1792 - , n. George Bibber
Ebenezer P e t t in r e l l , 1794- "
Lydia P e t t in g e il* 1794- -
Jacob Peztin ye ll (See above), b. Lewiston, Maine,
; 1783, d. 10^?, m . , 1805* Esther Fogg, of Freeport,
d. 185u, age 64-, buried in Porter's Landing Cem.
He was a sea captain residing at Freeport from 1321 to 
1830, then moved to No. Yarmouth. Returning owo years 
later and bought the farm on which he lived the Remain­
der of his life, occupied later by Charles H. Pettin-
gell.Olive Pettingeil, b. Great Hosiers Island, 1806, 
o . iL'91, m., 1824* Capt. Charles baite, d. 1366, 
age 68, buried in hood H u m  Cemeteiy 
He was probably son of Benj. Waite and Lucy Chand­
ler.
Delia A.F. -.'aite, d. 1076, age 4-5* Ri** * 
Horace Prince Merrill, 1831 * 1919* son of 
i-bses Merrill and Almira prince, buried in 
Wood Lawn Cemetery. He was a Civil bar Vet.
He m. (2/ Almira Henderson 
George baite Merrill,
VJalliam Richards Merrill 
Edwin .Sw'o'etser ikrrill, 1863 - * grad.
Wesleyan Seminary of Maine, 1655* Colum­
bia Law School of Washington, D.C. with H P .  
n. (1/, 1895* Stella Parsons; m. (2j,
Julia (3oydy Bacon, dau. of George N. Boy d
j . and Mary Erie
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Merrill, 1869 - 1898, buried in t<oo3. Lawn Cemetery *
Lena Ives Merrill
EdTth Adel Merrill
Lewis Perley Merrill
orris Ellsworth Merrill
-.arte, d. 1o3L; age 1, buried in Wood Lawn LUej?^ unanaler aite. d. I838, age 3, " " " "
Gtiarles ^ a. __air_e, d. at Cardenas, Cuba, 1869, age 29 buried m  wood ^avm Cemetery
— *^.r..11:=^b .aite^- d. l8pw age 7* buried in Wood Lawn i JunaP'rances Uaite, d. 18f?0, a^e 6, " " " "
Emma Isley Laite. d. 1632, age 2 . " " " "
t^ason Pettmgell. o. Lreat Hosiers Island, 1812, d.
Dorothy Blether, of Auburn, d. in N.i. City in 189,.
He was a sea can tain in foreign trade.
Charles Pettin^ell, their only child to survive infancy 
b. Auburn, 18.;. , d. , m. in Yarmouth, 1866, Florenc 
, A. Seaoury, d. 1896
He was a 2d Lt. in the Civil War, 1864 - 1866. He was 
Collector of Internal Revenue in So. Carolina. later 
he wajg a horseman in N.Y. City.
, John Charles Pettingell, b. Kingston, S.C., lived
in Cal.
Henry Stinson Pettingell, b. Cheraw, S.C., lived i 
in N.Y. City
Martin 3. Pettingell, b. Great Hosiers Island, 1817; 
drowned in larmouth, 1832
Charles L. Pettingell, b. Great Hosiers Island, 1820,
d. 1o8u
Josenh H. Pettinerell, b. Great Hosiers Island, 1822, d.
1 W 3 -------------^Charles Henry Pettengill(Note the change in spelling;
F7 Freeport, 1823," d. 1918, m., 1846, Phebe Augusta 
Btaoles^ b. Freeport, 1824, d. 1914; dau. of Capt. David 
Staples and Elizabeth Bartol. In his early life he was a 
sea captain. In later years he engaged in lumber and 
shinping lumber and an interest in farming. He took over 
his father's farm at Porter's Landing. Both ar^ e buried 
jin Porter's Landing Cemetery.Wallace M. Pettengill, (Charles Hi, 8- Jacob 7- Eben- 
eze'^ o- I "ark 3.'- Abraham 4** Matthew 3- 2- Richard 1 ) 
b. Freenort-, 18H7; d. 192^, m., 1873; Adelaide (Addie; 
Gerry of Poland, 1849 - 1893; buried in Porter's land­
ing Cemetery*
Ethel P e t t e n g i l l , 1873 - 1890, buried m  Porter's
Landing Cemetery . .Frank L. Pett e n g i l l , 1879 - I960, buried m  Porter's
Sanding Cemetery 
Haldred G. Pettengill, 1882 -
}
I
t
5* Peftenpill, 18^9 - 1898, buried in Porter's Landing Cemetery
Rqscp^ 1 . Pettengill. 1851 - 1925, n. at Freeport, 1877, 
-irzie. t true, d. 1926, age 72, buried in Burr 
Cemetery.Ghe was dau. of Nathan 0. True and P&ry Ander­son
Irving T. Pettengill. 18S1 - 1950, m., , Emma
StOl a i r , 1c-79 r 1957, buried in Burr Cemetery 
anna 1 . Pettengill. 1885 - , m., 1907, Willis E.Libby, loch - 1950 
buried in Burr Cemetery
Laugnton P. Libby, 1908 - 1932, buried in Burr Cen. 
Elizabeth B. ^ibby, 1910 - , m., , Henry 1-1.
Goldrur,
Annabel F. Goldrup, 1932 -
PETTINGELn * PETTENGILL
David I. Gcldrup, 1933 * 
Judith L. Goldrup, 1938 - 
Henry M. Gcldrup, 19^0 - 
Karen E. Goldrup^19h-2 - 
Willis Edward Libby Jr., 1921
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(1/* 19u$, Arthur 
* and Nary B. 
cousin, Forrest 
and/nnetto
Henry Kilby, 1$je -
Dexter Clinton Kilby. 1912 - , lives Hex Glou­cester
John Dade Kilby. 1913 - , m., 1930, EleanorBernard
Col, Robert Howard Kilby, 1914 - 
Helen Minerva Kilby, 191$ - * m.
James P. Kilby, 1917 - 1917 
Jason H. Pettengill, 1859 -
Martha ?. Pettengill, 1896 - , m., 1917, Harold
N . Curtis, 1880 - 1966, s/o Nelson Curtis and Lizzie 
Waicefieid. He is buried in Grove Cemetery
Hope Curtis, 1918 - , m. (1y, 1939, Carl
A. Tnomas: m. (2<, , , John Bradley
*" John Bradley y-L/
Shirlie____ Curtis, 192u - , ia., 1941* George
E. Copp
Flank N. Corn, 1943 - * * Christie
Taylor
F'ranlc N. Copp Jr.
Georme Bartoll Pettengill, 16$$ - 194^* m., 1919* Christine 
Flino^ t, , buried in Porter's Landing Cemetery
Alfred H. Pettengill, l8$7 - 1922, m., 1686, Helen A.
Bahus, 1867 - 1949* 8/0 Evans S. Banins and Ellen R. Brewe r 
buried in Grove Cemetery ^
AliceS. Pettengill, 1889 - . * 1918, Leom
Mavbury, 18^0 -1966, buried ih Grove Cemetery 
Stella Pettengill, 1891 - 194$, m., 1917* Raymond 
H7 Brener, 18o8 "1*940, s/o Benj. C. Brewer and Effie
C . Brewer, buried in Grove Cemetery
V irg in ia  S. Bre%ver, 1918 196s, m., , Donald
T. Bulk, * Grove Cemetery
Elaine M. PalR
Charles A. P e t t e n g i l l , i860 - * m.,
C a l . ,  Sarah A. T r i r g , lived in  Oregon 
Kenneth P e t te n g il l ,  1093 **
C lara  Pettengim l 
Sh irley  P e t te n g ill
S-an les P e tte n g ill , .869 ^
1891*
, m.
in Ferndale
W holesale f r u it  business
e . above. Children of Alice  
Verna W in ifred , 
Ldlliam  A lfre d ,
in Boston
0. Pettehgill and Leon Maybury: 
1920; Pauline Frances, 1921;
1921
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i PETTENGILL ( PETTINGELL)
b. Freeport, 1825, d. 1829 
h. Freeport, 1827, d! at ..a, 1857, 
Glasgow to Havana. Stone in Porter'snanumg Cemetery.
^°* Yarmouth, 1759, d. , m., 1783,
^  ^P^^.Samael Pettingell, of Crotch Island, sold one half of tnat island to Samuel Pettingell, the other half to 
Nathaniel Pettingell. Samuel and his wife sold Small Green
Island to Charles L. Pettingell, of Long Island, mariner.Lewiston, 1783, d. at Rockport,
-v Hi-.-ens. d. 1867, ageMass., 1875, m , ,Sold, 1812, to Richmond Loring, the north part of Littlejohns Island.
, m., , Deborah
He was a fisherman
Louisa, 1844; Maria D., 1846; Benj. G., 1849; son, 1854 - 1855
__JeremiahIPettir^ell. b., 1811, at Rockport, Mass.,
d. 1891, m., , Ann Small, b. Bath, d., 1897, age
80
He bought land at Richmond, Maine, lived at Gloucester, 
Mass., 1840
1837 - I860 m. Timothy Davis 
Mar" Ann Pettingell. 1839 - 1849
1S41 -  ^, . Susaa_Gilbert
oli^L^Rsttingell, 1844 - 1848 
James Allen pettingell. 1846 - 1849 
Annie Pettingell, 1849 - 1853 
Joserh Pettingell, b. No. Yatmouth, 1824, d^
1345, Mary E. Brewer, 16 years old, dau. og Davidm
and Betsey Brewer, 1832 —
He was a fisherman
ttjg^eii., 1849 -
Laura Etta Petfin^sll, 1856 - _
Mary E. Pettingeil, 1861 - 1882, single
-p^+tinrell. b. No. Yarmouth, 1811 or 1812,
drowned in Boston Haroor, ^860, m.- - ^ " —  i°/to - —  40; m. (;d. at Rockport, Mass., 1843, age 2)" Mrs.M art h a^..
m^(3^1 1857, Lucy H. Knowton, who d. 1863 
Charles Pettingell, , m.,
, dau. of James and Lucy Dunham;
Mary E.
He was in  both the Army and the Navy in the Civil War 
Sarah Jane Pettingell, 1&40 - , m., , John_
pYcSering 
dau.1 1845 - IS06 
Maria Pettingell, l84o - 1847 
oi1 1 n'geill 1849 -_ ^3^4
Wentworth
Geor
1 r . pettingell, m. ,2ylvetter
ge E. Pettingell, 1854 -
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gathp^iel b. Jewell's Island, 1783, d. Long
Deborah. Gri fi nn, b., Long Island, ^SL3y d. Cliff Island, 1880. Lived at one time in Lew­iston
.Charlotte A . Pettingell. 1823 - , __
g ^ ^ L ^ - . ^ 3 i ^ e l l ,  , m., 1845, Joseph
John Small
^lthnniel..^ cttjn.--ll, b. cliff Island, 1829, d. 1871. m., lco2, ^ l l e n ^ ^ ^ h n s o n
Deborah T. Pettingell. 1831 - 1853, n., 1850, Mial
PETTINGELL ( PETTEUGILL)
Wither
Pejttingell, b. Cliff Island, 1832, m., * , Harriet H ,. Fowler
He was a farmer on Cliff Island 
RsaRSi Pettinjell, b. Cliff Island, 1835, 
m., 1855, Susan E. Griffin^
3 children
Lx3iR-A^ k.d'tLinj^ll, 1840 - , x., 1859, Samuel H.
.Samuel Pettin-ell. dates unknown, d. at Tisbury, Mass, 
while on a voyage, 1857, age 47. m.. . AbimiiLittlelohn who d. 1893 A-A----
He owned land in Lisbon 
4 children
William Pettin-ell. b. about 1791, d. 1863, age 73,
2b tlJ Ka^y ; m. (2) T. Small, d. 188-0, age76; lived in -Lisbon "*
10 children-Dorcas..Pet'tinrell m. _
Hannaii. pet-in-oil. m.,Lyaia Pettin-ell. m..
Chebeague Island 
Rhoda Pettin^ell. m . _
Charles Pettingell.
Bibber
, Oarond
* David Hill.Tived on Great
-Ilitsa., *3.,
8
. L , , ,  umi" _ —-— *— ? , — *, , E m  e I..! Hrilfin wno d. 1882, age 42
James Petiingell. , m.', , Dolly York
he was capuain of the brig Clive Thompson and was lost ; at sea 1850, with two of his sons * *
7 children
<§t22hen_Paftingell, b. Littlejohn's Island, 1800, d. Long island, m. (l), 1824, Thai^ful__Cushing,
m. (2), 1859, Harv Woodbury. 1816 -*1866 
Allen ti.3 only child, b. 1860 
_Anxa_Pettingell.' bntzd. 1762, m. Samuel ColeMartha Petrinrell 
Miriam Pettingell, 
Susannah Pettinge'fl,".M Pettinrel'i,
ILathaniel PetiingeH " 
(2) JJancy_jowe
1764, m. jPacob Stevens 
1767, m. JThomas Tavlnr 
1769
1772, D. CpliMi-n
1776, a. (1) Abigail ham
5
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Ephraim Pettinrell. (Abraham 4- Matthew 3- 2- Richard 1)b. no. karmcuin, 1730 - , m. Hulda_________
trench & mdian Wars and Revolution 8 children
_Edward_^e.rtj.r-?ll, b. No. Yarmouth, 1732, d. Bath, 1807, m., 1755, Elizabeth Clark
Mast maker, He was at Braddock's defeat and in other colonial war battles. Rev. War soldier
P^Yid_^Pett,ingell, b. No* Yarmouth, 1734,d. in Rev. Army at 
Saratoga, N.T. 1778, m. Mercy Lake, lived at No. Yarmouth,
New Gloucester, Lewiston, In tne service for 3 years in the Revolution 
t 8 children
Matthew Pettin.vell, b. No. Yarmouth, 1736, d. St Johns, X.B., 
1817, age 81. Soldier in French & Indian Wars 
13 childrenEliphalct Pottirrcll. b. No. Yatmouth, 1738,
m. (l), 1760, Sarah Dill. , dau. of Enoch Dill;m. (2), , Susannah__________
Hp was in the French & Indain Wars 
; 6 childrenHannah Pott-r-o*1,^1740 - 1814, m., 1758. Shubael Greely.
, lived' in Salisbury, N.H.
16 children
mic:ha Pett^a'i-dl. b. No. Yarmouth, 1742
m., , Rebecca Prince. , dau. of Benj. Prince
and Hannah Harris7 childrenr.----".'T'. b* No. Yarmouth, 1743^
Mary Pettinrell. b. No. Yarmouth, 1746, d. 1339, m.,  ^ ,
1767, in Georgetown, Maine, Edmund Hinckley, 1745 - 18C7 
son of Samuel Hinckley and Sarah Miller
8 childrengorah pe.t-hiYi^an. b. No. Yarmouth, 1748, d. 1795, m. bU, son of William True and
Anna Bradbury* m. (2).T.h.fltrtr 
lived in Freeport ^
I S-gFl ? tl iT ri j e r ,,18", , . . .
PETTINGELL ( PETTENGILL)i
-T-.- ruru 1803 -  1846, m. Csbcrne Corliss.. m. _______SweetserBersev True,
Dorcas True, dt age 18 
Ran a True. 1801 — 18,7, m., 
Rachel True, * ^
M itch e ll, 1807 -  
Dorcas Gray
v-rprees Mitchell, 
"M itc h e ll,
t^ulLa^\j^u y t lLewis Mitchell,
"OorneYla MiTche l l ,
H o F r $ 7 * l ^  cn ell,George"?*. M itchell, 
Charles M itch e ll.
Surinam
. Betsev Overtcn 
, . Louis (L e v is f
, son c f  Solomon M itchell and
, m. Henry Mitchell
. m. Wm. H. Winchip'.
----^E '. v.'m. i .  -seeks
, m, Albertin?*Mitchell.
, m. 'Geo. P/ Haskell 
, m._Charles Woodman^ ^^
, mJ* Etta Chester 
, d. of yellow  fever in
<
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Rebecca Pettinrell, b. No. Yarmouth, 1751 -
m. Al... .iar: Biaisdell
Emma J. Pettangall d/o John V. and Ellen Todd, d. 1928,
age 6$
Fay J. Pettengill m. Albert P. Page, 19ij.1
Elisabeth A. d/a rn*. Kry ... hr*,*,
A. 1927, :* 7-
<
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1 - 13
- 5
12
INDEX - PORTER
PORTER tCont., 
Eunice - 
Eunice V. Eva E. - 
Ezekiel -
Fatina - '
Frank G,
George H.
Harry L. - 
Henry - 5
Howard H. - 
Irvin S. 11
"Jacob -"2 
James D, - 7"
Jane - 4- Jane N . - 7 
Jedediah C. - 7 
Jeremiah - 2 - 6 
Joanna - 3 '
John - 2 - 2 - 2
4- - 7 - 7" 'John Jr. - 3?
Sgt. John - 1 -  1 
John A. - 12 
John B, - 7
2 - ^  
Josep'
Joseph I?
Julia A. - .5
PORTER (Cont.j -Lester M. — 12
-4- Lizzie - 12
!2 " - Lucy - 6 -
7" Lucy B. - 11
r
 ^ ** ^
. - 7
Lydia — 2. - 7 - 11 
Mahala - 8
Margaret 2
- 7 Margaret E. - 14-
r 4. Martha - 7
- '7 Marie - 2 .'B. - 11 Mary - 1 - 1- - 1 - 1 '
S. — b 2 - 4. - ^  - 6 - 8 - 1Mary A.G. - -3
' - 4. - 6 - 6 Mary A.M. - 3
-*11 Mary B . - 5- - h Mary J. - 4.MatXilda - 7
- 6 - 11 Meliss P. - 12- C Molly - 2 - 14
H " .u .Fehemiah<- 2 - 2 - 6
1 Nellie P. - 14.
7 - 7
'3
Nicholas - 1 -
Noah B. - 3* *
- 4-'- 6
Patience - 11 - 13
Peter - 2
- 4.
12 Rebecca - 6 - 11Rebecca P.- - 11
' 11 Richard - 1 - 2Rufus - 8
* - -/ . Ruth - 1 - 1
- 1 - 2 - 2
, 6 - 11 - 11
H. - 7 - 7
1 . - 3 - 3
M. - 3 - 11
- 2 - 4-
Samuel - 1 - 2 - 6 
Samuel L. - 3 Sara - 1 - .
Sarah - 1- -* 2 - 2 - 4- -
e - 13 - .Seward - 1 - 2 - 2 - 4- - 4- 
Seward -Jr.- 4-.
Stephen - 7 
Stephen A. - 14.
Sumner P. - 6 
Su sanna - 1 - 6 
Sylvanus - 2 - 6 - 6 - 6 
7
PORTER
PORTER (Cent./
The mas - il - 1
William- 2 - 2  - ^ William B-. - 5 _ g 
William D. - 7' 
William C. - 6William R. ^ 7 
Willis E. - 11
PRATT ' -
Edgar G. - 13 
- .Ellen - 1-3 
* -Emma H. — 13-.
Enoch - 13 13Isabella K. - 13 
Joseph P. - ^3 Matthew - -1 . 
Mellissa - 13 Susanna — .1
PRINCE
^Abigail A. - 5
r. _* \. -
Hary - 2 - . 1; .
REED - - -
B athsheba - 1
R i m
Zimiah - 6
RIPLEY - 1
Hannah - 2
ROGERS - -
Andrew S. - o 
Ansel K. - 3 
* Edgar S, - 3- 
Grace K. - 3 
-Horatio D. - 3 
Capt. Seth - b
SHURTLEFF
Annie - 3
SBDKDS
Hary B. - L
jL iiD
SIMOKTON
Dorcas * 
George
- 11 Janes -h. *
Joshua - ^ "" *
SKILLIN
Hiss - 0
SMITH " *
Clara H. J 11 
Jerome P. - *11 
William E. - 11 W i l l i a m - 11
SOULE
Agnes 0 . -  9 
Andrew - 8 'Andrew J. - 
Arthur 0. - 9 
Austin D. - 10 
Benjamin?.* - 9 
Beth - 10 
Charles A. - 9 
Clarence A. - 10 
Clayton H. - 10 
Daniel G. - 10 
Daniel J. - 10 
Besire - 0 
Donald G. - 10 
Frank S. - 9*
Georgianna '- 9
Grace E. - 10 Hannah -
Delia A. 
Ellen B.
Laurence P. - 10
Laurence P. Jr.
Mahala - 10 --1CMartha - 9_
Martha D. - 9
Norman P. - 9
Philip K. - 9Rebecca P'. - 8
Willis A. - 10
Willis K. - 10..
Willis 11. - 10
- 10
nEwis P
STAPLESAlfred - o
STEARNS _
Marshal -jb 
William -_<u^
STOCKBRIDGE
Helen R. - Ira P. - 7 
Mabel S. - 7 
Mildred - 9 
I aachel - 7 
} Rupert H. - 7  
M*. Dennet - 7  
Killian a. - 7
STOHER
Annie - 3 
N ancy - 3
STOLE
Augusta 1-1. - 5
S'l-RATPUED
i Mary - 1^
SilRTIVANT
Levis - u!
SUMNEa
Anna P.2.- 9
i Charles P. - j? 
Charles F. Jr. - r 
George W. - 7 
Martha P. -  3 
Mary B. -  ^
Mary P. - 9
I .
TITCOHB Augustus - 13 
; Benjanin P. - 13 Dea. Edward - 13 
Edward P. - 13 1 -Francis R. - 13 
h arrlet 1-1. - 13 ' Joshua K. - 13 
Mary E. - 13
TCRRY
Philip - 2 
TUKET
Betsey - k
TURNER
Bazel J. - 12
VICKERY
Mercy - 2
VIKING
Sarah - 1
VREELAND Mr. - 9
INDEX - PCR-i-ER
WALDRCK
Norman W. - 10
WAIKER
Corydon - 11 
Herbert A. - 11 
Lester H. - 11
WALSH
Ltmau - 10
MARKS!?
Joseph - i).
WATERS
Sarah - 2 
Seward - 2
WESTON
Nellie E. - 11
WHITE
Sarah - 2
-WHITMAN '
Ruth - 2
WHITMORE
Mary C. - j?
WILLISNathaniel - 1
WILSON
Elisabeth - 5 
WOODMbry A. - k
PORTER
Jas-
at
Richard Ferrer settled in 'weymouth, Has3 * in 1635* Ho was 
Included 171**a**list of passengers at "Cymouth, England, 
March 30, 1635 bound for New England. Otners who were on 
this list who settled in teymouth, Hass, were: Rev. Joseph 
Hull, minister; Hassachiel Barnard: Henry Kingman; John 
Nhitmarsh; william Reed; Zachary Bicknell; Thomas Holbrook. 
Robert Lovell and others.
"July 6 , 1035* tne General Court granted leave to hr. 
eph Hull, a minister, and twenty families to set down 
he3saguscus^
Sept. 2, 1635* the General Court changed the name of hesa- 
agusous to Mcymonth.
jin I6!p6 , 1 6 5 4-* 1 6 6 1 , 1 6 6 3 and 1 6 6 8 , grants of land were 
made to Richard Former.
)I do not have the dates of his birth or death nor the name 
of his wile.
Children: John, Ruth, thorns.s and Hary.
i Ruth Former, o. 10/3/1639 m. Thomas Ra-jley Jr., 1660 
"Thomas Porter m. Sarah Vising 
ilary Porter m. John Bicknell
Seh/e'ant*
!r*§r^*
conn Porter_  .ivea in t'eymouth and possibly 
iridgewater. He owned land in teymouth and purch­
ased land in .Bridgewater in 1666, 1667, 1693* 1696 
and 1699. He built the first saw mill in vihat is now 
Go* Abington. m  1630, he and John Holbrook of -ey- 
mouth tok a mortgage of a brewery in Boston of Robert 
Cox, which stood where the present post office now 
stands. He held all the town offices and was on a com­
mittee to run town lines several times*
He m. Deliverance Byrum, in 1660, who d* 9/30/1720, dau. 
of Nicholas Byrum and Flartha Shaw. He d. in leymcuth, 
8/7/1717Children:
MAT'- ^ b 
j^sanaa.
John
1 0/ 1 1 /1663* m. 
b* 6/2/1663, XL(.see below;
Ilary Na$h
william Fittee 
, Fntthew Pratt
- m. r____
Lncholan. m. batuuhoba Reed ___
9/16/1670 m. Nathaniel billis of Bridge-b.Hutn^— ir*'water
Thomas m. Susanna Pratt 
noenca&r m.
Sara m. Jotntndngley of Rarshfield
oerreant uo.hn itrter, 7 / 2 / 1 6 6 7  - 5 / 2 2 / 1 7 2 3 * lived in Weymouth/ selectman and other offices, 
ii* (1; Maryh si. (2 ,, 6/16/1709. J-hrnarot ford, who 
d. 6/1 1/ 1 7l'k* daw. of Deaccnbilluam Ford oar ah Dingley Children hary:ty9/28/16b^ . 
11/19/16952/6/1697 
I-hrv. 1/11/1700
- d. early 
(mo re below;
^  Kary: =cntinu.d 3/23/1 [0<:, rn., 1723, Sarnh Nash
Ch^ldl*&& by i*iLJ7^ Gtr *?Q2?CLI
V i l i a m , 9/12/1712
^ ^ ^  2/6/1697 - 176^, lived La ieyoouth,
m* U), 1,^J, ^&KJ ;i3jr.a-lil,. t. 1 1/16/1704, dau. cf John !R&ndaj.l; m* ^2 4, 17.6, ^srah ,.hite 
[Children all by Mary RandallT
7 i
4^^Bh-^^^3/l)2t, n., 1754, ilartha Bates heheniah. more below ------ "*
s!.Q *-**-* o/17/i73^* in*, 1733* Hannah RinlevP^.ti9r, 1/22/1737 - 2/17/1737 i-^ 3-,...
j^aLaa^aLjaaEiSE^ b. ieynouth, 7/2/1728, n., 6/11/17 5 2,
ia.s cousin, uaran. haters. dau. of Seward Laters and 
2taj*a-jL sorter* 01 boston* Be wa,3 ia+ by Janes Bailey* 
hoved cc Scicuate about 17 5?* returned to Weymouth 
before 177u, as he was a town officer that year. went 
to Range, in the last of 17 7 1* he was several
laontas an tne ar.uy an 1775* He saved or died between 1760 and 1793 
Children:
Seward, Joaeph, Sylvanus, Jacob, Nehemiah, Sarah, 
Benjamin, Harie, Lydia Holly 
.Seward Porter, b. **eyKouth, 8/5/1753* d. Freeport, 
1a/12/lo0u, a* Eleanor Hhrrill. b.. 5/ 14/ 1759, d., 
11/22/18-33* both buried an tue old burying ground 
on lower Main street, Freeport* He vent toKingo 
K.H. with hie father, tnence to Falmouth, finally 
settling at Freeport, Haine at what is now Forter! 
landing. He bought land, at Falmouth of william 
Coolidge of taltham, Hass*,
Children: Joseph, Samuel, Joshua, Sarah, Seward, 
Mary, Elias, ..illian, Ebenezer, John, 
Charles, Jeremiah and George*
Jpsenh Barter, b. Falmouth, 4/8/ 1778, d. 10/ 
18/ 1650, age 72, 24 De.bp.r^ h_Nye, d* 6/la/l854 
(1855 on her stone) age 60, both buried at 
sorter's Landing Cemetery 
He resided at Freeport, tent to sea while 
quite young and continued in that business for 
many years. He was captain of ships and as 
such,"Kever struck a sailor in ail of his go­
ing to sea.2
lau'i&g the *ar of 1°12, he was in Russia nnH 
had to remain there with his ship for some 
tine, until peace was declared* He went to 
Turk '3  Island after that, in tne ship America 
losing his ship on the way none* 
thereafter he was in trade at rortcr '3
iSeward Porter tc Abraham
j^^"***^ s tract or piece of flatts lying' Freeport on tne north side of the Creek leading 
' Porner's wharf to the land Daniel Dunham. which he bought of John Soule Jr.
Signed
Eleanor PorterWitness
, Josiah Cuming s 
i Samuel Porter
i Samuel Porter was her son who was one of the three 
'brothers who built ships.
Elizabeth
TSVETT
Kye Forter, b. Freeport, 9/2/1817, 
n. U/, 1640* jiark L. Moans of
10
10
9
10{
8
6
8 ! 
3
d. 1 1/ 18/
age fo, m HJ Qh'J inrh n ^ a n  Freeport* 
d* 5/10/ 1843, age 27* ( otone says d. 5/10/1843* age 
23* which is prpbably oorreot), sen of Daniel Deans 
and Hannan Brewery m. (2), 1852, Samuel Lum;. d. 4/1D/ 
1900, age 79- Dived at Porter's Inj'nlng ar^ o all three 
are buried there*
Children by Marl Means:
_'t.illiam Myc Moans, 1841 - * ia*, 1870. Jennie
_^ohui-r*L*oo-^  o^ Idoh., lived in Chicago, 111. 
aau* d. an infant, 1671
18?2, in Indianapolis 
_ .- * n., i 3 ? i , ^ * i a -of ror-inid, Maine
Philiss (a sony Corydon Means, b. 1672 in 
*Merrimae,
iilliaLU Porter ^ means , 
DAniui Ih leans, 1343 — 
anams"
Mar^
l^ary
^ __44lived
Maine
S #
1818 - 1 8 1 8
ann wood Porter, 1819 — 1627
1831 - 1838_____ahn Greer rorter,
Joseph Dye ^or'ter, b. Portland, 10/31/1833*ri*eaport, n* Susanna A. Cccper of Whitefield
9
9
7
/<?
h Porter, 1862 —ooset w. 4^ Mt //
Sasiuel^L^^r^r^^ 1869
i Charles H. Porter, 1877 -
Maine, 4/10/1779, d. 1847 in
8
I
9
9
9
10
1C
10
Porter, b. Falmouth,
Portland, n*, ^iancy^PC-4P&a^a*&Ka^Lived in Portland and Freeport*He and his br-othors, Seward and William carried on a ship 
building business at Porter's Landing ia Freeport. They 
built the privaoeera, america and Dash, during tne "ar of 
1812* Jerenian, John and Ebenezer were lost on the Dash 
were never heard from again* ,
Ann b* 12/l6/l803 - , S**, 1823,
_ Jonep'l .^nninon, 1803 - l8j3, son of Capt.
Joseph Dennison and Dorcas Laflin
Dennison,Samuel r or t or
<^ A-
1624 - 189U 
1826 - 1650
53n, 1828 - 1913* 31*, 1852,
dnneljtilby Rogers, 1623 * 190u, son of John 
Rogers "and Cnristiana. dilby, grandson of Mark 
Rogers and. Mary Bray* Buried in Jc-odlavm Cemetery
1833 1^1°90horatio Dennison Rogers, 1057 - 1916, at tarigua, Guatamala, *ouried ia -oodlawn Can., 
<a., 1&91, Crrel B* Jdlle:\, res Kereico City. 
C ^ o ^  Mi lie t^doger s , 13o? - 19^7, single, 
our led an Dcodla:m Cemetery.
She was bookkeeper for d.D.dhaw Co. for many 
years. Bne compiled the Abner Dennison deso- 
endeats for the Dennison genealogy.
[
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Jane Porter, o. 10/9/1805 - 1SlIza"?drrer, b. 8/31/1808 -
*Tnrim r ^ o r . 1 8 1 1 - , ci., 1856, J*OFrrh ..arreq"Thicker, no children, lived, in Roxbury, Hass, 
Caroline Forcer, b. 8/3/1§1i{. - Cnar1e o .. -  ^"or*t er , 12/6/lbl6 - 
Joshua PorLer, o. Palmouth, Haine,
.^er, liven and died in iestcrook,
1841 in New Orleans 
11/1/1781, master mar- 
Haine, m. (1; I-Iary A.
bood; m. (2j bar ah. Gray 
Jhildr-en by Zau*an Gray: eJ *"'"
6 George Porter, lived in Suisu^ City, Calif.
8 d^nr turner. uived in SuisuR City, Calif^
7 ^Sarah Porter, b. Freeport, 7/19/1782, d. 1835# ^## 2/20/ 
1B 0 3, Leered ihrae. a lawyer of Freeport, d. 5/31/1818, 
age 43, buried m  Porter's Landing Cemetery. 14 (2;
nos Jimnton of Camden, haine, b. 179 <'*
I-iorse: n. John Hurstonhlldreh oy ueonardSusanna rbrse^ 8/2/1 bu3 ** 
i.eulra lorse 
Joan ibrse
-----------—eancr ;;orse'nry . nrse - /n -Ihrse
Hosner of Cumberland , __ . ,^....
0/. #T Jc^<4/
Children by Janes Sinonton:'i-nfiYT^ nn- b. Freeport, 1822, n. H.H. Cleveland
cf CamdenGeorge sinonton, 1824 - , chief clerk at Calif-
ornaailavy^TurcTJoshua Sinonton, 1826 - , farmer, teacher
Sevard Porter 7^ *8/^  iFrocport, 7/21/1784# 8.. uugusta, 3/19/ T K ^ H . b. Portland, 1784# d. Ee^ Orleans, 
La., l86u. be <#as a merchant of Portland, Rep. to the 
General Court from Portland, 1 8 1 3 ** 14 ** 15- be o^ned the first steamboat in Haine. They had 6 children, buried in 
Eastern Cemetery, Portland, haine
Sevard Porter Jr., 1613 - d. in Lavaca Teoc., single 
l^or  ^. , renter, b. Portland, 1819, left heme quite 
""young, followed the sea until 1844# settled in dew 
Orleans, La., m . , 18 .^3, i-iary Llisaocth Simonds, b. 
Boston, 1823Children, all born in lieu Orleans:
Ellen.Ppr ter, 1844 - 1846
Porter. 1 8 4 7 ,- 18$2 
^sunicc Virginr a_Porter, ioq.9 - 1op2 
lorLt^. 1" *"
miu J* &0 G
Porter, 1854 -
Porter, 1&56Gray
n.i
- 1863 in Brooklyn, N.Y. 
PaKakK* lope - 1863 in Brooklyn, K.Y. Farlev, Porter, 16 0I -
Corse 1 1-1-., 1863 - 1C67
hh-k-..rcrtor, 1804 --r-.?-.y^.r-, 1867 - drowned in Bay St Louis, 
Hiss., 7/7/1869
8
7
8 
8 
9 
9
98
7
7
124 3^49 ter, 1621 -_ y Porter, " "Joel nail, t.o. rreeport, 4/5/1786, d. 1674, =*, 18C8, t. Faj^acutn, d. ?ortland, 18H ,  a&e 73-5-23 
1009 - 1877, 2 h n  N a i  Jr.! 1793 -
1632, Robert* n+,age 73 
, 21+, 1862, Hary Caroline
1 ti76
_Harparet Ran Hall, 1810
1877,Joel Boyd, 1836 - 
Jnrn.l.re **"
Bcyd. 1838 - 
^,'ciot ,n. JRurchill 
& children."
Hcb^Ct...ldutnRate Loyd Jr** l84<-** 
i.lson
diliian. nd^ard Bpyd  ^ 1&4 4 - 184$
.-^ a'-ard^ pa^j, 1o24 *" 1865, n., 1&55*Gertz
, <m, 166^,
, m,, 1869,
___ _ , d. <859* age 24
JK44a&-na2iar, b. Freeport, 7/17/17&7
Porter. b. Freeport, 9/17/1788, d. 1868, U.S.
J^-
8
7
7
6
Consul at Tripoli, m. (1;, 18 15* Field of Boston,
one child died in infancy: 3.. (2;, 1664, _____CRiely,
widow, resided in France
John Porter, b+ 11/27/1792, lived in Freeport, Xainc, 
lost on cne privateer Dash, during the nar of 1012, n, 
Lois Cashing,1791 * 1882, dau. of Apollos Robinson Cuslt- 
Ing r^.n -:iixlbAth (Bragg; Gates^ His widow n, (2; Capt, 
John Uunlap of Brunswick
John Port or in Portland
Ebenezor PorteF. b, Freeport, 5/19/1790, single, lost at
sea on tne rravateor,
10"1010
9
9
8
8
68
8
8
8
6
6
Dash ,*
L&hurlo3 Porter, b. Falnoutn, 1794* 8, 1811* R*** 1^ 17,
* 4  brown, b+ New York, 1601, d, 1o^7
ihry brown rerter, 1818 - * m., 1433* Geor?e_w,
Burner of New York City, b# Boston, 1 ^ 9o, a, isew
Porter Gunner, b. N^Y. City, 1834* ^*#
rrince. lived in Jparkill, N.Y. 
1o?3-
- nn^i. i r.r, rorter^Uikier,^lo7p - 1o;o
jTony^loy^dh.^unner, l$37 - 1876 
tu4.Mi1 i ^ dr , i ^ o  - itui
^ ' 9  - is**
d. 1 8 5 0 , no children 
^ ^ ^ B n F g r t g ; ,  1322 - 1823 
pULlaan o# rorter, l^<2-4- **
^ana_Porter, lo2b - ^ e a n o r  futh Porter, 1b2o - 1 ^ 2
^ .11, ..ier rortor, 1&31 **.
—*- - -4 Fields sorter, 
Porter, 1834 - d. sane cay
cn 
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9
9
9
7
76
6
6
7
8
t m., l839#.^stit.
9
9
10
Re&BCA6^ a^^J^a&^ar, 1836 - E. Geer of Now York City
^^UK^Ui^^^mnerjGeer, i860 - 
"ilsodL -Juryea Goer, 1861 -
Georgq ,.rp^g^Geer, 1863 - 1869
Jeremiah rerter. b. Freeport, 1796, single lost at 
sea on the privateer, Dash*
^Goorge_fort^r, b. Freeport, 1797
.Joseph rorter, b. weymouth, 173*4- * 
iSylvanus rorter, b. neymouth, 1736 **
t4&4ppd^ oi rorter, b. bcituate, 12/14/1758, d. 3/31/1834#
m., . Joints, Barber (Barbour/ of Gray, Haine, 1764 **
11834 # lived in No. Yarmoutn.
Syivanus Fort or, 17&3 " 1S13>* ia*, 1809, Sylvia Bart- 13etnel, Heine. His widow m. (2/ David* Yakey 
Barbour B. rorter, 8/4/1810 - , in. (1;, 1831,
'o. rarsons of No. Yarmouth, d. 1861; m. (2; 
fSo^ ., feline Herrick of No. Yarmouth 
He was rlajor General of the Fifth Div., Kaine 
Militia, 1853, and Dep. Sheriff.
Children all b. in No. Yarmouth;
Helen Porter, 1832 -
4yiytgvia Porter, 1833 - * n*Jordan, lived at Cumberland
'ilia - Bell - ihry - Gearge - Samuel - 
Charles B. - NlliiamO, - Frederick 3. 
David 1. Porter. 18 3 4 - 1834 George H, .orter. 1836 - 1862
,Abbv C. Porter. 1838 - 
C^leb H. Porter, 1839 - 1864 
Charles C. Porter. 1842 - 1862
 ^ 13 4 4 - , n..
Periey
George X* - Della H  - Sumner P.
Susanna .Porter, 1783 ** 1828 cr 1823^ ti. , 1S04, ^
5amiiton of "No. Yarmouth ,- cnarles Hamilton. 1806 - 1&43, m+________ Barbour,
He was a sae captainJacob Hamilton. 1810 - , m. (1 ^ _____, Johnson;
n. (2) -4*s Fisk
Nehemian iiamilten, 1 8 1 2 - d. at sea- , lived in Ohio
syivanus nimiiadn, 1816 - , lived in Cuba
Luc^ Pcrter, 1 ,o? - 1^38, K., 1803, Sinotny Chase, of 
farls, ihine , m. '^ r-thall Stearns
m.
Mary /mn C h s s e^
S-h,
annah Chase m. A lfre d _4rtan ie .3
2 ...Chase, State niquer Commissioner 
Cpase of Paris, d. 187b 
Juin*Chase m. Piake of Chelsea, Hass.
1 8 7 3
*
7
7
8
6
9
9
6
6
9
9
9
9
98
8
8
7
8
9
9
9
98
8
9
9
9
98
8
8
9Q
9
Lydia Porter. 1789 - 
Ho. larnouth 
Stephen Sorter.
* 3i., # ^ enj ^
7., 1.16.
J t £ ^ ^ i_;orter. 1§16 .
1616 --er,of Raymond, haine # 21.,  ^ Anson Jordan,
-<AiLa; Jordan n. Joseoh E. Bnean
y . *^*\-h i  P v & C., J<l!h1*n*, ' Have- li'f'^uincy, Hass.--Jjedediah Coco Renter. 1320 - 18!^
b. No. Yatnouth, 182$ - , m.,
Peering, 182^  - , dan. of Jamespeering of so. ParisJ^ihine.
He was grad, at Bowdoin 181^3, Preceptor at Frye burg 
Aoadenry and taught sene years. He was in the liaise Senate from Curler land County, l8pl,nember of the 
Board of adueation for Cumberland County 3 vears,
4 years in the Portland Gaston House, then became a banker
yilliar- D . Porter, a. No. Yarmouth, 181^ .7, lived 
in Chicago. 111."
Frances . p ... Porter, 1&57 **
*iop9^-a^^ ies i. Porter, loop - 1866 Hartina rorcer. d, 10 33, %ge 11 jpi^rinna roroer. d. 18.30
i-nrr^r. 1793 ** iSpb* 21** 1^ 10, .<^U
, lived at ^est Paris, Haine
Svlvanus Porter, b. Paris, Rhine, 1017 - *n+*
18^2, DStnouh of ^ Norway, Naine
, n., 1^33#
Jbi^ , Paster, 1o34 ** 1<-*64- 
^^liualpoBter, l8hi —
Fatima Porter, 1&53 *
EseaiiL Sorter, ^<7 - 
^ 1 fi. romOJ*. 1t l9 ** '^ °-*J^om+. idphoni-dorter, 18 .^ * **
Hr*m of liian, N*N*
WHi-riet Pnrtsr# '
An^e Forcer, 18p8 7
.r n w e n ^ M M C '  1**1 ; 1BS7, sovran 
of Norway 1826 -  , sn, iSp^y
 ^ __, 1929 - *Porter^
. T**t l88 6 **Frances ^.^i5nYPt* 3
jJanc
7
7
6
6
i—  !-<-- - - - ^er ann daugnter died. Kemoved to Deerfield darter died. Hehad a son, l i l ^  n. a Kiss, Bean,
tine beforrHITTaohor's death*' a snort
7
8 ; 
8
Joanna rorter- 17 3R - "
^ T g l " i ^ s ,  d. 1^ 7 ? "  ^^ARLdi'ai-as
6 children *
J^&CK-RaLlaX* 1800 - * m.* 1823, Bgnjcnin$qle 
^^ 1824 - , n+ Kiss Harnon of Ho.Ta?5Sutn
<R* Jp^nna— Cole, l32o — . m. Harstonofno . iaruouth '-- *----- —
5 children
Ebtaa Core, 1&28 - , n. Hutchinsonof Auburn '*' ''
one son
Daa.if.1 Sr.ln, 1837 - m. iiiiaa<
7
lived in Ho. Yarmouth, no children 
Se^rard t. Porter, 1805 - * n., 1830, Eliza Daniels
^  children 
iillian harbour Porter, 1807 - 1338, s 
^ttfus larter. 1d10 - , n., 1631, ^
]&o. Yarmouth
ingle
is  ^ JLLU.*l;iUU. Uii
ah Porter. b. Scituate, d. 1539 in Ho. Yarmouth 
^ j n - ^  b- heituate. 1763, h. 3/3l/lbio, liveaSa^ah_. ___ ,393 .6^4^ Porter, S itu a te ,  in Freeport, m., 17c9, baahidi-^yJ.vest&y, 1771 - 1/13/io^ .u, 
age 78, buried in tire old burying ground on lower m a n5. -ya r m  
street; Freeport. Sne was in her 15th year.and he was in y  ,
his 26th year when tney married,.-^P'ehpla Porter, 1790 - 1850, n., 18C9, as has ^rr^t :t - <H;1733_- l6°7j;(Dt0Eejays d. 1867,ware. anarew - —  * * - *
^Cemetery, rreoport^Andrew .Seth hoge-
Tui?'Y^aetory' 
Desire (Dosiali,L^5^i^;i r m i ^ o a v Y s T ^ r ^  ^  ^ i
1816 - Itl7
190^, age 5 6, burio- m  7
c m  - 1891, m., , ^, age 68, buried in Burr Cen.
9
8
8
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10
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9
9
9
10
10
10
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to
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Martha Soule. 1 8 1 7 — 1 87  ^ y-
benn^son, 7?18 or 1 8 1 3 - 187-1* = * Griffin
Susanna (Haraden; Gr^^'fin of i^ehnison"and
iness in Kev Ori€,ana?* li,ev ^  stevedoring bus-Ocean Springs, ^la. ^  of yellow f.,er in
ci uariuoutnTHle * * 1374* ^ s c l _
Lor in-. 1875 - 
ea__penun. son Lorirty, 1&82 -
^otin^op Karo id Lorin?. 1883 - '
, isa6 .
- 164.6 - 1924., buried inBurr oeinetery
.^ o r g e  a Dennison. 1830 - 18%
^ n n i s o n ^  18$7 - i9ho, n., 1882, Nornan Pratt 
** I90o^ son, of i*Y*micis B+ SotilLe .^nn 
**uito, buried in do# Freonort Cemetery
,ag^es Oswald Soule, 1883 - 1684, buried in So. 
rroeport Jauietery
Martha lennison r^oule, 1653 ** 1962, buried in So. 
Freeport Cemetery
Charles Albert, 1687 - , n., , Ruth Noyes,
1874. ** 1939, buried in So. Freeport Caiaetery 
Franl: Stanley Soule, 1888 - 1926, buried La So. 
Freeport denetery
Phi lit henneth Soule, 1390 - , m. , *
, 1o9b - 1961, buried in So. Free­
port Cenetery. 11 Ciuristine E., 1913 11 son 1919 
Clayton Rayavard Soule, 1895 ** 193^* buried in 
s o ^  Freeport CeDietery 
Arthur Oswald Soule, 1396 —
Goor c- '^50 "
aaain sorter ^oule, 1619 ** 1c9o, n., Alnirieand Alnir^e are hurled in So.
Freeport Cenetcry. Some sources say that Benjamin marriedBroun. This cculd be true as nua oldest
iau. -vaa Georgianna 8cule. _ ^  ^ Gillian E.
G g o r ^ ^ i ^ s ^ ^ ^ *  ^ ijtoo son^of riicah Stccuorogges He was ^
a n d l o r m ^ a  ^^ - -^3-. teacher in Portland ana
veil kno^n sunder any 9 railroad accident at the 
Freeport. Re w:as trying to catch a train,station in Freeport, tnnle
buried in noodlavn^cnce- J 1876, buried la
tJoodlat-n Cemetery _ gg by accident,
Tra P. Stocrprudge, 1^.0 J
buried -an  ^m., *
/reelarn _ 1967, s.., *
10
n!
9
10
J
10
1833 - 1947. a., 191&,
— 1 890 - , buried inUoodlawn
1920, buried in
PORTLH 10
io -
^ ^ 5
//7 7
11
)11!
11
' t 
8
*'Oodl.a^m Cemetery
^ ha.ls. boule,. d. 1927 -age ?$, n., 18^2, Aillis ?L
i^54- - 1899 of consumption, buried in So. Freeport Cemetery ________ _
Q^P-Ie, 18^9 - 1938, m., , Ellen B. ^
'Oo- - 1909, dau. of Jcsiah and Bully Soule, curied in So# Freeport Cemetery
Crac e S o u l e ,  d. 1922, age 37, ni.,/yr/ , '^aldron
0^3tn , 1886 - 1914, buried in So# Freeport
^aurenoo rorter Soule. 1894 - 1963, m., 191o,1-iary Lena Allan. Ib9 f -
He was a vet. cf Awr, curied in So# Freeoort Cam# 
dau* 1920
, 1943.
o
- ^ 1 1  i Ail_en_ ^ u l e  , 1921 - 
Hary Stratford 
Donald Gould Soule. 192p -
Austin Dennet Soule, 1926 -
Laurence P. Soule Jr., 1923 -
Mahala Soule, 1622 - 1906, age 83, m., . Daniel G.
ooule,*a. 1&67, age j?0 aoJLis second wife, burreu ih 
Burr Cemetery
Daniel J. Soule, d. l3^1, age 3, buried in Burr Can#
9
e I
9 ^
9
8
8
Clarence Soule, 18^3 - 1916, m. Florence E. /nano, 
1 -"l*92l"7"6uu. of James and Sanaa auams, ouriea in 
Burr Cemesery*
Lewis P. Scale, 1833 ** 1931, ago 7&, i&*. , -Pslia,
A^Soule",*" 1 0^9 - 1927, dan. of Samuel H. Soule and 
1salia**Bennison, buried in Burr Cemetery
Soule, 1826 - 1898, m. (1) Gershom Blij°s, 1826 - 
I t* S"" B'SIfTburied in Burr Cemetery; m. ^2/ Lyman Aalsh18^0 - 1889, buried in So. Freeport
Georg e_ D . Bliss, 1884 ** l92r
a son according to Sr. Ryders records, 1327
1631 - 1836, b'6P^i m  BurrCem.
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8
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Eleanor Pinkhan1792 - IS39, ia.,Rebecca Porter. no children 
Hg^ah.Pp^cr, 1794 - i860,Fa. i,mou.th
Harriet Harston
Hen j a jin renter Kn y- r+
3R*# 1&22, John Harston of
^ivai Oau'clino
Cyrene sorter, 1796 - 
131-uael'cri
Isabella Robbs 
Rneline noolts 
^ ^t.iAhCb_..Eorcer. 1798 
Joseph rcrter, 1?99 -
narstan
1o3'U, m.* 3 Jonathan Hobbs of
o epn
d. 1883,
- d. sane year
1823# Elina Houston,i860, an,age 60, buried in debater Cemetery 
C^dliaij. sorter, 1c24 - 1679, n., 1025, Caroline 
Herra^a^, - 1915, dau. of 1-bses Merrill and
Aanara Prince, buried in Woodlam Cenetery
Elia A. Porter, 18 .^0 - 1827, buried in foodlatm
1850 - 1939,ncua 4T roroer,_________  Ezra Hyde1849 - 1917, son of Ephraim A. Hyde and auaaa 
Hale Coffin, buried in ..codlaun Cemetery 
Angler P. Hyde, an infant 
Frederica: E. Porter, 1357 - , grad. Freeport
5i&n Eohcoi in 1076 
A carriage maker in Iierr imac, Hass.
Rebecca P. Porter, 1825 - 1891, age 66, n., 1849* 
' ^ r ydonl.4luer. *n. 1909, age 82, buried inieoster
, Florence?emeteryHerbert A. Halker, l85? - 1932* m. , , ___
E. Gould, 1367 - 1938, buried in Webster CenJ 
Lester H. Walher, d+ 1865, age 3 _ ' "
benjamin Porter, 1827 ** 1829, ouried in the o^ .d burj- 
groui-d"on'"Lo^er Plain street, Freeport.
Eliza Porter, 1&30 - * m. ..illia-t J. Emath of
larmoutn
K.. daith 
Jero^ASL F. Anita
-  i860, m., 1856, Laurette Herr-).iuiian n. emtn.VCS^P^- ic.
illTTl.s buried in Webster cemetery^
w-*T*!is 1 - Porter. 1857 ** 1^8o, drcimea iron sowl"buried in Webster Cemetery 
T-nvtr. 3. Porter, 1859 - 19 2 ,  -m . ^ e— - & , .uh-n ,d.
---T"i927/"buried in ^ebster Ceme^erj
* * P o ^ / l 8 3 8 " .  1905, H., 1858, Nellie P. 
Geo^a,^..-4-^ "  buried in mobster Cemetery-^egc.5t, "i'c44 - 1930, 
I n c - H . rorter. *'hRP?1 97-..!U--.^ 7 4"i3Sl, buried in Webster
}8?0 - 1957, 1939, Nannie.ie m. Porter,
*rserge
Porter, (6^
'* -IS:
He 3-R**bui'iod in Hebetor 0 &nat ei*yI'l'nit L-, PertRT r
8 Meliss F. Porter, 1838 - 
Jordan, b. Lewiston, 1829 -
4 children
* m*# 1857, Hon. Charles B. 
s/o James Jordan andDeborah Garcelon.
Charles W. Porter . l8in; .. .naty-SH ti ***** m. o/o/1b6p, Cnarity Ann
10
10
1111
10
i
11 
11 
11 
9
in Webster Cemetery. He m. (2, Claire Boudreau* ^ee page 12a for more details.
tester Car Itcn Be an , 
Hazel Kay Haskell? 
Charles barren Bean, 
Hazel J. Turner.
Webster Cen. She m.
Linda L, Bean, 194-1 - 
Diana B. Bean 
Barbara_____Bean, 1907 -
19u0
1901
t2,
- 1967* in., 1924,
, buried in Webster
- 1971, m., 194o,
, he is buried in 
Reuben Dyer
, m . _______Clarke
m * *tjornian
John X. Gorman Jr.
James Warren German 
Leon Arthur Gorman
Lester W. Forter, d. 1/6/1937, age 7o* m . ,
W.
John T. or
1908, Ina
Harston
8 Benjamin Forter, 1534 * 1899, m . , , Angie D. Knight
1842 - 1902, in Salem, Mas3. buried in Webster Cemetery 
Lizzie Porter
Bnejanin C. Porter, d. an infant 
Arthur PorterJohn A. Pcrter, b . Freeoort, 1-42, d. 1921, m . , 1366, 
j5EE?hone L. Xllen, 1648 - 188?, buried in Webster Cemetery 
Howard n . ierter, d. 1949* H*. Li coy
T E o V - 1932, age 63. He went
10!
111111
10
'9
9?
to Alaska
Beatrice B .Sorter, *x 1&93 - 1971 , a d/o Ban]. 
P. Porter and Belle Taft ig connected m h e r e
Elmer L._Forter, 1866 - 19j4* Bn, 19^c, Carrie— ^
Brackett, 1671 - 1949 
buried in B u rr CemeteryEtta Josephine Forter, 1912 n., 1939,
Da?id Cunningham,John David Cunningham, 7/16/194^ "Paul Triomas Cmtringnam, 4/^0/19j3 - _
Daniel Forter Cunnungham, 1,/.r/1.-' 
Elmer /3udy Porter_Jr., ,913 - * n.,
Burnham? Forter ^  Alaska
ireeman H. Fo^ .te^ .y cun-
POMi<&t
Bertha Forter, wafe o f f.^ j. Bean graduated from Freerort 
High School in  I0U4 with urn. S. Aldrich, Ferez S. Burr, 
Helen tariff in , Arthur Hamlin, Fhanlc E. I le r r i i l ,  uena S. 
Merrill, Hilmot B . M itchell, nattie  E. Varney,Fanny B. 
M itch e ll, W illiam , n. Ualker and Rattle H. Heston 
ner father, C h arle s  H. Forter was a carnenter who worked a 
lot for E.B. H a l le t  .^'ho b u i l t  some big barns. L<hile he 
was working on the rebu ild in g  o f a burned out barn, on 
Fogg's Point, C harles s lid  down the ro o f. Ervin Porter 
(who n. N e ll ie  Heston? grabbed hin near the eaves but 
could not hold him. He d ied  on the ground with tools 
clutched in h is  hands.
Leon L. Bean founded the L.L. Bean Co. a large mail 
order and retail sporting goods company, well known all 
over the country.
\
!
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8
6
8
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7
6
6
8
7
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
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Sarah Porter, 1801 - 18$2, 
age , _) caildren: m. (p t h children.
(1/ John Hayes, d. 1831,Enoch I-<orse
1303, - I8 7 3 , x., 1 8 3 3 , Deacon Edward
^ § S i . d " ! nwornsB\irr Cemetery
Edward r. Titcchb, 1833 - 181^,
1835 .
1837 - 
638 - '
, 184.0
EleaErr^rer&aFr^ToQp ^*18??. n.
Ilary E. For_n
Joshua h. -----atccmh,"U^us^ns ^mconh,^. JiTcorib. 1
Frances h. ditccnt
i§44, buried in Burr CaniS5w, !! ! H
18 3 7, n U P )!
86h* t! n n w
- ighi, !! f! n w- 1846, ! n n n
, Samuel Foaa
Fannie For,?
Benjamin Fogg
Eliza Porter, 18U7 - 13&3* n-*p , Enoch Pratt*. 1803 -
, son of Edmund C . Pratt and Sarah ialbot, lived in 
Lawrence, Haas.
Helissa Pratt, 1325 -  ^ lived in Lawrence I-Ia3s.
E-Li.cn rratftp 1830 — , <a* O.H.P.^Forcross
Ika-n Hobbs Pratt, 1832 - 1856J^a^ r i o r t ? ? "  rrato. 183^ - 1863, grad. Brown U. 
Y^abella Hobos dratt. 1 <-3r ** * teacher in Law­
rence, m s s .
1SLE -hl'p9 
Eater -ra'.' rrhtt. -
Patience Porter* 1309 - < "! -i3 HerrickJheqa-
6 children
* B^ ** 179I4-#6 b. Saltuate,
: Jarenial !.iucnoll.
A Ibll? Porter, b. Scitnate, 17*66 - # m*y,^^^lia^Larbcur of Gray 
Pbved to Portland.
3  children1
-  ^ ./^-ecren. and Mary 3. Porter, d. 1913*A. Forter, s/o -,*.epnen ^n^ y
70 U ° 3 ^ _ ^teoh.n and Hary 3? Porter, d. 191&* r.T^ r J. Porten* 0/0 ^tepne,. -=^
ob'tlBjtZT
^ ^ +-.V. -I/O ben<. and Hannah Larrahee_, d. 19^3.Marraret. Ft ^^r^er,
a^Tlo
. ^  rr^ter. Harv Poison, 1931to Charles & ^dris -----j*-
'' !'" '* ^  ^ y - y
! ^
' ^ 7
/ ' It /

PO T TE R
IN D E X
ALEXANDER
Andrew - ^
ANDERSONLouise G. - 3
BERRY
Harriet - 6
BROWN
Hattie - 3 
Lena - 7
BURNETT
Sarah - 1
BUTLER
Abigail - 2
COOMBS
Martha - 2
cex
Harriet - 7 *4. Roland - 7
CURTIS
Hugh - 1 
Joseph - 8
DAVIS
Vaughn - 3
DELANO
Ira - 2
DOOLIVER
Maria - 2
DUNKING
Arthur J. - 7 
Harold G. - o 
Janos G. - 7 
Jane - 1 
Martha L. - 2 
Ray P. - 7^ 
Rebecca - 7
DUNTON
Ruth - 1
EATON
Albert 0. - *2
FAIRFIELD
Edward - 2*
FOSTER
Hartley - 6 
Philip - 6 
Steel - 6
GILI-DRE
Pamelia - 6
GIVEN
Carrie M. - 3 
William A. - 3 
Winfield A. - 3
GOODWIN
Anne E. - 6
GRACE
Jane - ^
GREENMargaret A. - 1
HOUGHTON
Nahum - ^
JACKAlice L. - 1
LARRABEEBenjamin - 2 
Daniel - 2 
Ephraim - 2 
Frances J 
Hannah - 
John R* **Nehemiah - 2
Nellie - 3 
Samuel -  2
LUTHERAlvah - 2
MARiilNER 
Mary - 
Samuel 2
HARSTON
Fanny L. - ^
MERRILL
Adeline A. - 3 
Mary - ^
MERRIHA.N 
Mary - 1
MERRY HAN 
Hiram - 4 
Marian - 6 
Walter - 1
MDR3E
Lane - 6 
Olin G. - 3 
Ralph *. - 3
MORTON
Caroline - 7
MUSTARD
Catherine - 6
NASH
Emeline G. - 3-
O'taEN
Hannah - 3 
Isabella - 3
PARSONS
Samuel - 3
PATTEE
Mary - 6
PATTEN
Matthew - 1 
Susan - 1
PENNELi,
Alcot - 4 
Alice E. - 4 
Alvah T. - 4 
Anna R. - 4 
Charles H. - 4 
David - 4 
Frances A. - 4 
Harmon - 4
PENNEnL (Cont.j 
JohnN. - ^
Lawrence W. - ^
Margaret n. - ^
Merton D. - ^
Nellie H. - R 
Osborne R. - ^
PIHKHAH ,
Capt. J. Seymore - 4
POTTER
Abigail - 1
Alden - o
Alden M. - 6
Alexander - 1 - 6 - 6
Alma E. - 6
Ameline - 0
Anthoney - 1 - 1 - 1
A. Sophia
Catherine - 6 - 6
Charles - 6 - 6 - 8 - 0
Charlotte - 7
Rev. Daniel - o
David - 1 - 1 - 6 - 6
Davis - 9
EDMUND - 1 (
Edwin A. - 6
Edwin A. Jr. -7
Elisha - 9
Eliza - 0
Elizabeth - 1 - 1 - 1 - 
1 - 6 - 6 - 8 - 8
Ellen H. - 7
Esther - 1 - 1Ezekial - 1
George - 6 - 0
George M. - o
Gertrude - 7
Hamon - oHannah - 8 - 8
Henry - 1 - .0
James - 6Eider James - 8
James C. - c i
Jane - 1 - & - &
Jane IL * 6 
Jean - 7 
Jeremiah - 0
Johanna - 1
John - 1 - & '  ^ "Capt. John - 6 - /
POTTER
IN D E X
POTTED ^ont.,
Lt. John - 6 
Joseph - 6 - o 
Joseph C. - o 
Lydia - 1 - 1 
Margaret - 6 
Martha - 6
Mary - 6 - 6 - 6 - C 
Matthew - 6 - c 
Nancy - & 6 - 6 
Phebe - b - b 
Robert - 6
Samuel - 1 - 1 - 1 - 6 
Sanuel A. - O 
Sarah - 1 - 6 
Sarah L. - 7
Susanna - 6 
Thomas - 1
William - 6 - 6 - 6
6 - 6 - 6 -c 
William C. - 7 
William F. - 7 
Woodbury E. - 6
RANDALn
Abigail - 6
RICH
James - 2 
RIDLEY
Mrs. Laura M. - 2
RCBINSGL
Russell R. - 2
ROGERS ^ont.,
Jennie - 2 - 2 
Jane - 2 
Jane A. - 2 
Jane P. - 2 
Capt. John - 3 
John 0. - ^ 
Julia A. - 3 
Lizzie S. - 2 
Louis P. - 2 
Margaret - 1 - 
Martha A. - 2 
Martha E. - 2 
Mary D. - 2 
Mary T. - 2 
Nathaniel - 2 
Nehemiah - 2 
N elson - 2 
Rankin - 1 
Robert - ^ "
Robert P. - 1 
Sarah - 2 
Susannah - 1 
Capt. William 
William H. 5 
William R. - 1
SAUNDERS
Helen - 1
SIMPSON *
Hattie E. - R 
Nancy - 3
SNIPE
Sarah -  o
POTTER
INDEX
ROGERS
Abbie - 2 
Alexander - 2 
Augusta - 5* 
Casandra - 2 
Dinah - 5 
Edwin - 2 
Ellen G. - h- 
Harriet - 2 
Harriet N. - 2 
Hugh - 3 
Isabella - p 
John - 1 - 1 - ^ 
John Jr. - 1 
John R. - 1 
John D. - 1
SPEAR
Mary - 3
SPRAGUECharity - 
Paul - 2^ 
Feleg - 2
STONEJesse - ^
STREET .Edwin a* 6
1
WHIPPLE
Elizabeth - 1
WOOD
Johanna - 1 .
WOODSIDE
Clara R. -
WOODWARD Eva - 3
Flora - 3 .
George - 3 - 3 
George W. - 3 Julia A. - 3 
Lester W. - 3 
Mabel A. - 5
Y OULAK D 
Annie - 7
POTTER
IN D E X
POTTER 1
3
4 
4
Anthoney Potter, b . ,  1626 in  England, p o ss ib ly  son o f  
Robert Potter of Lynn, M ass., lived in  Ipswich, d. 1699, 
m. Elizabeth VJhiprle ,  1629 - 1712, d/o Deacon John and 
S ar ahWn ipjhl e 
Children:
John, Edmund, Samuel, Thomas, Anthoney, E lizabeth , 
Lydia
Samuel Potter, the third son, b. abt. 16$6, d. 1714* 
[1) Johanna hoed., 1661 - 
Mercy Thorqpson; m. (2;,
m. LI VJood itbl , d/o isaac Mood and
onj! )  1692, Ruth Dunton, d. beiore 
170$; m. (3), 17^5, Sarah Burnett,* widow of Robert 
Burnett.
Children oy jonanna:David, Sarah, Johanna, Samuel, Thomas, Elizaoeth 
and Henry
"  ^ Anthoney^ d. an infant, Esther, d. an infant,
Ezekial
Children by Sarah :
Esther, ^ 1 7 1 1 . Marv Merriam,..David Potter, 1655 **/%/</ * '' ' ------------
Walter Merryman, no datesof nynn* Mass.Elizabeth__Potter, 
See Merryman page
m.1 1 /iQnn ace 89, m.,d . ^
jane Dunning, d. 17^1, age
North ^ ^ , ^ ^ b e r t  Duning or James She was d/o e-tne ,ames it was by a
Droning* If she was_./p a rr iv in g  in Brunswick, 
carriage 11/11/17M. d. h/13/
1&2c, m. 7/^7/1^h "(.1— *t. on his headstone. 
1c32,. he ,,^ rth burying ground inBuried in
Toosham. , 7 7 1 _ i8k9, m* SusanJ o ^ R c a ^ / r * i 8 6 0, d/o Robert Patten 
M t e R '  177^ 7-J.^ er He is buried in and Margaret ^rcund in Top shamta. .16 N ° r ^ h l ^ 1 ^ 3  _ , r,. (1 ,^usarr^dLRSR^rs,v.+thew Patten,
_ —— trgr-Q — 1882, m.
jJi^lcrierst - 1697,
a h  Margaret R°6*r*Nathaniel .  l o w e r s ,  tmcv'
J o h n _ R a ^ g ^ - ^ ^ g o L i g t o n .  btate
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PO TTER 2
Capt. Uilliam Rogers, 1773 - 1817, m., 1799, Martha 
Lithgow Paining, 1771 * 18$8^ d/o Andrew Lhniiiing and 
Margaret (Miller; Ransom, buried the old North burying 
ground, Topsham
Jonn Joining- Rogers, 1801 - 1820 at New Orleans 
of yellow fever
hilliam Rankin Rogers, 1<-.^ 3 - 1667, m. Abigail 
butler, ll 9 - fS9u
Jolui Rogers, 1o55 ** , m. Charlotte Sprague,
Hartha Ann rioters, d. 1901, age , m. Albert
m.
C. Eaton, of Bath
Mrs. Laura H. Ridley 
Jane Aurusta Rogers, l8?$ - 190$,
R . Robinson,Louis PnTTTr Rogers, m. Maria Dolliver 
Mary T. Rogers, d. 1819 Harriet Rogers, d. 1819, age 1 years 
Abbie Rogers m. ATvah Luther- ib?1, ia.
Russell
1808 - 1895,Cassandra Rogers, 1ou7 Mar" Uunning^Rorers,  
Fairfield, 1cj\ - 1o7k 
Jane Potter Rogers, 1o10 - 1o65*
James Rich 
m. Edward
m. Ira Delano
, livel'at Kittery
Sarah Rogers, 1812 - 1893, m. Rev^_j
Harriet N ^ e l l  Rogers, 1811 - 1303,
__leg 3prag^_e ^ 1707. Eohraim Larrabee,
Jennie Rogers, iV.'b - 1 ? ^ '  -----------  * the old
Jesse Stone 
m. Paul or
, )f7t, * . — r. ------New Meadows cemetery
-o.
r; ,
, ouried in ^ ^ 9 ,  Martha-Tn'nn Rogers uarrabee, 1 <-?<- — -
Coombs, 1799 "Nehemis^La^abee, '<^9
Daniel Larrabee, 13oh - 2^njer3rri55u^oee, I0O4 
EPhruIm Larrabee, lo.i
^ muel Larrabee, 1811 ' ^ jane Larrabee^ , 1' . 
177(7- * M.Frances Al^yander Rogers,
Wannah Larrabee,
- 1882, m. .Sarah
*1889,
1921,
1670
'lb^8,
Meadows 
age 57,
age 03,
- 1919 
age 20,
Cemetery 
n. Sarah 
buried la
buried in
Nehemiah ' -'^ried in Newd. To7&, age ;7, ourie 
Nathaniel Rogers  ^ d.
yl'.; Meadovrs Cemetery 
' Lizzie S. Rogers,
Martha * '
Jew MeadowsRogers? .
Jennie^Rd^ere; Igol -
1 buried --- ^ ^ o w s
Mary Harrier, d.
as Jane below;(probably same
Samuel Marriner, 
Cemetery
*1861, age
age62j m.
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9
10
10
9
9
10
10
9
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PO TTER
Cant. John Rorers,1-10 - i^7o, 1608 -buried 1885, m. ,lupine Grove , Hannah CemeteryOwen,Julia Abbj^ Rogers, 1835 - 1901^'ml/
George, JHoodward , 1&20 - 1696, burled in Pine urove Cemetery, Brunswick
^raorge Washington Woodward^- 1853 - 1928, 
m** ^  , Nancy Simpson, 1861 - 1950, dau.
of Thomas Fennel Simpson and Harriet Phila 
Simpson, Dnried in Pine Grove Cemetery 
Eva Woodward, 188^ - 1961, buried in 
Pine throve Cemetery 
Geor*e Woodward,
Julia Abby Woodward, 1653? - 1910
N athaniel Palmer Woodward, 1&58 - 1889, 
m. , ' , ffatt ie Brown,
Leslie 
age
Woodward (Woodard), d. 194-9, buried in Burr Cem., m. (ij 
Vaun Clair Davis, 1878 - 193L, d/o Flanry E. DavTs and Harriet E. Thomas, buried in Burr Cem. but in her parents 
lot; m. (2; Adeline Stackhouse Merrill
Flora Woodward
I95i}., a H  buried Child by Given:Winfield Alvah Given,
m.
1867 -rabee.r 'IT"' 1^12, Nellie Larrabee,; A.(2,, 1931, ^ i s e  G. (Anderson^ 
ballet, Abbott, PauT;, 1^-5Mallet, -----  ^ ,C n i H  cy Nelli. Ifrrs.°se.
Oerrie E. CivrR, 1913 -
Child bv Clin Morse:^  WoodwardJMn^^, 1S98 -
Isrrsrs H. Lary,
m.,
1 1
89
9
9
10
10
9
10
10
9
8
9
9
9
POTTER
Margaret Ann Ko-ers, 1837 - 1890, m., ,
as his 2d wife, Alcot Stover Pennell, 1616 - 
1902, s/o John Pennell and Dolly Stover, 
buried in Pine Grove Cemetery, Brunswick.
Anna Rogers Pennell, 1557 - 1936* m., 1880, 
niram Merr^.im, I5a.7 - 1916, s/o Shubal 
Merryman and Jane Cuttis, They lived in 
[Framingham, Mass., buried in Pine Grove 
Cemetery.
John William Pennell, 186c - 1935* m., 189b* 
Hattie E*7 Simpson,*1*S70 - 1957, d/o Thomas 
Pennell Simpson and narriet Phila Simpson, 
he was a partner in the J.W. and O.R. Penn­
ell Dry ooods Store, Brunswick, buries in 
Pine Grove Cemetery, nru^swick.
Charles Melvin Pennell, I
Alice ho'uise 'Jack, 11 f1 - 19!;7* -3^ ' * -
Synods in Freeport, oru,.swick and ma^Y 
other towns in Maine and Mass., Durieo a
'adopted,, 1897 -
Margaret uouise Pennell* 1
Randall^ennell, 18M ^ -  19?3, y
-1-^'lCtrri-l , ,<arst.n.JIdTan8 ^ _ ^nn-
sLre, buried in Pin, Grove
Pal- l l ,  -
m.izan,tn_Paji^ll. "
iPT? - 1Q59, buried in l - T H .  ,,av P.nnslla ^ 7 2  . 7,
pine Grove Cemetery _  ^gqg ^ b^vid
m i e n  bi.en_8°21^3^ ./. jo'nn Feruiel! y d
? . n . . n 7 . , H n ,  Regt. oivul .a r ,
nJily syver, , ^ p y . U
buried m  Pennili^ -
m. . 1931* m.
Rarmox^ei^^-y^J buried iii pilose
POTTER
8
8
6
6
6
8 AupristaAnHrcvr Frances nosers, 16^5 - 1919, m. Alexander, fo 1^ - 1919, buriedV7 in
Keulogg Cemetery.
Jol*m Osporue (or Osuome J.) Rogers, 18^ .7 - 
19^5, (cT. 1 ^06, age 5^1*, fl^ i-'anny b. Mars- 
ton, d. 1879, age 31, n. (2; nauej. A. Woodward, 
d. 1936, age 7 7 , all ouried in Pine Grove Cem. 
'^ilna^i nardy Rocers, 1^53 - 1890, m. Emeline 
GTlNash, 1oNl- - 19^1, buried in Pine Grove Cem.
Dinah Rogers, 17o1 - 1326, m. Nahum Houghton
Huch Rogers, 17&5 * 1867, ni-, 181^, . s_abe_.la  0.._e^ .,
and ^ A d
6 Isabella R ogers, m Samuel Parsons
P O T T E R 6
5 Mary Potter,
5 Alexander Potter, 
Abigail Rand &^ 1JL,
5 Robert Potter,
, m. Hartley Foster 
, d. abt. I8u3 , m . , 17 0 2,
, m. Marian Herryinan
Martha Potter, d. 1832, 
it 1b, age 6 6 , buriedir
Topsham
Philip Foster, 
Martha G. 
north
age b3, m., 1777# Steel Foster, 
in old north burying ^ rouncT"Ih
d. l8S)j?, age 68, War of 1612, 1a.
____________________, d. 18$^ ., age ^7 # buried in
old  burying ground, Topsham 
^William Potter, youngest child of David and Mary Potter, 
b. abt. 17^ 5* moved to Topsham abt. 1736, d. 17^7# m. , Catherine Mustard,
Children:
James - Alexander - John - David - Joseph - Matthew - 
Samuel - William
5 Lt. John Potter, b. Topsham, 1736, d. 1792, Rev. War 
veteran, m. ITarah Snipe or Suipe, d/o Charles 
Snipe or Suipe,
Children:
Nancy - Catherine - William - Elizabeth 
Martha - Jane - Mary - Charles - Joseph
6 :William Potter, b. Georgetown, 1765* d.
*3. fiary Pattee, 17&7 - 1832, d/o 
Jane Pattee 
Children: ^
David - Margaret - Charles - John - Elizabeth - 
Mary - Nancy - Catherine - Snsanna - Jane - 
William - Woodbury H. and Jeremiaii, all b o m  
at Georgetom, Maine. ^
7 William Potter, b. Georgetown, Maine, 10^ 5**
d. 1873, m. fl/, 1833* Jane Morse, b. 101^ ., d. 
l83h? d/o Richard and Jane Morse; m. (2j,
Pane lie Gilmore 1818 - ,
Child by Jane Horse:
8 Alden Morse Potter, b. 1c3^ }- at Arrowsic,
d. ,* m. Anne E. Goodwin
ldren
and Annie
- Sarah -
- George
1031*Jeremiah and
Ch: * XL* -- -Pamelia Gilmore:
m. Edwin
, m. ,
d/o Alfred
Jane Morse Potter, l8 )^.G - 
W .' Street^
Edwin Augustus Potter, 1 bh2 - 
1o*73,Harrlet "Berry, *, - ,
and Sinslth. Ahfyed Berry was s/o
General Joseph Derry and Mary White. He was 
in the lumber business in 3ath, then the 
china and glassware business, president of 
a bank in Chicago and of a land corapany in 
Idaho, ne was a ^t. Col. in the militia at 
one time.
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POTTER 7
Children Hdwiu A. Fotter and Mar? Smith.*
Chapman P.tt.r. 1874 - " '"I'm., 1901, Caroline Horton, , d/o Hon. Paulnorton, once secretai^ of the Navy.Jean Potter, 19^3 - 
Charlotte Potter, 19up - Edwin A. Potter^,l877 - , banlrer in Kich.
, m., 19o^, W. RolandGertrude Potter, 1&79 - Cox of Denver
Harriet Cox, 1900 -
Cant. John Gilmore Potter, sea captain, 18^ .$ - 
m+ Lena Brown,
William Fi'ederick Potter, 1814.8 - 
Ellen Maria Fetter, 18^0 -
, m. Annie Touland
, James G . s/o FfbenezerSarah Lilly Fotter, 18$6 - 1910, m.,Dunning, ll f T  - 1 ^ 3 ^  ^t Chicopee, ^ss.Stanwod Dunning and Harriet P. Frost. He grad B.^. ns- School, 1880, lawyer in Springfield, ^ s s .  Sne "as btate 
Regent of the D.A.R. in Mass, from 19u9 to 1 ,1 j.
See Dunning page b!i. , HarvardHarold Gardner Dunning, 1c.; - * b^a*
Arthur J. Dunning,
Rebecca Frost  ^ ^ a "lo^O - ,
Schoolgrad. Springfield n.S., navrencf 
and Harvard.
POTTER
Elizabeth
d. 1666
1736 - 1667
1771 - 166.6
XIXEL &KKXX 2LKK5IKXX
William Potter, I8u8 - 16^3 in Africa, m.
1804 - 1873
George W. Potter, d. 1848. age 1b 
Rev. Daniel Potter, 1819 - 1884, m. Albina 
1826 -  1906
Elizaueth Potter, 1806- - 1890 
Hanon Potter, 1812 - 1876 m. Christina 
Eliza Potter, 18u9 - 1890 
Davis Potter, 17&0 - 1636, m. Adah X Sophia Potter, 1811 - 1868 
ueorge Potter, 1736 - 1832 m. Elizabeth 
Phebe Potter, a. 1845# age 30 
dau. , d. 1849, age 3$
John Potter, 1766 - 1855 
Kerry Potter, 1799 - 1835 
Charles Potter Esq., 1*?72 - 1846 m. Abigail 
17/2 - 1855 Louisa, tneir dau., d. 186.2, age 33
Elder James Potter, 1734 - 1815 
Joseph Potter Esq., 1775 - 1631 m*
Hannan J. Potter, d/o Henry & "Thankful, 0.
Charles Potter, s/o ' " *
Phebe Potter, d/o " " ^Alden Potter, d. 1 8 7 6 , age 65 n. Unarlotte
d. 1868, age 56
James C. Potter, 
uoseph C. Potter, d. 1- age 
Mary Potter, d. 1829Elisna Potter, d. 1895, age 89 m. Eli-abet 
age 78 -
Elizaveta Potter, d. 1-3^, ^
Hannah Potter, d. 1 - —  ,
AlnaE. Potter, d.Samuel A. Potter, d. 9^4 0, age 4 
Emeline Potter, d. 1 ^  *
. a e 5 9, Nev MeadousHannah, w/o Joseoh Potter, d*
'nanhah ^ ^  1774 - 1850
1856, ago 
1842, age 
1841, age 
C .
24
16
9
d. 1o64,
Cem


